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CINCHO-QUININE.
QiUIINE hich waa ylaced in the bandh of pbysicianl i 1869, has been teated in all parts of the country,

ri t QIIE hc a lcdi the hand of phs cianing 8the important constituentsOfPriaBr,
, tetiony in it favor ta decided and unequivocal. It contan tof Porxtviae Barg,

ctinidia, Cinchonia and Cinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and no extern agents.

'UNIvERSI!rT OF PENNSYLVANIÂ, Jan. 22, 1875.
hav .. - -d, cinchonine, and cinchonidine."1

tested CINCHo-QuIqNIN, and have found it to contain quinine' , ProoCem and Mîoiineraoy

et 1 F. A. GENTE, Prof. of Chemiatry and Mineralogy.

er fehrev LABORATORY OF THH NtVERSte OF CHICQO, February 1, 1875.
104 ad Y certify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of a hereby cefyta COQINI fond h ieseak-

C44,4 e ualtaie examination for quinine, quinidine, and cincho ne, aRT HEELER erofessort fof Chemistry.

haickove ''d a goî-QUININEc, and find it'to contain quinine,
n ae a careful analysis of the contents of a bottle of your CiNCH0QpÎNAE , Stto Assae ofinane.

trf..nne ca eoid . S.p. SHARPLES, State Aaaayer of Masa.
-""Il 

Iin 
ea nd cinchonidine.o 

s n

orm are contained the important alka-
t>les Of Bark, so as to be accessible to

Und Quinidia which is believed to be a
lrIOdic than Quinine ; and the alkaloids

ctiation, unquestionably produce favor-
Influences which can be obtained from

io t, superior efficacy as a tonic and
Stas the folloiving advantages which

ts ts value to physicians
t5 the full therapeutic influence of Sul-

Ine, in the same doses, without oppress-
ctrech, reating nausea, or producing

.as the Sulphate of Quinine fre-
it produces much less constitutional

hthe great advantage of being nearlye bitter is very slight, and not un-
nost sensitive or delicate woman or

fastly ; the price will fiuctuate *ith the

'pha bk but will always be much less
te of Quinine.

ts indications not met by that Salt.

Middleburg, Pa.,
April 13, 1875.

Gents: It bpay be f some satisfaction to you to

kow that I have used the alkaloid for two years or

nearly, in my practice, and I have found it reliable,

and all I think that you claim for it. For children

and those of irritable stomache, as well as those too

easily quininizedl by the ,Sulhate, the Cincho acts

like a charm, and we can hard y see how we did with-

out it so long. I hope the supply wil continue.
Yours, with due regard,

J. R. TAYLOR, Kosse, Texas.

I have used your CINCHO-QUININE exclusively for

four years in this malaria
1 

region.
It is as active an anti-periodic as the Sulphate, apd

more agreeable to administer. It gives great satisfac-

tion. D. H. CHASE, M.D., Louisville, Ky

1 have. ised the CINcHO-QUINiNE ever since its
Intr uction, and am so well satisfied with its results

that I use it in all cases in which I formerly used the

sulphate, and in intermittents it can be given dtring

the paroxYsm of fever with perfect safety, and thus

Jose no0 tune. E. SCHENCK, M.D., Pekin, Ill.

I am using CINCHo-QUININE, and find it to act as

reliablY and efficiently as the Sulphate.
re the case of children, I employ it almost exclu-

5ively, and deemits action upon them more beneficial
than that of the time-honored Sulphate.

W. C. SCHULTzE, M.D.,
Marengo, Iowa

cann'ot refri rigvn o y 9SCT Ioefrai rom giving you my OSE TE HoQUINNE in my practice has given the bes
tic ng CINcHO-QUININE.CNcOQ . ..- tou-

CîcH.QiNNa WihIV 
o slS being inmy estimation asueirt

e 9f twenty years, eight of which were 
S lofresuts, bmt

es as aa drug store. I have used Quinine beM phate of Quinine, as many advantages over the
Ia hre generally recommended by the uta pnort, M aS.

tl he last four or five years I have used g g g . Nor amptonh Ma s

d i your CINcHO-QUININE in place of your CINcHo- QuINiNk s nave used with marked
l. ave never been disappointed in ny success. prefe t in eveAY te DalPa Te

JNO.Y. HINDL, .Don receipt of tWenty-live 04t., or
a m aple package, for trial, containing tity grains of CINCHo-QUININEr onrer UonntYSto n . r

t Of one dollar and sixty cents, posît paid. Special pricea g
WEWaUAtRECEICLYeUESLT l

et \V E MANUFACTURE CHEMICALLY PURE SAT O

aMjo]2Mý AntMon Fpper, Gold, 1odine, IrOu,L14a0
onlium, Antimlony, BOium, Bro-nine, Bismuth, Cerium, Cali , in 4inec
Manganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phosphorus, Potaium, silvr, Tin, Z etc

»W Price List and Descrptive Cataloguefuérnished Upon application.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & CO., Manufacturing Chemists,
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NICHOLS & CO.)

BOSTON, MASS.
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M O L L E R'S
PURST ORWE0Ù1AN 00D-tl.iVER 01L.4

M"MLER'

Di BascHE, Phystcian in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway
the very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes." . 1

ABBoTrs SmITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, say. ther
easily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the O
oil are." yee

DR. RUDDOCKS, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: " We are glad to be able to l
phatic recommendation to so pure a preparation."a

J. MARioN Sixs, M. D., New York, says: " I have prescribed it almost daily, and s '
reason to be perfectly satisfied with it." ie

DR. L. A. SAYR, New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an Oil Wb*
fectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished."

N. B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says: " It is remarkably free from impurities

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YO y
Sole Agents for United States and

MICROSCOPES.
U~ A W A- -y-;~ Wr[ UEENT Ti ~ &27 fCO

J A M ES..VJ .i~ v .~... Q~ ~.,
924 Chestnut-St., - - PRILADEL EL

EBP constantly in stock, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to bo fo 0Jj
house in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands and.ied

by Powell & Lealand, Rosa, Crouch, Hartnach, Nachett, etc., etc.; and being the exclutwe Agente, for the e 6
of MEassa. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock all the productions of these most eminent manufacturera.

10,000 P;E F-A.ED OBJECTS
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE SCIENCES.

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on recelpt of Ten Ces
Address as above.

Anatomical Models and Osteological Preparatio 6

SKELETONS, SKULL8, MICROSCOPIO PREPARATIONS.

Special attention is hereby called to the fact, that we can supply r

of MEDICAL WORKS and CHARTS, either American, English or

Publications, at second-hand, at greatly reduced prices.

6 '' ORDERS FOR THE IMPORTATION OF BOOKS TAKEN.

Letters will be promptlylanswered and catalogues sent. Address gfle
ARTHUR BERENDSOHN, 202 William Street, NeW

I EXCOTET

_
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WILLING. &IMSON'S

W IMEDICAL WORKS.

Clinical Lectures and Essays, by Sir James Paget, iBart. Edited by Howard Marsh, F.R.C.S.,
*5.00.

W R.-Manual of General Pathology. For the use of students and practitioners of Medicine. By

Ernest Wagner, M.)., $5.50.

-"1OTII.--General Surgical Pathology and Therapeutics, in fifty lectures. A text book for students

an1d physicians. Translated and revised from the sixth German edition ; by Chas. E. Hackley,
XD., $5.00.

O ]p TAL PLANS.-Five essays relating to the construction, organization, and management of Hos-

pitals. Contributed for the use of the Johns Hopkin's Hospital of Baltimore, $6.00.

REN & KEYES.-Diseases of the genito-urinary organs, with Syphilis. With engravings

and cases, $5.00.

IX'Medical Thermometry and Human Temperature. By E. Seguin, M.D., $3.50.

D-LIt ental Pathology and Surgery. By J. A. Salter, M.B., F.R.S., $4.50.

0 k'Syphilitic lesions of the osseous system in infants and young children. By R. W. Taylor,

$2.50.

GCkDetermination of the refraction of the eye, by means of the ophthalmoscope, 50c. net.

1- Lectures on the respiratory organs, heart and kidneys. By A. L Loomis, M.D., $5.00.

A andbook of Therapeutics. By Sydney Ringer, M.D., 4th ed., $4.25.

WILLING & WILLIAMSON

12 Ki g Street East, Toronto.
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CODMlVAN, & SHURTLEFF'S
APPARATU'8Bs FOR

Atomization of Liquids for Inhalation, Looal Anæsthesia,
BY the 4tomizer, any medicated liquid miay be converted into, the finest spray. In this state it miay be inhaled into the

air-cells, thus opening a new era in the treatment of alldiseases of the throat and lungs. (Fig. 15).
It consibo h sphere-shaped brass boiler A, steam outlet tube B, with aý1 e

K formed to re packing through which the atomizing tube D passes,
O Ig and hy means w h tubes, of various sizes, may be tightly held against any force

by screwing.divn the cover while the packing is warm; the safety-valve E, capable
tion to high or low pressure by the spring or screw in its top, the non-conducting Il .
which the boiler may be lifted while hot, the medicament cup and cup-holder G, tlt
H, iron base I 1, the glass face-shield J, with oval mouth-piece connected by the
K with the cradle L, whose slotted staff passes into a slot in the shield-stand M M
may be flxed at any height or angle required by the milled screw N.

H The waste cup, medicament cup andlamp are held in their places in sucboo
0 that they cannot fall out when the apparatus is carried or used over a bed or 

All its joints are hard soldered. It cannot be injured by exhaustion O
any attainable pressure of steam. It does not throw spirts of hot water, tO
scald the patient. Is compact and portable, occupies space of one-sixthbe
only, can be carried from place to place without removing the atomizing tUb
water, can be unpacked and repacked without loss of time. Will render ti
service for many years and is cheap in the best sense of the word. Price
parts, nickel plated, additional, $2.50. Neatly made, strong black walnt

Fig. 15. The comiplete Steam Atomizer. convenient handle, additional $2.50.
B The most desirable band apparatus. Rubber warranted ofe

A quality. Valves imperishable, every one carefully fitted to its seat
perfectly in all positions. The bulbs are adapted to all the tubes d
us for Local AnSsthesia in Surgical Operations, Teeth Extractifib'

F halation. Price $4.00. Each of the above Apparatus is suPPli.
C carefully made annealed glass atomizing tubes, and accompanieled<

rections for use.
E CODUAN & îRLEFF. DEvery steam Apparatus is tested with steam, at very high p urs .

apparatus is carefully packed for transportation, and warranted perfe
HAND BALI APPARATUS, (Fig. 5, without shield) with two glas

tubes A T.. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .
TH BOSTON wi two glass Atomizing tubes

Fig. 5. Shurtleff's Atotnizing Apparatus. 6 TREMONT "6 ". " itd

Pat. March 2iz, 1868. GLASS ATONIZING TUBES, to fit any of our Apparatus, warra ..
perfect............. ..........................................................................

PERFUME ATOMIZER, nickel plated, for toilet use.
SILVER SPRAY " ".. · · ·· · · · · · 5 cto
NICKEL PLATED TUBES, for Local Anæsthesia and for Inhalation
RHIGOLENE, for Local Anæsthesia, best quality, packed...
NASAL DOUCHE, for . eating diseases of the Nasal Cavity, eight different varietien, each with two n zzl0s a,

N.B.-To save collection expenses, funds should be sent with the order, either in form of draft, post-office o rder, or
etter. /,9 For com plete illustrated price-list of Apparatus. Tubes, &c., see pamphlet. tbi>

Will send by mail (post-paid), on application, a pamphlet containing two articles, by distinguished foreignu
* Inhalation of Atonized Liquids," with formule of those successfully employed. Also, an article by Dr. L W. ThudIc f
C.P.,on "A New Mode of Treating Diseases of the Nasal Cavity," with his formule. Also an illustrateddescriptiOn
Apparatus for the above purposes, and for producing Local Anosthesia by Atomization of Rhigolene.

Instruments made to order, Sharpened, Polished, and Repaired.
An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF, t.
Makers and Importers of Surgical and Dental Instru

H. J. ROSE, corner Queen and Yonge Streets, Toronto, Agent for the instruments, also the Pamphlet mte

Tr IEW àoq lm y duTHE CENTRAL PHARMB <

MANUFACTURER OF

SUIEZ Cc AIL-
ANI)

ORTHOPŒDICAL INSTRUMENTS,

109 SOUTII EIGHTII STREET, PILADELPHIA.

Aspirators, Axilla Thermometers, Hypodermie Syringes,
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawksley's Metallic
Stethoscopes, Elastic Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,

Bow Legs, Spine
Diseases, &c.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent on application.

Chemists and Druggi0t'
Corner of Queen and Elizabeth Streets, 'ro

AVE on band the following new renedie®
be sent to any address in all quantities, 1

Cincho-Quinine, Mono-BroiniXde
Guarana, Jaboraldi. At

Croton-Chloral Hydrate, SalicY fo
&C., &C., &c. .eci tio00

Special attention given to Physicians'p Pre5r
Office use, such as Elixirs, Fluideetr

Pille, Syrups, etc.
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ersity of Pennsylvaniá-MXedical Department.
Thirty-sixth and Locust Streets, Phiad hja.

111TÉ ANNJAL SESSION.

k qeORuE 1¶EDICAL FACULTV.
eritts NRGE B.OOD, M.D., LL.D., Emerituà Professor of Theory and Practice of Medicine ; HENRY H. SMITH, M.D.,

0 Proffessor of Surgery ; JOSEPH CARSON, M.D., Emeritus Professor of Materia Medica and Pharmacy.

r' E. ROGERS, M.D., Prof. of Chemistry ;JOSEPH LEDY, M.D., LL. D. Profesor of Anatomy ; FRANCIS G.

. Prof. of Institutes of Medicine; R. A. F. PEr4lME;MD, LL.D., Prof of Obstetric and Diseasés of

idren; ALFÈED STILLE, M.D., Prof. bf Theoy and PracticeTO Me4icine nD Ci.ical Medicine;r1á

icand Ph,. M.., )LL. D., Prof. of Surgery and of Clinical Surgery ; HIORATIO NEIL, M.D., Prof. of Clinical
ry w harmacy; WILLIAM PEPPER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine ; JOHN NEILL, M.D., Prof.

ea LLIAM GOODELL, M.D., Clinical Professor of Diseases of Women and Chiidren ; JAMES TYSON, N.D., Prof.
Pathology and Morbid Anatomy.

1he troonstrator of Anatomy, H. LENOx HODGE, M.D.; of Surgery, CHARLES T. HUNTER, M.D.; of Practical

' GEORGE M. WARD, M.D. ; of Experimental Physiology, ISAAC OTT, M.D.

cal Instruction is given at the University Hospitai by the above named Clinical Professors, and also on Diseases

t Ye, PROF. NORRIS; Diseases of the Ear, PROF. STRAVBRIDGE;

he PROF. L. H. DUHRING. Morbid Anatomy and Histology C PROF. J. tYSON.
dets. tidelphia Hospital also is contiguous to the Unversity, anits CI nical Lectures are free to ail medical

t th udents may be examined on the elementary branches at the en
t elves during their third course to the applied branches only.

Sox cENT ADDITION BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF SEVERAL NEW OER S TO THE DEGREE

}{OTR STUDENT NO INCREASE OF EXPENSE OR DURATION OF STUDY, OR OTHER EXAMINATIONS FOR THE DEGREE

brU ITHERTO BEEN REQUIRED. .patio Btan Hygene Medical Juris-
ene ae S ring and Summer, Lectures on Zoology and Comparative natoY, 0oA , REES a HOWELL

e .an oxicology, and Geology, are delivered by Professors ALLEN WOOD, IARTSHORNE, RESE and HOWELL,

e ilaryFaculty, and are free to matriculants of the Medical Department.
CtUrs of I 76-77 will commence on Monday, October 2d, and end on th M iast day of February ensuing.

Trh - or one full course, $140 ; or for each professor's ticket separatey, $2o. Matriculation fee (paid once only),

ett fees are payable in advance. Graduation fee, $30. BERT E. ROGERS, M.D., DEAN,Cetrs of inqui.y should be addressed to ROET p.ROES o. 288, DEiA,~ la

e•I IMARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS0tro-Medical Instruments •

and Batteries. Absolutely Pure NOn-Humaized Vaccine Virus,

n at s Obtained by the m.thod of

i ~~~ 'rvACCINATIONlrd

0 IMMIN C & TA L BO T,
814 pgLBERT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

w e largely increased our manufacturing facilities,
est i nW prepared to furnish the finest work, with

rtablernements, on reasonable terms.
t p ete a Galvanic, Faradic, and Caustic Batteries, with

C all .ying apparatus. and Electrodes and Conduc-
S, ts Cir varieties, constantly on hand.

, colade for the erection of permanent batteries in
aneges ad private offices.

(2 Pply of Electro-Medical Books always in store.
c%1 ctions by mail promptly attended to. Send for

IHED 1836. NEW YORK.

• PLANTEN & SON,
OIIICINAL CAPSULES

OF ALL KINDS. ALSO,

,li Pt O»Psules (5 sizes), for the easy administration of
nauseous medicinal preparations.
geit on application. de' Sold by all Druggists

TRUE AN" ' e

instituted by Prof. Depaul Of Paris, in April, 1866, from the

famous case cf SpOntaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in
France, and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by
Dr. nenry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instructions
from the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by far

the largest and most perfect in the world.

LARGE IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF
10.......... ... ". ...... $2.0.

pRIMARf CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY
SELECTED......................$5.00.

Ail Virus is fullY warranted efficient. It will be packed

te go with perfect safety by mail. Full directions for use

accompany esfch package. Remittances must accompany

order. Safe delivery cf Virus insured.

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, Mass.

A GOOD OPENING.
MEDICAL Man wishes to dispose of his Residence and Good-will

A f MEDIC rth over $3,000 per annum. The prope y consise
of Practice, wo r of Land, on which are a comfortable Houe

cf One A ucrea ldings. There is also a good Orchard on the pre-
a apply te the Editor of the CANADA LANCUT,
mises. For par
Toronto.
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* * * * Sugar Coated Pills are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills.-Prof Remington's mi

before Amerikan Pharmaceutical Association, Boston, 1875.

WARNER & COS

j 01

PHOSPHORUS is an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the brain and 1et'1
system, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseases:

LAPSE OF MEMORY, IMYPOTENCV, SOFTENING OF THE BRAIN, LO5

OF NERVE POWER, PHTHISIS, PARALYSIS AND NEURALG1A.

The Pilularform has been deemed the most desirable for the administration of Phosphorus. It is in a perfect s5
subdivision, as it is incorporated with the material while in solution, and is not extinguished by oxidatiOn. 0 p

This method of preparing Phosphorues has been discovered and brought to PERFECTION by us, and is thus preseD li
its elementary state, free from repulsive qualities, which bave so long militated against the use of this loi
valuable remedy. This is a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and under all circumstances the ad
tration of Phosphorus should be guarded with the greatest care, and a perfect preparation only used.

Its use in the above named complaints, is sî'pported by no less authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. Fish
Berlin, Dr. Eames, (in the Dublin Journal,) Dr. Burgess, and Dr. Hammond, of New York. The special trea W
indicated in these cases is: lst. Complete rest of mind, especially abstention from all occupations resembl t
upon which the mind has been overworked; 2nd. The encouragement of any new hobby or study not in itsei5 &4
fui, which the patient might select ; 3rd. Tranquility to the senses, which expressly give in these cases i di' Y
impressions, putting only those objects before them calculated to soothe the mind; 4th. A very nourisbi $ tl
especially of shell-fish; 5th. The internal administration qf Phosphorus in Pilular forin, prepared by
WARNER<j' CO.

lirPILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST OF PRICE8.lia 10

Pli Phosphori, 1-100 gr. in each, . .
Pil Phosphori, 1-50 ' " . . . . . . . .

Pil Phosphori, 1-25 " " . . O
Pil Phosphori Comp. . . . .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomic, j gr.
Pil Phosphori et Nucis Vomicæ, . . . . . . .

Phosphorus, 1-50 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomicoe, j gr.
Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Nuc. Vom. .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Charb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vom., ¼ gr.
Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et QuiniS, . . . .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Quinia Sulph., 1 gr,
Pil Phosphori et Ferri et Nuc. Vom. et Quinix, . . . .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Ext. Nue. Vom., -gr. Quinia Sulph., 1 gr.

Treatise on " PHOSPHORUS; Its claims as a therapeutio agent."
Furnished on application. Address,

WILLIAM R. WARNER & 00., Manufacturing Che '

No. 1228 Market St., Philadelphia.
Warner &iCo's. Standard Preparations for sale by &I

ELLIOT & CO., Wholesale DruggistC

TogONTO,
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HIAR VARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BSTON, MASS.

Ninety--Third A nnual nnounceinelnt, 1876-77.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE:
Y. ELIOT, LL.D., President.
,LIS, M.D Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean.
JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy.
HOLMES M.D., Professor of Anatomy.

IIGELOW', M.D., Professor of Surgery.
:LER, M.D., Professor of Mental Diseases.
. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics
edical Jurisprudence.
[INOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory
ractice of Medicine.
:YNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetries.
WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Ophthalmology.
'HEEVER. M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery.
'HITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology.
EDES, M.D., Prof. of Materia Medica.

HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of Physiology,
CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy,

. and Instructor in Surgery.
FREDERIC I. KNIGHT, M.D., Instructor in Percussion,

Auscultation and Laryngoscopy.
J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.
REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of Patholo-

gical Anatomy.
WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON, M.D., Instructor in Clinieal

Obstetrics.
THOMAS DWIGHT, JR., M.D., Instructor in Histology.

EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant Demonstrator of

Anatomy.
WILLIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instructor in Chemistry.

Other Instructors:kg (E IH. . MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.W. DRAPER, M.D., Lecturer on Hygiene.
THE FOLLOWING GENTLEMEN GIVE SPECIAL CLINICAL 1NSTRUCTION

dO IS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, Ja., M.D., in Syphilis.
dA -0. GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., in OtolOgy.

1S R. CH ADWICK, M.D., and WILLIAM H. BAKER, M.D., in Diseass of Women.
P. PUTNAM, M.D., and JOSEPH P. OLIVER, M.D., in Diseases of Children.

>p IbLG. WEBBER, M.D., and JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., in Diseases of the Nervous System.

cf d tudy was radically changed in 1871.* Instruction is now given by lectures, recitations, clinical teaching

# t td cal exercises, distributed throughout the academie year. This year begins September 28,1876, and ens o
1 t esday in June, 1877; it is divided into two equal terms, either of wTich is more than equivalent to e grer

%l t g esdsion,' as regards the amount and character of the instructIon. Te te ofdntrucionssely n syre-
y 80 as to extend over three years, and bas been so arranged as to carry the student progressively and system-

0 1 gi o n e su bject to a n oth er in a j u st a n d n a tu ra l ord er. I n th e su th e us u al m eth ods, fi st ruc t i n .

St ai an atomy, iaboratory work is largely substituted for, or added to, the usual methods of instruction.

th eterd of tbe customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicinstruct h en tred
rO teriod cf study, a series of examinations on all the main subjects cf medical instruction bas been distributed

iathe bole three years ; and every candidate for the degree must pass a satisfactory examinatiun in every one of
'Pal departments of medical instruction during his period of study.

0th DIVISION OF STUDIES.
i >ort r Pirst Year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.

Seond Year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological A ai Medicine, Surgery and

°iit, th ergery. • MdcnCiia eiie ugr n
t U hird Year-Therapeutics, Obstetries, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and

y4rgery.
as ba! e are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficieny. Students w o began their

IId or tstudies elsewhere, may be admitted to advanced standing ; but ah persens who appy for admission to the

a¡r d year's class, must pass an examination in the.branches already pursued by the class to which tbey ueek
Àt toh' Examinations are held in the following order -

O end of the first year-Anatomy, Physiology and general Chemistry. Aatom
secondyear-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Meicn, n

third year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice cf Medicine, Clinicai Medicine, snd

ia' Surgery.tmbr2t.Suetwhdontied
tb rifl nations are also held before the opening of the School, beginning Septefber 27th. Studenta who do not intemd

th elves for a degree will also be received at any part of the course, for one tern or more. Any student may
9k1 i out an examination, a certificate of his period of connection with the school.

k8%ears T FOR A DEGREE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years cf th e sti and thre
Ctee ave spent at least one continuons year at this School, have passed tbe required examinations, and have

0 saa thesi' d*te of Medicine, additional facilities
le i PO RADUATEs.-For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates ficnes , at faclths

e lah. clinical, laboratory and other studies, in such subjects as may specialiY iterest tbem, the Faculty bas
oti-gey A course which comprises the following branches :--Physiology, Me ne, eratolog il Pyscho-

i ultation, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalmology, Otology, Hygiene, Dermatoogl, Syphilis, Pyscbo-
ag85 le bin Electro-therapeuties, GynScology and Obstetrics. rivilege of attending any of the other

of tabes may be pursued, and on payment of the full fe alo the ig rded by the Universiy
i1 e ga o e Medical Scbool, the use of its laboratories and library, and al 0 ter r egets accorDr

ad Graduates of other Medical Schools who may desire toGrauate degrse.
% lèls.g rtted to examination for this degrec after a year's study inr Graduation, $30; for Graduates,

îeSte, thýe'or Matriculation, $5; for the Ye ar, $200 ; for one Term alone, $120; for auare $30;ifor inaduata-

P fe for one year is $200, for one Term, $120; and for single courses sncb fees as are specified in tbe Cata-

lers heent in advance. ttend lectures and racitatiious in any othert rsOf any one department of Harvard University have a right to a
»01. furthethout paying additional fees.

r information, or Catalogue, address DR. R. H. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylston, Street, Boston, Mass.

fter September, 1877, an examination on entrance will be required. For partieulars ses Catalogue.
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to call the attention of the Profo
generally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and u01
strength of which can bh guaranteed.

GENUINE
PANCREATIO EMULSION and PANOREATI$3

The reputation of these prepArhtions is no* so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be the
only remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the Medical
Profession. No amall poition of their p p ularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatable
to the most fastidious, keep good In ait climates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. In all
cases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, Pancreatia
Emalsion and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuring
strength and appetite; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunot to the Oil, which they
assist in digesting.

PANCREATINE W INE. A most pl.asant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, with
if shaken, it readily forms an Emulsion. This preparati

prescribed by itself will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose 10
used in England. ,
PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL: A reliabl. combination of Pancreatine

Oil, rendering its digestion easy and raP

PEPTODYN, the New Digestive Digests al kinds of Food-the FARINACEoUS,
, and OLEAGINOUS, (being a combination of the0

active principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, &c.) t5 ,
Five grains of the Powder diRests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of S

BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS As Supplied to the Royal Fatilies of England an
e Feeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most nourishiga

digested Food, has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of
Starch, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeatedly pointed out. .

This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nourt
in the most digestible and convenient form.
DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and n Chronic Broncht
Recommended by the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult bre
spismodic coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in all forms for smoking and inhalatio

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE!& Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the Do
and America.

D E T R O I T John Reynders & 0".
e c C(Late of Otto & Reynders.iVecuicai College.y.

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New Y
UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND S9

SESSIONS OF 1876-'77. Manufacturer and ImPort@

PRELIMINARY SESSION opens September 6th, and
coutinues one month. AND

REGULAR SESSION opens October 4th, and continues
five months.

RECITATION SESSION opens second Wednesday in! I nstr 00
March, 1877, and continues four months.

Three Hospitals and two large free dispensaries furnish an
abundance of clinical material for illuFtrative and practical SKEL ETO
teaching. One or more clinics held daily.

All lecture# are delivered on Hospital groundy. Senior
students have daily practice in the art of examining patiente. AND

The peculiar feature of this school is the intimtate union
between its clinical and didactic instruction. ANATOMJICPEES for Preliminary and Regular Sessions : Matricula-
tion, $5 ; Hospital fees (good for one year), $10; Lecture S
fees, $40 ; Graduation, $25; Lecture fees to third course PREPARAT
students, $25.

For the recitation term, the lecture fees are $10 to those every
who attend the other courses. All others are required to The Manufacture and ImportatiOl .
matriculate and take out Hospital tickets. tlbP i
m Announcement or further information can be promptly article used by Physicians and Surgeons our SPeC
obtained by addressing f

LUARTUS CONNOR, M.D., Secretary, Our Illustrated Catalogue and F*ge.
94 Cass Street. Detroit, Mich. mailed on application, eclosing twelve cents for Vo5
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MEMBRANOUS DYSMENORRHŒA.

B y J. W. RoSEBRUGH M.D., President of the MedicalFaculty of the Hamilton City Hospital ; late Presidentof the Hamilton Medical Society, &c., &c.*

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN -1 have thepleasure this evening of presenting for the inspec-tion and consiceration of this Association, somespecimens of membrane cast off from the uterus,by a patient of mine, during her menstrual periods:and in connection with the history of the case, itis my intention to make some remarks concerningthe nature of these membranes and the physiologyof enstruation, for the purpose of leading mem.bers into a discussion regarding these questions,and the pathology and treatment of an affection,which at the present time is eliciting unusual inter-est in the professional mind.
Sir William Jenner, in his admirable address,on ssuming the presidency of the Clinical Society,

Well Said, " We are wanting facts-facts which
could and ought to be suppliedfs And again, he
said, " Many of these questions admit of answers,
many of them ought to be answered and that many
of them are flot answered is, 1 think, discreditable
to us as a profession." It is for this purpose that
I bîing forward the history of thi3 case, that I may
put on record and supply a " fact" hoping it may
assist, to some extent, in elucidating a question,
not yet fully determined, concerning the physiology
of the uterus and its periodical changes.

History.-Nov. 2St, I8 74.-Mar J., married,
t. 34, sterile, native of England, bas brought for

my inspection and opinion, a membrane or rather
two pieces of membrane, of the sane size and shape,
wvhich she yesterday passed while menstruating.

TrntoeAus 2the Canadian Medical Association, atToronto,

She states that she has been in the habit of passing
membranes or pieces of membranes similar to these,
at each monthly period, for eight or nine years.
At first, the pieces were, she thinks, smaller and
thinner than they now are, but gradually became
larger and thicker and more like fleshy structure.
Sh'e regularly and invariably passes these mem-
branes at each menstrual epoch, generally on the
second day, and the discharge does not fairly com-
mence until the membrane has come away. Dur-
ing the first day she has a little show, with an
aching, bearing-down pain, which continues until
the membrane is expelled, and this generally takes
place in about twenty-four hours from the begin-
ning, followed immediately by some small dark
coagula, after which the flow comes on freely and
continues about five days, without any more pains
or aches up to the close of the period. She thinks
that she never passed membranes of this kind pre-
vious to her marriage, and indeed not until she had
been married eighteen months or two years ; never
has had an abortion, or, at all events, never has
gone over her time ; and to test the question them-
selves, she and her husband purposely " lived apart
from each other from one period to the next, to
ascertain whether it could be the seed she was
passing from month to month, but the membrane
came away that time all the same." Being the
wife of a mechanic, she does her own work, but
scarcely considers herself a strong person. She is
rather pale and a little nervous, but does not pre-
sent a delicate appearance. There is no syphilitic
history.

Upon examination with the speculum and sound,
the uterus, with the exception of the vaginal
portion is slightly conical, and apparently nor-
mal in every respect; there is no enlargement
nor displacement; no endo-cervicitis nor endo-
metritis ; no tenderness nor hyperplasia; no abra-
sion, ulceration nor leucorrhœa. Every four weeks,
since her first visit, she has brought me these exfo-
liated membranes, sometimes there were two pieces,
but at other times there were three or four. The
period has been neither postponed nor anticipated
but returned regularly, scarcely varying one day.
The membranes, when first brought to me, are
always perfectly fresh looking, not having the
slightest offensive odor nor presenting the least
appearance of shrivelling or disintegration.

This membrane, the first she brought me, has
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been hardened and preserved in alcohol; it is, you from four patients, summarizes about ail that hasobserve, in two pieces, perfect mates, which are been definitely ascertained concerning the structuretriangular in shape, an inch long and about three of these formations, as follows :-" That the mem-quarters of an inch wide at the broadest part, hav. brane is theamucous membrane of the uterus inu-ing an abrupt termination at each angle. If these sive of the blind extremities of the glands, but that,two pieces were stitched together, as they mate in some cases, the deeper f thwe would have a three-cornered bag, resembling and the terminationof the glands remain in the
the inside shape of the uterus, with three openings uterus.' The membrane, Dr. Finkler thinks, "is-one at each angle-the two side ones corres- the product of disease, a pathological condition,
ponding with the ostia of the Fallopian tubes, and and not of impregnation, nor an increased physio-the lower one with the internal mouth of the uterine logical action which takes place in the generative
canal. On the inner side of this membrane, the organs periodically." Dr. Barnes, admitting "thesurface is smooth, irregularly subdivided by furrows, new fact," that the membrane expaled in theseand presents, even to the unassisted eye, small cases is the mucous membrane, argues that, eIf itopenings, which my friend Dr. Malloch has kindly be admitted, and observations in point are now soexamined with the microscope, and informs me numerous and authentic that it can scarcely beare undoubtedly the orifices of the utricular glands' disputed, that the mucous membrane, under simple
The outer side, where the separation took place, is ovarian menstrual excitation, does undergo a highrough, ragged and flocculent, having much the degree of development not distinguisliable from thesaie appearance as early aborted ova. decidua of early pregnancy, it must also be admit-Eiology and Pasesol,y. - Now the question ted as possible, that the mucous membrane soarises, what is the anatomical or physiological developed may be cast off." Graily Hewitt goesstructure of these membranous formations, and further; he says, "The mucous membrane liningwhat is the pathological condition of the uterus the body of the uterus, which is ordinarily one-
which causes it to cast off or exfoliate them from eighth of an inch thick, is very vascular; durinemonth to month ? You remember that when we menstruation it becomes much more so, and ore-were at the schools, the theory taught in those over increases in thickness. The mucous mem-days, and indeed, by some teachers, even up to brane thus thickened appears to be shed at eachthe present time, I understand, was, that the cause catamenial period, and in cases I have found it inof niembranous dysmenorrhea was attributable to actual process of disintegration." Recently, somean inflammatory condition of the inner surface o investigators have been endeavoring to prove thatthe uterus; exudations of lymph, it was thought the mucous membrane of the uterus is exfoliated
took place, and casts, similar to those of croup, at the time of parturition and abortion, as, forwere formed and ultimatehy extruded. instance, Kôlliker maintains that, " during parturi-To Dr. Oldha belongs the honor of first point- tion, the mucous membrane of the body of theing out that this theory was incorrect, and e uterus is entirely removed-completely cast off-distinctiy enunciated the proposition that these in the form of decidua and placenta uterina, andmembranes were formed under the ovarian stimu- that the muscular fibres become exposed in thelus, and that they were formed by the uterine uterine cavity."glands-that they were, in short, the lining mem- At the time of abortion, Dr. Engelmann foundbrane of the uterus itsef. it in the following condition :-" Ova expelled insphe ake , Teory.t-his theory, or more strictly the first month, and mostly those of the second,speaking, the latter part of this theory,-that the have no maternal membranes adherent to them,membrane exfoliated in these cases is really the but show the shaggy whitish surface of the envel-uterine mucous membrane, is fully accepted by all oping chorion; at this period the ovum is oftenthe leading authorities of the present day. To be aborted in a very marked pathological condition,brief on this point, and without doing injustice to together with the whole of the upper layer of theany recent author, I think I may safely assume mucous membrane, which closely adheres to it.'that Dr. Finker, of Kiew, after examining seven Dr. John Williams, of London, by observationsspecimens*bf dysmenorrhoea membrane, obtained made on the uteri of twelve wonien wlo had died
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in different stages of the menstrual and ilitermen-
strual period, and by a careful study of the cycle
Of changes which take place during the period
which elapses from the cessation of one men-
strual flow to the cessation of the flow next follow-
illg, has proved, pretty conclusively, it appears to
Me, that the mucous membrane is likewise exfoli-
ated from the cavity of the body of the titerus
during the process of menstruation. The facts
elicited by the dissections of Dr. Williams have
been lately confirmed by the observations of Dr.
U-nderhill and Dr. Barnsfather; and some years
ago, the late Dr. Tyler Smith came to the same
conclusion-

Lastly, on this point, we have Dr. Lombe Athill's
deliverance on this "new revelation," in the follow
111g language :-" But if this view is true, as I
believe it to be, the menstrual flow becomes merely
the termination of a process, slowly and gradually
Completed, and not a special function per se; for
if the lining membrane of the uterus be disinte-
grated and cast off at each menstrual period, it
Must be as frequently reproduced. The catame-
lial flow, therefore, must be to the intra-menstrual
Period what the lochia are to pregnancy-a dis-
charge mainly composed of effete materials."

Having thus presented a resume of the conclu-
sions of leading authorities on these questions
and accepting them in the main as correct, and to
enable us to -comprehend the possibility of the
rtcous membrane of the uterus being exfoliated
from nonth to month, it will be necessary to study
the publications of the more recent investigators
concerning the minute anatomical structure of the
Mucous membrane of the uterus, and its periodical I
changes.

The Physiology of Menstruation and its relation
to ovulation has recently received more attention
fro the profession generally than any other ques-

n in the whole domain of medicine. A number
af papers have been written on this subject within
a few months, but none have attracted so muchattention as those of Williams, of London, and
engelmann, of St. Louis. In order, therefore, to
enable us to comprehend this subject more clearly,let us briefly review the publications of these emi-
blent authorities. % * * * With this evidencebefore us, Mr. President, we can come to no other
Conclusion, I think, than that the so-called mucous
1elibrane, or at all events its superficial layers, of

the cavity of the body of the uterus» is èxfoliated
at each menstrual epoch, as is the case, it appears,
at parturition and abortion ; and that according to
Williams, the normal physiological process of re-
moval is by "fatty degeneration and disintegra-
tion." But when the membrane is exfoliated en
masse, as in membranous dysmenorrhœa, the nor-
mal physiological process is interrupted, and the
membrane is separated and èxpelled, prematurely,
before it has had time to undergo the normal dis-
integration process.

Notwithstanding the investigations of Williams
have been accepted and apparently corroborated
by such high' authorities, it is nevertheless due to
Engelmann, whose general accuracy of investiga-
tions demands for his statements the highest con-
sideration, to state that he characterizes Williams'
equally positive and careful statements as estab-
lishing a physiological improbability. He main-
tains strongly, that in not one of the uteri exam-
ined at such periods, was the mucous membrane,
or even its superficial layer, found wanting. But
it appears to me that one cannot carefully study
his own publications anent this subject, without
finding abundant evidence here and there, to prove
that he himself frequently found " fatty degenera-
tion-a retrograde metamorphosis-the destruction
and detachment of a large part of the more exposed
elements of the surface, and even of the glandular
epithelium." Moreover, it appears to me, that
Williams' objections to Engelmann's statements
are well taken, for, as he truly remarks, the data
from which the latter bases his conclusions are
unreliable, as in no case examined by him was the
date or stage of the menstrual flow known, and he
has never examined a case in which death had
taken place during or at the termination of the
menstrual flow. Williams then trenchantly sub-
mits that, " from such data it is not possible to
speak with any degree of probability, much less
certainty, of the state of the uterus towards the
close of the menstrual flow, and consequently of
the removal and renewal of its so-called mucous
membrane." Engelmann himself has recorded,
that in two of the cases examined by him, which
he says were undoubtedly virginal, he found, "in
one, the deciduous membrane in the vagina; in
the other, it was partially adherent, the greater
mass, however, being lodged in the cervical canal."
These cases may or may not have been cases of
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membranous dysmenorrhœa. In this affection the
mucous membrane certainly is exfoliated every
month, and every month again renewed. Aid,
does this " fact" not prove that the theory adyo-
cated by Williams is possible; nay, more, is preba-
ble ? This is in fine, the position in which this
interesting etxtion at present rests ; we have the
two contending theories-the desquamative and the
involutive. Further accurate investigations will
soon, no doubt, settle the question as to how deep
the mucous membrane of the uterus is removed at
each menstrual epoch, Reasoning from analogy,
1 anticipate that the truth will be found to be,
that in those cases where menstruation lasted only
two or three days, with very little discharge, the
fatty degeneration and disintegration-the retro-
grade metamorphosis of Engelmann-will have
taken place only to a moderate extent ; while on
the other hand, in those who had menstruated
freely-five, six, seven or eight days-and dis-
charged a large quantity of cell and glandular
debris, the desquamation has been pretty extensive
and complete.

Separation and Expulsion.-The inquiry natur-
ally arises here, at what stage of menstruation does
the separation and extrusion take place ? If we
look into the authorities for a solution of this ques-
tion, we meet with disappointment. Only Graily
Hewitt discusses the question ; he observes that
" There appears to be no possibility of concluding
otherwise than that the membrane actually expel-
led belonged to, or was the product of the former
menstrual period. If, normally, the menstrual
decidua is thrown off from the uterus after the
discharge has ceased, or at all events during the
latter period of the discharge, it would appear that
in these abnormal cases this exfoliation is post-
poned, the membrane continuing to grow during
the intermenstrual period." Looking back for a
moment at the history of the case related by me,
we will be obliged, I think, to differ from Mr.
Hewitt as to the time the membranes are detached
and expelled. My patient stated that when she
became unwell, during the first day, she had an
aching bearing-down pain until the membrane
came away, followed immediately by some small
dark coagula, after which there were no more pains
nr clots, but the flow then came on freely and
continued about five days, gradually ceasing. The
membranes are always perfectly fresh looking, pre-

senting no appearance whatever, as far as I can
observe, of disintegration, but looking as if they
had just then been torn from off the living struc-
ture. And this history is corroborated by the
researches of Williams, who found that in those
cases where menstruation had bepn going on only
one day, "part of the mucous membrane had ai-
ready disappeared from the internal os upwards,
where it was melting away, and nearly all of the;;
remainder was projecting into the uterine cavity ;
thus proving that in normal menstruation the
mucous membrane commences to melt down and
separate before the discharge makes its appear-
ance. Dr. Williams' other subjects proved that
the separation of the membrane is generally com-
pleted during an early stage of the menstrual
period.

Causation.-The cause or modus operandi of the
expulsion of these membranes from the uterus can
be accounted for much more satisfactorily than
their formation and separation. The conclusion
arrived at by the majority of recent investigators,
may be stated to be, that there is present in these
cases some morbid condition, probably general
congestion-hyperplasia, if not indeed actual endo-
metritis. But in my patient there were no symp-
toms whatever of either of those conditions, and
as far as one case can go, fully corroborates the
conclusions of Professor Thomas, of New York,
who thinks that when either or all those conditions
exist in connection with this complaint, they are
present merely as a coincidence. He remarks,
" From my observation of this affection, I cannot
attribute it to endo-metritis, for evidence of the
existence of that disease was entirely wanting in
four cases out of five. Even if endo-metritis exist,
with marked displacement, it must not be con-
cluded that these conditions have necessarily pro-
duced exfoliation, for they are commonly present
as results in cases in which dysmenorrhœa of men-
branous type has lasted long without evidence of
their existence."

Granting that an expose of the opinions of lead-
ing authorities precludes the idea that these mem-
branes are likely to be shed by a heaithy uterus,
still, in the light of recent investigations, we may
at least question the correctness of this theory.
Engelmann has informed us. " that when thc mu-
cous membrane is in a state of functional physiolo-
gical activity, when the state is unquestionably
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tlat of menstruation and not of conceptipa, the
Membrane is swollen-tumefied, increa5ed iq.thick-
n8--hypertrophied. The glands thpnÉselves are
ve y much enlarged, often two and four-fold. The
turnefied mucosa has grown far above the original-
Slând openings, circumvallating them, and thus
Causing the funnel-shaped openings, those small
Pits, which make the ostia seem enlarged."

This then is the normal physiological condition of
the mucous membrane when menstruation is immi-
nent and setting in,and immediately before,as I have
Shewn,th-e deciduous membranes are exfoliated; and
Surely thte warmest exponents of a morbid or in-
flamnatory condition do not represent the mucous
membrane to be in a more tumefied or hypertro-
Phied state at this time, than the normal condition
SO graphically described by Engelmann. How
then are the membranes separated and expelled ?
It is believed that the vessels between the mucous
membrane and the muscular structure, weakened by
a partial process of fatty degeneration, become tur-
gid and break down, blood is then extravasated
between these structures and separates them ; but
whatever the process or cause may be, the sepa-
rated membrane acts like a foreign body, the
inevitable reflex action is induced, spasmodic con-
tractions of the uterus take place, and expulsion of
the separated membrane is speedily accomplished.

Frequency and Subjects.-It was formerly sup-
Posed that this affection was extremely rare, but
gYnæcologists are now convinced that deciduous
merabranes are exfoliated much more frequently
than W formerly suspected, and cases of it are
every now and then discovered, as it were, byaccident.

It likewise appears to have been pretty firmly
f.xec in the minds of the profession, that this con-
dition was confined to females leading a married
life ; but this also is found to have been incorrect,
and several authors have quoted cases of chaste

n tarried females who were in the habit of pass.
ng these membranes during their monthly periods.

to lausman advanced the idea that they are due
conception, which has just been established

and Rokitansky coincides with this theory in some
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tion for herseif, but passed the membrane during
the next menstrual epoch as usual; and Dr. Fink-
ler, of Kiew, had a patient under observation in
the hospital for three months, during that period
she menstruated thtee times and passed a mem-
brane on each occasion. Besides; Raci>orski
points out a method by which th1w membranes
may be distinguished from those of early abortion,
by examination.

Treatment.-The practical question now forces
itself upon our attention: Can anything in the
way of successful treatment be accomplished in
these cases? Where the pathological condition
has not been comprehended, it is manifest the
treatment must have been empirical, and it is
almost amusing to see how various and contradic-
tory the treatment has been; of course we must
carefully study the physical condition of the uterus,
and if there should any complicating diseases co-
exist, they must receive their appropriate treat-
ment. If we assume that these membranes are
not shed by a healthy organ, the morbid condi-
tion, excluding syphilis, must be located in the
mucous membrane of the uterus itself, and our
remedies should be applied- to that tissue. If
there be constitutional debility or a syphilitic
taint, tonics or alteratives are indicated. Sterility
in the married woman being an invariable conse-
quence of this condition, pregnancy with her is
the great desideratum. My patient being rather
pale and somewhat nervous, was placed upon a
mild tonic course of treatment; and with the view
of effecting a stronger condition of the vascular
structure of the mucous membrane, an application
of the strong tincture of iodine was made, as near-
ly as convenient, on every fifth day, to the mucous
membrane of the cavity of the body of the uterus,
The iodine was applied by means of a whalebone
applicator, of the sane shape, but rather smaller,
than the uterine sound. The end, and extending
downwards for about three inches, was snugly
wound around with cotton wool; this was then
saturated with the tincture and directed through
the speculum, os and cervix uteri up to the fundus,
and then freely moved about from side to side in
the cavity. Two or three applications were made
at each visit, after which the vagina was carefully
wiped out, before removing the speculum, with

t pledgets of cotton wool held by a pair of long
- dressing forceps. Under this treatment she soon

i
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improved in color, and the nervousness was no

longer apparent ; the membranes, although regu-

larly exfoliated each month, were at the end of

four months becoming smaller and thinner, and

were broken up into several pieces ; encouraging

a hope that this treatment would ultimately prove

successful, when an accident occurred, which broke

off the treatment for the time, and which, I regret

to say, bas never been resumed.

Conclusions.- In closing this paper, much too

long, permit me to express my regret that the con-

clusions arrived at are not more precise and defi-

nite ; but without making any pretensions to origi-

nality of investigation in this most interesting

inquiry, I have the satisfaction of believing that I

have brought before the Association a resumne of

all that is known at the present day concerning

menstrual dysmenorrhœa, the mucous membrane

of the uterus, and the physiology of menstruation.

To recapitulate, the following are iy deduc-

tions:

i. That the membrane exfoliated in membranous

dysmenorrhœa is the mucous membrane of the

cavity of the body of the uterus.

2. That membranes are exfoliated much more

frequently than was formerly supposed, and from

chaste single as well as married females.

3. That in married females the membranes are

not the result of impregnation.

4. That the membranes can be distinguished
from those of early abortion by examination.

5. That at the commencement of normal phy-

siological menstruation, the mucous membrane is
very much tumefied, hypertrophied and increased
in thickness ; but that there is necessarily present

in membranous dysmenorrhœa, a morbid or dis-
eased condition, has not been satisfactorily demon-
strated.

6. That the separation and expulsion of the
membrane take place during the first stage of

menstruation ; the separation is effected by extra-
vasation of blood between the mucous membrane
and the muscular structure, lifting the former from
its base, which, acting as a fortign body, excites
reflex action of the uterus, violent contractions

t4e place and expel the membrane prenaturely,
before it has had time to undergo the normal pro-

cess of fatty degeneration and disintegration.

TUMOR IN THE RIGHT LUMBAR REGION

WITH AUTOPSY AND SOME REMARKS.

BY v. A. BROWN, M.B., L.R.C.S.E., LONDON, ONT.

History of the Case.-Oct. 8th, 18 7 4 .-- Miss A.

W., æt.' 26, a very fair delicate looking young

woman, consulted me to-day in consequence of a

swelling which bas been making its appearance for

sonie time in the right lumbar region. It prevents

ier from straightening herself, and causes consider-

able pain in the lower extremities, if she is long on

her feet. She first noticed it 8 months ago, and

attributes its origin to a severe strain which she

sustained 12 years ago in that region. She says

she felt something give way suddenly at the time,

and it caused her to faint. She was kept lying

down for a few days and soon recovered. At that

time, and for some time afterwards, she was in ser-

vice, but latterly she has sewed, using a sewing

machine a great deal, which she says she thinks has

done her a deal of harm.

The tumor appears to be about the size of a

small orange, and is barely perceptible above the

surrounding skin. It is immoveable and imbedded

within the muscles in the angle formed by the

spine and ilium on the right side. It is tense, and

imparts to the tips of the fingers a sense of fluctu-

ation ; it has no impulse. A most careful exami-

nation of the abdomen and right groin could not

detect the slightest sign of a swelling in either.

There was no loss of nervous power in either lower

extremity.
Diagnosis.-A fibro-cystic tumor,which I strongly

urged upon her to have removed, but which she

refused, and said she never would allow.

I lost sight of her for some months, and on May

22, 1875, was requested to visit ber. During the

interim the tumor had made considerable progress,

and her general health began manifestly to decline.

She had also been examined by several medical

gentremen who had expressed different opinions as

to its nature ; one said it was a lumbar or psoas

abscess ; another, an aneurism ; a third, that it was

a malignant tumor. Beyond its increase of size,

and a continued absence of anything to be found

within the abdomen it was much the same as when

she first consulted me. I now proposed its explo-

ration with an aspirating needle, which she readily

consented to. On passing a fine needle into it,
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there immediately flowed out, rather slowly, a thin she left, her daughter was precisely as usual>: Her
'ION stream of blood, which soon coagulated ; this was face was swollen, features almost unciscernible,'K£. arrested by means of pressure, and there was no lips livid and three times their natural size; the

, further oozing. The result of the examination, as whole of the body as at the same time swollen
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more, but to wait patiently for the issue. scarlet fever. She was perfectly conscious. This
Notes of the Case.-July 7th, 187 5-The lower abnormal condition, due in ail probability to ob-

xtremities have become œdematous, and the right structed capilîary circulation, lasted for 12 Or 14
Iguinal fossa swollen, but no pulsation. The hours, when it gradually subsided, leaving ber as
umor also has considerably increased in size. She before. She does fot know how to account for it,
s now unable to stand, and has to be lifted in and as she had taken nothing to disagree with her.
out of bed. She suffers a great deal of pain, and 31st.-After some deliberation, I came to the
has to take one grain of pul. opii every night ; her determination to aspirate, which, after a great deal
bowels are obstinately costive. No bruit or im- of hesitation on her part, she consented to. Ac-
Pulse in the tumor. cordingly, I passed in a medium sized trocar 23

. July 26 .- Examined the tumor again to-day; inches into the tumor, the external wall of which
Size has greatly increased; the most careful manipu- appeared to be very thin. On its withdrawal there
lation fails to detect any of the swelling within the issued a rapid stream of blood, not, however, per
abdomen. It appears to be adherent to the side saltum, about 6 ounces, coagulation taking place
of the spinal column and upper edge of the ilium. in a few minutes. Its sanious origin being unmis-
Fluctuation in it is very distinct, but no impulse takable, I unhesitatingly determined not to com-
nor the slightest sign of a bruit. She has become plete the aspiration. On a withdrawal of the
mwuch thinner, and is now confined altogether to trocar all oozing ceased and none returned.
bed. Right foot is occasionally numb, but not March 12 th.--Tumor has slightly inicreased, ex-
SWollen; the swelling perceptible before in the tending upwards towards the ribs. No sign of it
rlght inguinal fossa is gone. An opiate every night in the abdomen; her other symptoms same and
S now indispensable. very distressing, another bed sore on right knee,

October 1o.-Since last report the tumor has where it is continually pressed on by the left, a
been steadily increasing. It is now prominent position which cannot be prevented.
above the surrounding skin; is very tense, with a July 2 1st.-Since last report her condition has
Most distinct sense of fluctuation. Her legs are been steadily and gradually getting worse; her
cO1Pletely powerless, and she is sometimes trou- body wasted almost to skin and bone, with the
bled with incontinence of urine; bowels obstinately exception of both legs, which are very œdematous.
.constipated. No sign of line of spine being ab- Smart hæmorrhage has once or twice occurred
normal ; no sign of swelling within the abdomen, from a bed sore over the great trochanter. The
temperature of both legs same, as also swelling. tumor is now almost touching the ribs ; within the

November 6th.-Examined the tumor to-day; abdomen it is undiscernible ; it has become so
size still increasing ; apparently it is about that of prominent that a bed sore is commencing on its
a closed fist and a half; incontinence of urine surface, notwithstanding every precaution is taken
Worse ; sensation in both legs diminished, more in to ward off pressure, but which her mother says it
left, swelling same. is almost impossible effectually to do, on account

January 24, 1876.-Another examination to-day. of her totally helpless condition. The danger of
Tugnor much larger ; she is greatly emaciated. the ulceration penetrating the sac and causing
Ied sores, notwithstanding an air cushion, have fatal hæmorrhage was fully explained to her. Both
OCcurred over the sacrum and right trochanter. Gen- legs are doubled up and cannot be straightened,
eral condition same as at last visit. and she has lost all control of her bladder. She

26 th-A curious change took place in the case suffers no pain unless when moved, and though
ti-day. Her mother left the house for a short perfectly sensible and conscious, appears to be ap-
tcme, and on her return found her in the following athetic and resigned.
condition-(she was absent only 20 minutes, when August 11.-Yesterday the threatened rupture
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in the ulcerated patch took place. It was followed quired some dissection to remove this adherent
by an alarming hemorrhage. Her mother was out portion of the vessel. Between this point and the
at the time, and says, on her return she found heart, for a short distance, it was impervious. (This
her in a pool of coagulated blood ; it had par. pathological change satisfactorily accounts for the
tially ceased, and she was very pale. I was out long continued œdema of the lower extremities.)
of town, and consequently did not see her until the
following day. I found her almost helpless, but
perfectly conscious. Shortly prior to my visit there
had been several dark and white clots passed, fol-
lowed by smart oozing. Her mother says that
several of these had occurred since the first. She
describes the flow of blood as resembling that in
uterine hæmorrhage, and not per saltum. On
looking at the tumor, I found the opening blocked
up with what resembled white fibrine ; there was
a very slight oozing through the interstices; the
colour of the blood was dark. Nothing was done
or ordered, as she was evidently sinking. Shortly
after my visit another burst took place, when she
died in a very few minutes.

Autopsy. -Three hours after death. Surface of
body pale and very anemic ; lower extremities æde-
matous ; a large ulcerated opening the size of a dol.
lar on the surface of the tumor ; interior filled with
thick, whitish gelatiniform matter of different con-
sistence and shades of color, varying from white to
pale yellow. Some of it resembled brain matter ;
some fatty matter, and some fibrine. There were
interspersed through it, here and there, in small
quantities, small dark coagula. The white clots in
the centre were discolored toward the outside.
These were partially laminated ; one or two were
roundish and turned out of compartments. One of
these latter, extending from the centre of the bot
tom of the sac, on the abdominal side, was very
sharp and defined ; the walls of the sac were thin
.and fibrinous, exactly resembling those of an ordi-
nary encysted tumor. The whole of the contents
were turned out and the bottom of the sac care-
fully cleaned, with the view of ascertaining its at-
tachments, and whether there were any openings
leading from it. But on a most careful searching,
both myself and three other medical gentlemen who
were with me, were satisfied that no arterial com-
munication existed ; but on following the connec-
tions of the tumor into the cavity of the abdomen,
the inferior vena cava was found to be intimately
adherent to its surface, opposite to the compart-
ment already described, with a small opening the
size of a No. 6 duck shot into its cavity. It re-

The tumor was firmly adherent to the trans-
verse processes and right side of the bodies of
the lumbar vertebræ, and to the whole of the crest
of the right ilium. It had caused atrophy of all
the muscular tissue in the neighborhood, from the
ilium to the ribs on that side ; a very small portion
of it was extended into the cavity of the abdomen,
and that was behind the psoas and iliacus mus-
cles, which had to be dissected off, and were not
in a state of atrophy like those in the loin. The
right ureter was stretched over its surface. Pos-
teriorly, all the tissue outside the sac was one
thickened mass, like disorganized glandular tissue,
also that between the psoas and iliacus muscles
and the ilium on which that side of the tumor lay.

It had caused no erosion nor absorption of the
bodies of the vertebræ; beyond a small spot on
one of the transverse processes, that portion of
the spinal column was healthy. The aorta was
small and perfectly natural ; no appearance of
anything abnormal in the right common iliac;
slight effusion into both pleure. All the thoracic
and abdominal viscera were perfectly healthy.
The interior of the tumor fully occupied the space
between the ilium and lower ribs, and extended
laterally from the spine to the side.

When the contents were examined under the
microscope, no sign of cells, corpuscles nor granules
could be mad. out. It was soft and homogenous,
some of it tougher than the rest; it presented the
appearance of a closely matted or felt-like mass of
pliant, reticulated fibrils, and that of lowly organi-
zing tissue or lymph. In my opinion it was venous
fibrine in different stages of organization, that
towards the outside being most advanced.

It may be asked, what was the real nature of the
tumor? There may possibly be different opinions
regarding it now, as there were when the patient
was alive ; but to my mind the post-mortem satis-
factorily proves that from the first it was extra-
abdominal, being an ordinary encysted tumor,
which gradually worked its way into the abdomen,
finally becoming adherent to the vena cava, be-
tween which and its cavity, a communication was
set up, and was the source of the hæmorrhage at
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By N. BETHUNE, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.S., Eng., Prof. of

Surgery, Trinity Medical College, Toronto.

Stone in the bladder is a common affection in
children of the male sex, but in females of corres-
Ponding age, as in those of more advanced life, it
occurs very rarely from the fact that the nucleus,
Whatever it may be, upon which the concretion
forms, is apt to escape at an early period through
the short dilatable canal of the urethra.

A remarkable instance of calculus in a young
fernale is presented in the following :-Phœbe H.,
aged three years and a half was brought to Toronto
in' July last, accompanied by her parents, and by
Dr. Joy, of Tilsonburg, her medical attendant.

The usual symptons of vesical calculus were
Well marked, the stone itself being easily detected
by the sound.

As regards the history, it appears that the child
had been suffering for about two years, the most
urininent symptoms being frequent desire to void
urine with more or less pain accompanying.
These Symptoms recurred in paroxysms at variable
intervals, and gradually increased in severity until
the last three months when they became almost
constant, and were finally attended with incontin-
ence of urine. The pain was at times so severe
that the child was threatened with convulsions.

On the 1oth of July last, assisted by Dr. Joy, the
child was placed under the influence of ether, and
the operation proceeded with. The presence of a
calculus having again been satisfactorily verified,
two or three ordinary dressing forceps of different
sizes were successively passed through the urethra
into the bladder, until one of appropriate shape
was found to grasp the stone. By gentle traction
which was continued for sorne time, the stonereached a stage in the urethra beyond which, fromresistance of the parts, it was considered inexpedi-

2 Awscniee nxei

unpeasan y d a ,
the child has made a good recovery.

CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

First Day's Proceedings.

The ninth annual meeting of the Canadian Medi-

cal Association was held in Toronto on the 2nd ult.,
Dr. Hodder, the President, in the chair.

The following menbers were present :-Drs.

Hodder, Workman, Davids, A. M. Roseburgh,

Canniff, Riddell, Sweetland, D. Clark, Zimmerman,
Oldrighit, Freeman, Abbott, Sloan, McKay, H. H.

Wright, J. Ross, Temple, Reeve, Fulton, Hingston,

Trenhoilme, Hornibrook, Yeomans, Kincaid, J. H.

Richardson, Thorburn, J. J. Hillary, Bascome, J. H.

McCallum, Geikie, McDonald, Mullin.

After routine business, the following gentlemen

were proposed and elected members of the Associa-

tion :-Dr. Osler, Montreal; Dr. Strange, Aurora ;

Drs. Buchan, Playter, Grasett, Reeve, Greenlees,

Robertson, Barrett, F. Wright, and Agnew, Toronto;

Dr. Tye, Thamesville; Dr. A. Macdonnell, Guelph;

Dr. Moore, Brampton.
Many of the members and delegates not having

arrived, the meeting adjourned till two p. m.

on 1re-assmbling, the American delegates, Drs.

White and Rochester of Buffalo, were invited to take

seats as ordinary members of the Association.
Dr. White returned thanks for the compliment.

In the course of his renarks he alluded to the im-

portance of mutual conference and association be-

tween mnedical ien, deprecated local jealousies and

encoumageed the AssociatVon in its work. He wished

that the interchange of friendship not only between

city and country practitioners but between the

medical men of the United States and Canada might

be more frequent; indeed he could go so far as to

beisl that the two nations were one. This feeling,

howv r, he thought was more prevalent on the

other side than here ; but whether they gave tieir

allegialce to the President or Qucen Victoria, muedical

men should be loyal and true to their profession.
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the first attempt at aspiration, May 22, 1875. ent to persevere in extracting it by dilatation. A

What would have been the result of excision when sharp pointed, narrow bladed knife was now passed

at woul d b the rs tofex when into the urethra, guided by the forceps, and an in-
first proposed it to her in October 1874, (six cision of moderate extent made upwards in the di-

months previous), it is impossible to say , but from rection of the symphysis pubis. The bleeding was

its small size at that time, conjoined with other trifling, and by a very slight addition to the trac-

signs, My opinion is that it would have been suc- tion already employed, the calculus was easily re-

cessful. moved. It proved to be a phosphatic concretion

of a somewhat flattened oval shape with rough ex-

terior, and weighing ninety grains. It measured

VESICAL CALCULUS IN A FEMALE ý/ of an inch in length, 34th of an inch in breadth,

CILD EXTRACTION-RECOVERY. and ý• inch in thickness.
Dr. Joy writes to state that there have been no

l f - toms since the operation and that

egtpt of $ocigit.
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In conclusion, he congratulated the Association and
wished its deliberations to be crowned with success.

The following gentlemen were then elected mem-
bers of the Association :-Drs. Graham, Reade,
Hagel, King, J. Roseburgh, Robertson, Philp, and
Britton.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.-We meet together this
morning, gentlemen, to celebrate the ninth annual
meeting of the Canadian Medical Association, and
from the large number of visitors and members
whom I see before me, I feel assured that it will
continue to ineet with the support and approbation
not only of the medical practitioners in the larger
cities of the Dominion, but of the medical profes-
sion throughout the length and breadth of the land.
In the first place, gentlemen, allow me to offer, on
the part of the medical men of Toronto, a most cor-
dial and hearty welcome to the delegates from the
United States, as well as those from the eastern and
more distant portion of the Dominion, and to invite
them to join in all the discussions or debates, and
to consider themselves for the time being in every
particular as members of the Association. It is not
only customary but it is also respectful for the
President of a Society to make a few introductory
remarks, especially when be has been placed in the
responsible position in which I, through your flat-
tering kindness, have now the honour to stand.
Allow me to express to you how deeply I feel this
honour and this responsibility ; and I should be
wanting in justice to myself if I did not endeavour
to express, however imperfectly, the consciousness
of my inabiiity to fulfil in a manner satisfactory to
myself the office of President of the Canadian
Medical Association. For the last seven or eight
weeks I have been suffering from a severe attack of
my old enemy, the gout, and which for a consider-
able portion of that time rendered me incapable of
either bodily or mental exertion ; I must, therefore,
look to your indulgence in pardoning the many de-
ficiencies which I am but too conscious of; yet, as
far as it is possible to counterbalance these deficien-
cies by hearty zeal, and my best endeavours to aid
the progress and success of the Association, I think
I may safely promise my co-operation. When we
see the success that has attended the formation of
these societies in the United Kingdom, and in al-
most every other country of Europe ; when we see
the ponderous volumes yearly issued by our hard-
working, industrious, and painstaking friends and
professional brethren in the United States; it ought
to stimulate and induce the medical men in the
Dominion to follow so excellent an example. When
we consider the vast amount of practice and obser-
vation which is daily and hourly going on, not only
in the larger cities but in the surrounding districts
of the Dominion, we cannot but feel with regret
the an enormous fund of valuable information and
experience is, and has been allowed to run almost
entirely to waste for a long succession of years. By

joining such an Asý on as that which I have the
honour to presid v* his day, the numerous body
of our professional 4 b n extensively engaged as
general praêt it4oAe <'-ho spend long and active
lives in the practice- their profession, would un-
doubtedly be able to ntribute inexhaustible stores
of medical experience of the highest interest and
value, and which, but for such a society, would re-
main uncommunicated, and therefore lost to the
profession. The local medical societies do some
good, but the results of their meetings are rarely
published, and therefore many valuable cases never
meet the eyes of the profession generally, and are
thereby lost to the world. There is, however, one
point of very considerable moment to which I beg
to draw the attention of the younger members of
the profession :- Many young practitioners are de-
terred from publishing or bringing before an associ-
ation or society cases of interest which occur in
their practice, from an erroneous supposition on
their part that it is necessary to work them up into
the form of an elaborate essay. In nothing are
they more deceived ; the plain and truthful narra-
tive of a single fact is of infinitely more value than
a thousand theories. Wisely, then, did this Asso-
ciation when they met last year at Halifax limit the
time for the reading of papers to a short time, by
which I trust many members will be induced to
send in communications which otherwise they might
not feel disposed to do. It is only therefore in an
Association such as this that the accumulated expe-
rience of a large body of the medical profession in
the Dominion can be properly collected and concen-
trated, so as to turn such inestimable stores of
knowledge to good account, and render them avail-
able and useful to the profession at large. When
we glance over the medical literature of former
years, not only of Great Britain and the Continent
but of the United States-what, I would ask, are
the works which have stood the test of time, and
which among the numerous changes produced by
improving and increasing knowledge are still
"lasting monuments," while systematic and, for
the time, learned works have long since sunk into
oblivion l-it will be found that those simple records
of the experience of long lives, devoted with ardent
zeal to the cultivation of inedical knowledge, retain
their value into the present moment, and will
doubtless continue to be consulted and referred to
by succeeding generations, as mines of invaluable
practical information. Now, if the practice of one
man, as in the case of Hunter, Harvey, Smellie, and
a host of others, can produce recollections of facts
which have immortalized their names and conferred
lasting benefits on every department of the healing
art, how much more useful and important will be
the combined efforts of hundreds of fact-collectors,
concerning all the results of their practice and their
observations, thrown into one great depository-
viz.: the Canadian Medical Association. If I have

L
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THE CAN4

ed yOur patience, gentlemen, by dwelling too -long
hat wilat appears to me to be the great object and

of this Assorm the great strength arid importance
l fts Ao tionl, inean the collection of valua--tice and 1questions of medical and surgical prac-
and e'tpublic hygiene, I beg your indulgence ;and yet there is another point which I must notOmit, I mean the effect these meetings have on oursocial Position. It brings together the members 'fthe liedical profession, it enables us to know eachOther, it binds us together with a social bond whichtint ever be not only a source of sincere satisfac-

tic but of mutual inprovement and advantage.T'le frictio. of different minds earnestly en.agedIcr11clyilar pursuits is peculiarly valuable, for it istcarey Possible for any man who bas been moved
eY the same impulses, agitated by the same fears,excited by the same hopes, and elated by the sameccesses, who has felt the responsibilities, and ex-pcrienced the hours of painful anxiety in the treat-eoent of difficult and dangerous cases, not to deriveconsoation and benefit by consultation and commu-iIcation with lis professional brethren.
changes ha ast meeting, numerous discoveries and
professio v taken place in every branch of the

not allmany of them of extreme value. Time
t ot in v me to refer to thei ail, but there are

and Which I am more particularly interested
asto w ih I wish to draw the attention of the
treatment of• [He then alluded verbally to the
subcutan intermural fibroid of the uterus, by the
of trafeous injection of ergotine, and the subject
serious Sion, and concluded by alluding to the

oldat lSS which the medical profession and theWorld at large had met with by the death of a verylarge nub of distinguisbed men]
Great Britain had lost Bennett, Sir James Clark,onan leadland, Sir George Gibbs, Letheby,

Trnavh, and many others. In Berlin Professor'aube bas passed away, while in France we haverega tb loss of such men as Andral, Lorain,Balard, and Duchesne. In our own country wetave to deplore the loss of mnany of our old and in-
may ae friends and fellow workers, amongst whom Imention Dr. Cole, of Clinto, Dr. Yates, ofcludsto, gand Dr. Beaumont, of Toronto. In con-clusio gentemen, allow me to express my sincere

fwish that ssociation may long prosper and
friendshi lo may it be a bond of union and
may it onp anongst ils numerous members ; longpera itncotinue the centre of knowledge and ex-perieince in eVe
extend i yndepartment of the healing art, and
breadthî of bene cial influence the length andRocete' ofthe whole land. I think that Dr.limiesterts sentinent - " Medical Fraternity-liniteds tino snation, creed or clime, may its bondsorld e nurength and usefulness as long as the. Alç voeofth-Was most appropriate.

A vote Of thanks was tendered the President forhis address

)A LANCET. il

REPORTS' OF COMMITTEES.

Dr. Oldwright, as a member of the Committe on
Surgery, expressed his regret that the thairman of
the commiittee was not present, and, that there was
not a report forthcoming.

Dr. Trenholme presented a paper, in lieu of a re-
port, on bbstetrics and the Treatment of the
Diseases of Women, which he would read at a
future session.

Dr. Trenholme asked if at present any prizes
were offered for essays.

Dr. David stated that a gold medal was offered
by Dr. Grant for three successive years, but no one
competed.

Dr. Thornburn moved that the following be the
nominating committee: Drs. Canniff, Trenholme,
Robillard, Zimmerman, Temple, Roseburgh, Strange,
Osler, David, and the mover.

READING OF PAPERS.
Dr. Workman read a very able and interesting

paper on " Criminal Insanity," which was listened
to with marked attention. An epitome will be
found in another place. The following discussion
took place at the close of the paper, and a vote of
thanks was tendered the author.

Dr. Hingston expressed the great satisfaction
with which he had listened to the paper. He
thought that if the meeting were now to close,
members would be amply rewarded in coming to
Toronto. If it was a fact that Ontario was far in
advance of the Province of Quebec in literature and
the arts and sciences, he was glad indeed to learn
that crime was not so prevalent in the latter Pro-
vince as in the former. He did not know to what
to attribute the present epidemic of crime in
Ontario, the pulpit and press of Quebec being
similar ; the same desire for sensation being in ex-
istence. There was one thing in Dr. Workman's
paper which had struck him (Dr. H.) very forcibly ;
it was with regard to the impression on the public
mind that medical evidence was not so valuable as
it really was. He thought this feeling had arisen
because while two or three medical men were
brought into court to give evidence on one side, a
like number were always ready to give evidence on
the other side, and the Judge was frequently
obliged to discredit all the medical evidence given.
In some instances a man like Dr. Workman might
be sought out to give an opinion on a subject, and
opposed to him would be a number of men, who,
though expressing an opinion honestly, had not
probably given the subject in question so much at-
tention as Dr. Workman. Not only was that un-
fortunate practice adopted in cases of insanity, but
also in cases of actions for mal-practice, and if
medical men would abstain from giving evidence,
except where they felt they had a special know-
ledge of the subject, the profession would be
benefited.

t
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Dr. Clark gave testimony to his appreciation of
Dr. Workman's paper. He believed there was no
man in the Dominion more able to give an intelli-
gent opinion on the subject than Dr. Workman. He
did not wish to pass a panygeric on the press but
he could not entirely endorse Dr. Workman's
opinion with regard to it. He thought, however,
that the publication of details of crimes committed,
had been the cause of similar offences being con-
mitted by other persons simply fron the desire to
imitate, and that if the press would suppress the
accounts of the cold-blooded crimes that are daily
occuring in the country the result would be very
satisfactory. He endorsed Dr. Workman's opinion
as to the misconception which had arisen as to the
existence of moral insanity. He admitted that the
sense of right and wrong was present in a large
majority of those who were insane, as everybody
who had anything to do with asylums knew very
well. People, who believe that the conscience
could give an intelligent verdict independent of
judgment, forget that the conscience would really
give a wrong verdict just as quickly as it would
give a right verdict if the evidence was incorrect.
In other words, the conscience had to depend upon
the intellect. He gave an illustration of his argu-
ment by giving the case of a dog entering a roon
and being immediately shot by some person. It
would be at once believed that the person who
killed the animal did wrong in putting an innocent
dog to death. But in the event of it being stated
that the dog was mad, the evidence would be
changed, and it could be stated conscientiously that
the man did right. Again, additional information
might be brought forward to the effect that the dog
was muzzled when he was shot. The probability
was then that the verdict would again be reversed.
The fact was that the conscience depended upon
the intellect and the evidence presented to it.

Dr. Kincaid stated that as Gaol Surgeon he had
had experience in cases of criminal insanity, and by
way of illustrating the manner in which people
could be misled, he referred to the case of Fox, who
was hanged at Peterboro for murder. He held that
Fox was sane although many people held that he
was not in his right mind. Dr. Workman Dr. Dick-
son and others examined him, and held that he was
sane. The result was that after the man was hanged
it was proven at the post mortem examination, that
there was no evidence of disease of the brain. In
the face of this a school teacher in the West, pro-
fessing to know more about the case than medical
men, had been writing to the papers, contending
that Fox was insane. In his opinion the public
should be careful what should be taken as evidence
out of the communications forwarded to the public
press.

Br. Sloane did not desire to be committed to all
the views enunciated by Dr. Workman. Was all
crime insanity? The Hindoo when placing himself

under the car of Juggernaut, believed in his con-
science that he was going to save his soul; and that
was not the only case of the misleading influence of
conscience. Conscience was just the resuilt of ed-
ucation and the accident of nationality. He desired
information as to how far moral insanity was to be
allowed. If a bank manager with a salary of $15,
000 per annum should spend $50,000 and became
deficient in his accounts, was hc to be deemed
morally insane.

Dr. Hornibrook thought the system which prevails
in France should prevail in Canada, and that on the
plea of insanity being made the patient should be
placed under the care of expents who were neither in
favor of the prosecution nor the defence. The testi-
nonv of such men would have such weight that in-
sane people would not be hanged and sane criminals
would receive their deserts. He moved, " That in
the opinion of this Association it would be desirable
that in all cases of alleged murder where the plea of
insanity is raised, the culprit should be placed under
supervision of one or more experts until the exist-
ence or non-existence of insanity is deterimined."

Dr. Robertson wanted to know what, in the event
of that view of the case being adopted, would prevent
the plea of insanity being raised in the case of al]
murders.

Dr. Canniff suggested that the matter should be
allowed to remain as a notice of motion.

This was agreed to by the mover and seconder.
Dr. Thorburn renarked that Mr. Blake, when in

the Ontario Government. had made a proposal that
scientific matters of that kind should be dealt with
by scientists. The matter was, however, allowed to
drop.

Dr.Strange, Aurora,read a paper on "Ovariotony,"
which was discussed by Drs. White, Hodder, Tren-
holme and others.

Dr.Rosebrugh read a paper on "Membranous Dys-
menorrhea and its treatient." This paper was dis-
cussed by Dr. Osler and others.

Dr. Canniff moved seconded by Dr. Tienholme,
that the following coinmittee be appointed to pre-
pare a memorial to the Dominion Government, with
respect to vital statistics and public hygiene ; the
President, Drs. Hingston, Workman, Clarke, Playter
Canniff and Oldright.

Dr. Riddell thought the Dominion Parliament
was not the right authority to apply to with regard
to the statisticsof disease and mortality in the various
Provinces 1 The proper course was to apply to the
various Provinces? An Act was passed at the first
session of our Provincial Legislature making it only
compulsory to send statistics to the Governiment of
the Provinces and not to Ottawa. He thought by-
passing the present resolution they would be ignoring
the rights and privileges of the different Provinces.

Dr. Hingston said that at Confederation the
matter of vital statistics was not settled, and it was
an open question as to whether the collection of
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Statistics pertained to the Dominion or Local Govern-
lents lie thought, however, that if there was any-thi o like a feeling of unanimity in the Provinces,
tOuld be well to press the matter on the Legis-latures.

iDr. Playter thought the object of the motion wasSlraPlY to strengthen Dr. iBrouse ini his desire to in-
duce the Dominion Government to take the matterUp. The idea of Dr. Brouse was to have a centralbureau establishment for the collection of sanitary

Dnformation from the Provinces.
Dr. Canniff thouglt the memorial if it bad noother effect would educate the public mind on the

thetij0i of public hygiene, and that a memorial ofthat kind from such an Association would carry
great Weight.

Wou nVorkman hoped the carrying out of the idea
Workd not give the profession a great deal of extra
idle e While that work could be done by some of the

idy .ivil sevice clerks who have nothing else to do.r.Sloan said the working of the present Ontario
kYstem Was as complete as the Government could

ake it, and only wanted the co-operation of theiedical profession.
Dr. David thought that as the motion merely

"fenmorialized the Government to take some action,
Without specifying the action, it would be quite com-petent for the Association to pass such'resolution.

ad.he motion was then passed, as the AssociationaJournied.
In the evening the members attended an " at

bome kindly given to the association and friends
ir. Bickford. The grounds were beautifullyinated for the occasion by Chinese lanterns,

and a band of music was present to enliven theproceedings. Dancing was enjoyed by those whoSO desired, a bountiful spread was prepared forthe company by the host and hostess, and theeveuing was spent most pleasantly by all.

Second Day's Proceedings.
The Association met at ten o'clock. Dr. HodderPresiding. The minutes of the last meeting wereread and confirmed.

Trhe following new members were electedDrs Poîlard, W. Metcalfe, McGregor, Bell, Shep-Pardi Brown, Ross, Fuller, Gardner, Roddick,
Drns, Hobley and Carroll.

wit )r iddell laid on the table the various 'Acts
with reference to vital statistics, which showedth re Province of Ontario assumed all rightsWt regard to the collection of statistics. Hepresented the copies of the Acts. He also pro-birhs Copies of the schedule of registration ofbirths, deaths, and marriages.

Dr. Hingston considered himself very much in-
on these Actr. Riddell for the inquest he had held
othesed Actie ttcalled it an inquest becausehe believed the state of matters to be such that

the registration of births, deaths, and marriages was
not properly carried out.

Dr. Geikie, Toronto, read a paper on a case of
"Gastric Ulcer," and " Suppression of Urine" for
thirty days without intermission.

A short discussion followed in which Drs.
Hornibrook, Riddell and others took part.

Dr. Trenholme, Montreal, read a paper on the
"Treatment of Fibroid Tumors of the Uterus."

A discussion followed the reading of the paper,
in which several members took part.

In the afternoon session the following were
elected permanent members :-Drs. E. Baldwin,
Archibald, Berryman, Pyne, Cobbett, Hodder, Jr.,
Holmes, Fraser, R. Corbett, and Baines.

Dr. Grassett read a paper on the theory and
practice of " Antiseptic Surgery."

Dr. Workman expressed his sense of the value
of the paper, but complained that Dr. Grassett had
read it too rapidly.

Dr. Hingston said, when he visited Dr. Lister's
inflrmary, he had come to the conclusion that far
too much attention had been given to this system.
It was claimed that it prevented putrefaction, and
putrefaction and suppuration were used as conver-
tible terms, though one was a physiological and the
other a pathological fact. Carbolic acid had the
power of diminishing suppuration, but it did not
prevent putrefaction, which was an essentially dis-
tinct thing. He did not believe they should as-
sume the existence of these germs in the air. He
did not believe that the adnyssion of pure air into
a wound would do much harm. Absolute cleanli-
ness was of the greatest importance.

Dr. Canniff said that while they might not dis-
pute the existence of certain germs in the air, there
would be a great difference of opinion in regard to
the allegation that the air germs had anything ne-
cessarily to do with suppuration. Decomposition
was in the order of nature and would take place
without the presence of air germs. He mentioned
several cases which did not seem to agree with
Lister's theory. It was the decomposition of or-
ganic matter which caused the mischief, and not
the presence of air germs.

Dr. Ross, Toronto, thought too much faith had
been placed in carbolic acid. He mentioned sev-
eral cases of wounds and fractures which had been
successfully treated with a simple water dressing,
and urged that while attention should be given to
Lister's and other systems, too much attention had
been given to carbolic acid treatment.

Dr. Hornibrook, said his experience showed that
carbolic acid arrested neither suppuration nor pu-
trefaction, but rather increased them, and the best
treatment was that with tincture of iodine.

Dr. Agnew, Toronto, said the best antiseptic
was cleanliness.
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ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Dr. Thornburn submitted the report of the
Nominating Committee, which was concurred in :
President, Dr. Hingston ; Vice-Presidents: For
Ontario, Dr. Worknan; Quebec, Hon. Dr. Ross ;
New Brunswick, Dr. Bayard; Nova Scotia, Dr.
Moran; Secretaries : for Ontario, Dr. Zimmerman;
Quiebec, Dr. Russell, Jr., ; New Brunswick, Dr.
iferrington ; Nova Scotia, Dr. Almon; Generai
Secretary, Dr. David, Montreal; General Treasurer,
Dr. Robillard, Montreal.

The following Committees were appointed:
Publication ,-I)r. David, Cha.irn ; Drs. lobil-

lard, F. W. Campbell, Howard and Osler.
ledicine.-Dr. Geo. Ross, Chairman ; Drs. Mullin

and Sweetland.
urgery.-Dr. J. H. Richardson, Chairmani ; Drs.

Oldright and Kincaid.
Obstetrics.-)r. Ross, Clairman ; Drs. Strange

and Rosebrugh.
Therapentics, New Remerlies and Medical Juris-

1 rudence.-Dr. Fulton, Chairanun ; Drs. D. Clarke
and Hornibrook.

Necrology.-Dr. Osler, Clairman ; Graham and
Farrell.

Medical Education and Literature.-Dr. Howard,
Chairman; Drs. Hodder and Parker (Halifax).

Climatology. - Dr. Marsden, Chairman, Drs.
Playter, Baynes, Tye, Dewit Martin, Larocque,
Ross (Quebec), Botsford, Canniff and Jennings.

Delegates to the American Medical Association
Drs. Grant, Sweetland, Hingston, David, Fulton,
Thornburn, Marsden, Russell, Sr. ; and to the
International Medical Congress to be held at Phila-
delphia next month:-Drs. J. Ross, F. H. Wright,
Macdonald, Malloch, Grant, Brouse, Workman,
Dickson, Osler, Wilkins, Craik, Russell, Jr., Earl,
Wickwire, Canniff, Rosebrugh, Yeomans.

Dr. Hingston thanked the Association for the
marked honour which had been conferred on him.
He was deeply sensible of that honour, especially
as lie wouid succeed one who occupied, and justly
occupied, so high a professional and social position
in the country. He only hoped lie might fulfil the
duties belonging to the office in such a manner as
to meet with the approval of those who had done
him the honour."

It was unanimously resolved to allow the Secre-
tary $100 for his services, and to pay the Treas-
urer's expenses.

Votes of thanks were given to his Worship the
Mayor for the use of the Council Chamber, and to
the Railway Companies for reduced fares.

On motion of Dr. Osler, it was decided that the
next meeting of the Association be held in Mon-
treal on the second Wednesday in September.

Dr. Hingston, Montreal, submuitted the report of
the Qommittee on Medical Education, recoinnend-
ing that the medical education in each Province be
assimilated, so that a licence to practice in one Pro-

vince may be understood to extend to all the
Provinces of the Dominion.

The report was received.
Dr. Hingston moved, "That this Association is

of opinion that the sanitary laws at present in exis-
tence in the Dominion are insufficient to meet the
requirements of public health ; that a system of
public hygiene must embrace an acquaintance with
vital statistics ; that the importance of that know-
ledge is recognized elsewhere ; that in countries not
more favorably situated than Canada, systems
more or less complete of vital statistics obtain, and
sanitary laws have been enforced ; therefore this
Association is of opinion that it would be within
the scope and function of the Dominion Parliament
that such a comprehensive scheme should be intro-
duced as would supply a much-felt want, afford to
the members of the profession throughout the
Dominion and other scientific persons additional
means of acquiring a more extended knowledge of
the more prevalent diseases in the different parts of
the Dominion, and establish comprehensive laws
relating to public health." Carried.

The President stated that a mnemorial had been
received from the Exemption Conmittee of the
Toronto City Council asking the Association to
support the abolition of exemption from municipal
taxation. As it was shown that the subject was
one which did not come within the objects of the
Association the letter was laid on the table.

Dr. Reeve, Toronto, read an interesting paper on
"Otology or Aural Surgery," and exhibited s;one in-
struments used in his practice.

Dr. Yeomans and Dr. Oldwright declined to read
their papers because of the lateness of the hour.

Dr. Trenholine, Montreal. exhibited Molesworth's
instruments, which were examined with nuch in-
terest by the members.

The thanks of the Association were presented to
Dr. Hodder, for his conduct in the chair ; to the
Toronto imenbers of the Association for the recep-
tion they had given to their visitors; to the Mayor
for the use of the Hall; to the Railway and
Navigation Companies; to the General Secretary
Dr. David, and the Treasurer, Dr. Robillard.

The Association then adjourned.

Tliird Day's Proceedings.
The members of the Association and their friends

assembled at the Northern Railway depot, at 8 a.m.,
where a special train was in readiness to convey them
on their trip to Lake Couchiching. On the arrival of
the train at Belle Ewart, the steamer " Lady of the
Lake," was in waiting to convey the party on a
trip round the Lake and through the Narrows to
Couchiching. The Company went to the Hotel,
where a sumptuous dinner was prepared, which all
seemed prepared to do justice to. After dinner, the
usual loyal toasts were druik and responded to,
and a vote of thanks passed to the Northern Railway
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[l the Company for their courtesy to the Association.While there, some engaged themselves in fishing,
trs in boating, bathing, &c. The Company re-

ion is turned home in the evening, much pleased with
exis- eir journey.
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with NORTH ONTARIO MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

know- A meeting of the North Ontario Medical Asso-
s not clation was held in Cannington on the 26th of
'stems June• There were present Dr Gillespie, vice-and president ; Dr. J. J. Hillary, secretary and treas-vithin urer; Drs. Black, Bascome, Freel, Luke, Rear, and
unent McKay.
intro- The minutes of last meeting were read and con-rd to firred. The members then proceeded to electtional Dr cers for the ensuing year with the following result:
ge ofa Dr Bascome, President ; Dr. Gillespie, VicePrs
rts of ident ; Dr. Hillary, Secretary and Treasurer. A

laws vote Of thanks was tendered to the retiring officers.
been tThe secretary read several communications fromf the nsurance companies relative to the resolutionf the c opne
n to Passed at a former meeting, raising the fee for
icipal examination in Life Insurance to $5.oo, and asf te each of he companies had made some slight ad-f the vance m the fee.
er on It was moved " That this Association accept the
le in- terrms Of the different Life Insurance companies as

to nedical fees for the present." Carried.
read MOed by Dr. Gillespie, seconded by Dr.
rth's due ay, That the thanks of this Association are

h in- eto Our representative, Dr. Allison, for his
efrnts to carry out in the Council the views of the

d t edical profession of King and Queen's divisionthe in refèrence to the appointment of examiners, and[ecep- Other matters of reform." Carriedlayor Moved by D.Bsoeand Dr. Bascome, seconded by Dr. Black,
etary That the secretary be instructed to notify allniembers of the North Ontario Medical Associa¯ton, who have not paid their yearly fee, to forward

the same to the secretary without delay, as the
iends Cried.is required to meet current expenses."tlemd 

. ulula.

a Dr. Hillary read a paper on "Uterine and Ova-
[al of an Fibroids exhibiting a pOst-mortem specimen off the a raght ovary converted into a fibrous mass. Dr.
on a sceKay gave a practical exhibit of the Laryngo-ýs to liii'.
[otel, pe ofrs. Bascome and Hary gave their ex-
à all perience of diphtheria which Was followed by a,the very interesting d was f eto, n ang discussion on the subject. Theto, next place Of meeting of the Association was ap-

tway
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pointed to be held at Uxbridge in September. and
Drs. Black, Freel and McKay. were requested to
contribute each a paper to be read on that occa-
sion. The meeting then adjourned.

THE ONTARIO COLLEGE OF PHARMACY.

The eleventh semi-annual meeting of the Council
of the above College took place at Toronto on the
8th ult. In the absence of Mr. Lyiman, the
President, Mr. N. C. Love, Vice-President, was
called to the chair.

The minutes of last meeting were read and ap-
proved, after which a discussion followed on the
merits of the various mottoes to be attached to the
arms of the College, finally a committee was ap-
pointed to report at next meeting.

It was decided to grant diplomas of the new
design to members who wished them, on condition
that the applicants returned their old diplomas and
paid a fee of one dollar.

The Board of Examiners reported that the
eleventh semi-annual examination had been held in
conformity with the regulations of the Act. Forty
candidates entered their names, but of these only
thirty-nine were examined, one having retired, nine-
teen gentlemen obtained the requisitc number of
marks to entitle them to diplomas.

The first prize was awarded to Mr. E. D. Martin;
the second prize to Mr. E. F. Stephenson.

The chairman stated that greater importance had
been given to the department of practical dispensing,
and urged the necessity of increased facilities being
provided for the accommodation of candidates.

The Treasurer's report showed a balance of $969,
29. Income from various sources $1,099.67, making
a total of receipts of $2,068.96. The disbursements
amounted to $1,744.90, leaving a balance of cash on
hand to the amount of $324.06.

The Registrar's report was next presented and
adopted. It contained nothing of any interest to
readers outside the Council.

The report of the Committee on Legislation was
as follows :-

"Your committee beg to report that the draft of
the Amendment Act, as laid before this couneil at a
previous meeting, was put into the hands of Mr.
Striker, M.P.P., but owing to press of business, was
not introduced during the session.

"Froni conversations with prominent members of
the House we are of opinion that there will be little
opposition to the Act, if introduced next session, as
the hostility of the medical profession has in a great
part given place to a more favourable and reasonable
feeling. Many members of that profession holding
high places in the medical council, have expressed
themselves strongly in favour of the Act, and recog-
nze its importance as well to themselves as the
public in general.
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It was suggested that the time of council meeting
be changed from Wednesday until Thursday. The
examinations are now held during the two days pre-
ceeding the meeting, and candidates are necessitated
to stay in the city over Sunday, thereby incurring
needless expenditure of time and money.

After adjournment, the members of the council
were entertained by the Vice-President, at Dennis
and Jewell's.

INSANITY AND CRIME.

BY JOSEPH WORKMAN, M.D., TORONTO.

The following is an epitome of the paper on the
above subject :-He said that within the present
year, if they could believe the statements of prose-
cuting counsel and the press, an epidemic of crime
had prevailed in this Province. He was not aware
that the number of crimes in the neighbouring
States had undergone any remarkable change, and
the Province of Quebec and the Maritime Pro-
vinces, had not been visited with an unusually large
number of criminal cases. Admitting the existence
of the Ontario epidemic he thought it would not be
unprofitable to enquire the cause of the moral ma-
lady. Similar outbursts of crime had from time to
time been chronicled in all countries, and in their
attempts to account for them men had arrived at
diverse conclusions. Some had held that the
criminal laws were too lax or too loosely adminis-
tered, and in order to remedy it they had decided
that all that could be done was to inflict the most
severe punishment on offenders. Atter the close
of the Crimean war, a period of frightful criminality
set in, in England. The Recorder of the Central
Criminal Court, in his address in March, 1856,
took occasion to remark that during the period
prior to 1854 there had been a decrease in the
number of such crimes as murder and manslaughter,
&c., by about thirteen per cent.; but during the
twelve months preceding 1856 an unusual number
of heinous crimes had been committed by persons
in high station as well as by those in a more
humble position in life. In an article in the Eng-
lish Churchnan of the same year a statement was
found headed "Murders, Forgeries, Suicides ! Sui-
cides, Forgeries, Murders ! !" in which it was alleged
that no sooner had one case spread over the King-
dom than another came to eclipse and dispute a
place with it in the public mind. The Christian
Times of the same year said that an epidemic of
murder was raging just then. Crime propagates
itself by infection, like fever and small pox, the law
of moral infection were among the most recondite
and difficult subjects in contemplation. There was a
large class of minds.over which great crimes exerted

*Read before the Canadian Medical Association, Auguat 3,
1876,

a sort of fascination, and those who had not trained
themselves to take the responsibilities of moral
freedom were liable to become the victims of
the strangest delusions and catch any moral in-
fection which might be raging Let a woman fling
herself from the top of the monument,and the gallery
has to be railed in, lest the contagion should spread
and monument yard become the Tyburn of suicides.

The Psychological 'ournal of Medicine, of April,
1856, expressed the opinion that the causes of the
spread of crime were more amenable to investiga-
tion than those of various bodily diseases such as
plague, cholera, or influenza. In Denmark, in the
middle of the last century a great number of peo-
ple were affected with the ideg that a murderer on
being condemned to death frequently became
better prepared for heaven. It was found impos-
sible to stay the epidemic by capital punishment,
and other measures had to be adopted. There
was too much reason to believe that the details
now frequently given of religious manifestations
given by great criminals had acted unfavorably in
respect to the public weal. A wretched man,
W , committed a most atrocious crime, for
which he was executed. A minister visited him,
and on his return he preached a sermon upon the
penitence and pardon of 'this poor, erring, yet
suffering fellow-creature ;' depicted his tears, and
his sighs, and his reminiscences of his Sunday
School days ; the manner in which their joint peti-
tions ascended from that cold cell to the Throne
of Grace; and all this in a manner so acceptable
to his audience that very many were taken out in
hysterics. It was not long until one of that dis-
trict, if not of that very congregation, was tried for
a crime similar in nature, and for which he could
give no reason, but that W- had done so
before. The English Churchman had stated that
very much of the preaching of the present day
was defective in those qualities which the charac-
ter, temptation, and sins of the time required.
There has been in many quarters, plenty of vague
generality, but very little of definite, practical teach-
ing. ' The preaching of vital godliness,' has dealt
very little with the real life of men, women and
children. Conventional language, conventional
thought, and conventional feeling, have been
excited and cultivated ; but these are, in many
instances, wholly ineffective, or inadequate for
the real battle of life. To what purpose is it
to preach Sunday after Sunday, on imputed
righteousness, to the man who is contem-
plating forgery, to supply his extravagance ; or
upon 'justification by faith,' to those who are
about to ruin their friends or neighbours, in order
to sustain their own credit ; or upon ' the errors Of
Popery,' to those who are knowingly selling adul-
terated articles, or using short weights and mea-
sures ; or upon the doctrine of predestination, to
those who are ill-treating their wives, and bringing
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their children up like heathens ? But what are theshortcomings of the pulpit compared with the
Poonspreading recklessness of the press. Long
ago they were instructed by the ablest newspaper

co odllr mn Canada that journalism was simply
ews mmercial enterprise," and with that view the

ITust be made as attractive to the hetero-geneous mass of readers as mercantile experience
.ay prescribe or editorial virtue permit. ThePub.icitY given to the details of terrible crimes inthe Public press was undoubtedly a fruitful sourceof crine in this and other countries. The evil wasa great and admitted one ; the remedy had yet tobe discovered. There was always in every city a

snurerous class of persons of questionable moral
cs eager to seize hold of any excuse for the
prmission of great offences against persons andProperty. That class was more or less affected bythe publication of the details of murders or othercrimes to them such particulars were danger-ous y suggestive. Esquirol and many othersCop ain bitterly of the effect of the public presse increasing the amount of maniacal crime. Theidea of Oisoning his wife with strychnine wassuggested to Dove by hearing in a public bar-roomthe evidence in the case of Palmer who poisonedCook with strychnine.

otme years previous to these poisoning cases,the It1edical Times contained the following passage:
Lt is known that Mallard, the pawnbroker

ho whom Wix purchased the pistol with whichfe shot Bostock, his master, was the shop-keeper
fitn whom Graham subsequently bought the pistolwith Which he shot the stranger Blewitt. ' Imme-diateiy ays the pawnbroker ' after the assassina-
ton Y Wix I received a great many applications
( Pt5tOls, and now, within the last few days(after the second tragedy) several persons haveapplied to me for the saine thing. I am now de-terrnined never to sell another.'

.110W much more tender was this man's con-stcence than that of the newspaper publishers who
chastlucted the would-be murderers where to pur-chse cheap pistois ? It would be nothing shortfp a miracle that a journalist should decline toSpuce his columns with the sensational details of aMiturder or a suicide, though the consequence
or the le e.prompting of a dozen similar acts,trathed aceration of the feelings of a dozen dis-tracted fanilies"

Dr. Winslow in his " Anatomy of Suicide," givesthe fOllowing illustration :--" A criminal was exe-cuted not many years ago in Paris for murder. Afew weeks after, another murder was perpetrated,and when the young man was asked to assign areason for taking the life of a fellow-creature, hereplied that he was not nstigated by any feeling
cuti ce, but that after having witnessed the exe-cton he fet a desire, over which he had no con-trol, to commit a similar crime, and had no rest,until he had gratified his feelings., 3

Soine years ago a man hung himself on the
threshold of one of the doors of the corridor, at the
Hotel des Invalides. In the succeeding fortnight
five invalids hung thernselves on the same cross bar
and the Governor was obliged to shut up the pas-
sage. How truthful the words of Shakspeare, in
his King John-

' Iow oft the sight of means to do ill-deeds,
Makes ill-deeds done!"

The imitative instinct is perhaps the strongest in
our nature. In the insane it certainly is, as re-
gards the perpetration of suicide, and very probably
of homicide also, even more potent than in the
sane. Some thirty years ago a suicide occurred in
a large American Asylum. It was speedily follow-
ed by several others, and by a frightful number of
defeated attempts. About fifteen years ago two
women, resident in the same ward of the Toronto
Asylum, committed suicide within a short time of
each other by exactly similar means. In i86o a
suicidal epidemic seemed to prevail all over the
Province, and in the Asylum one man succeeded
in hanging himself. Dr. Workman became alarm-
ed, and took the precaution of allowing no news-
papers to be sent to the wards until a.1 reports of
suicides or other violent acts had been cut out of
them. In consequence either of this precaution
or the care of the attendants no other cases occurr-
ed. About this time the editor of the American
yournal of Insanity, in an article said, " That
suicides are alarmingly frequent in this country, is
evident to all-and as a means of prevention, we
respectfully suggest the propriety of not ppblishing
the details of such occurrences. A single para-
graph may suggest suicide to twenty persons."

Entirely concurrng in the above opinion he had
written to the editor of a city paper expressing the
view that the reports by the city press were largely
contributing to the spread of acts of violence.
The notice awarded to his communication was a
negation of his assertion and an allegation that
giving publicity to these crimes was the best means
of preventing their recurrence. He courted no
further correspondence with a journal which was
capable of giving public-expression to such a crude
idea. It was asserted by the press that there was
an epidemic of crime. Reporters were always on
the look out for sensational news, and there ser-
vices were appreciated by their employers accord-
ing to the quantity and sensational quality of their
matter. If a case of sore throat or ambiguous
measles occurred in the family of an editor or
reporter, they read of an epidemic of diphtheria or
small-pox in the city.

Within the last half-year it had been his misfor-
tune to be summoned as an expert witness in two
atrocious murder cases, in which the defence ad-
vanced the plea of insanity. The crimes of Mc-
Connell and Ward were so atrocious as to curdle
the blood of every man and woman in the com-
munity, and he believed if acquittal had been ob-
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tained in either case the enraged populace would
have made short work of the discharged men be-
fore they were- many yards from the court-house
door. The press had done its strongest to inflame
the public mind, and had succeeded in that prepa-
ratory process. If it had adhered strictly to truth
it would have been less censurable, but facts were
exaggerated and sorne unfounded statements were
made. For example, it was stated that after stab-
bing Mills, McConnell coolly wiped his knife on
his coat-sleeve, but nothing of the kind was proved
in the evidence. It was also stated that he had
used his wife brutally, but nothing of the kind was
proved. It was shown that fron the time he sus-
tained fracture of the skull he was subject to fits of
gloom and irritability. He thought the Associa
tion would concur with him in the opinion that it
was unwise, if not wrong and unjust, to precipitate
the trial within four weeks of the man's commit-
ment, while the public mind was in a state little
short of vindictive frenzy. If fair time should bé
given in ordinary cases for efficient prosecution
and adequate defence, how much more advisable
was this precaution in cases in which the very diffi-
cult question of the mental condition of the accused
was likely to come up for solution. In France,
when a plea of insanity was advanced, the accused
was placed for a certain time under skilled observ-
ance, but in this country not only was this process
unthought of, but the very opposite course was ap-
plauded. One of the city papers congratulated
them on the speed with which McConnell was
brought to trial and the gallows. He could hardly
imagine that anyone in a state of present mental
competency could give expression to a view so re-
pugnant to Christian charity and sound sense. He
summarised the evidence given in regard to the
alleged insanity of McConnell, and criticised the
" trash " of which the prosecuting counsel's ques-
tions were composed. He referred to the ignor-
ance of the jury on the subject brought before
them ; and alleged that it was easier with the vul-
gar and conceited ignorant to palm off a case of
grossly simulated madness, which could not escape
detection by an experienced observer for ten min-
utes, than to detect the unobtrusive and often coy
symptoms of the true disease. He referred to
the case of Fox, who was executed at Peterboro'
in 1873, and whom he and Dr. Kincaid ex-
amined. To neither of them could he or would
he pertinently answer one question. His utterances
were a strain of extemporized nonsence. No one
of experience could fail to detect the sham, but i
after his conviction a great outcry was raised ; and
Dr. Dickson and Dr. Howard were deputed to exa-
mine him but they sustained his testimony. AI-
most all simulators overdid their work. They
dread to utter one rational word. The truly insane
sought rather to conceal than to exhibit their mad-
ness, and answered pertinently, though not always

sensibly, to questions put to them. In illustration
of this he cited the gibberish talked by the simula-
ting Mad Tom in '' King Lear," which would pass
muster before half the jurors that sat in the murder
trials. Neither McConnell nor Ward evinced the
slightest desire to be considered insane, and it was
a monstrous falsehood to charge the latter with any
such desire. Il the writers who invented and pub-
lished such statements could still sleep, they must
have obtained a divorce from conscience.

That Ward had been insane four years before he
murdered his wife, was satisfactorily proved. That
his conduct and words in the interval, savoured far
more of insanity than of sanity, was the writers be-
lief, and the belief also of Dr. Dickson. He per-
sistently exhibited that mental condition-delusion
-which even the law holds to be reliable proof of
insanity. But the law, or its expositors, hold that
in order to establish irresponsibility for crime, the
delusion must have direct connection with it. His
delusion was that poison was from time to time be-
ing administered to him.

Lord Brougham has laid down the doctrine that
in civil cases, (though he held a contrary view in
criminal ones), partial insanity should have the
same legal consequences as the general form of the
disease. He regarded the mind as indivisable, and
averred that we are unable to limit exactly the
operation of unsoundness by which it is affeeted.
Delusion as long as it exists, is a manifestation of
insanity, and hence no confidence can be placed
in any act, of a diseased mind, because we have no
security that the lurking delusion, the real unsound-
ness, does not mingle itself with, or occasion the
act. A mind insane on any one point, is tainted
with insanity throughout, and all who watch the in-
sane closely will be disposed to concur with his
Lordship. The idea of unsoundness affecting a part
of the mind and leaving the rest free, was a psy-
chological incompatibility.

Lord Brougham's discrimination between civil
incompetency and criminal liability, according to
his own showing, rested solely on the consideration
of expediency. Crime is to be punished, as his
lordship held, not because it is a violation of hu-
man or divine justice, but because it is necessary
to punish in order to deter others from offending.

We have in Canada, arrived at times in which
the competency of medical experts to testify to
mental condition, is declared to be no greater, or
more reliable, than that of ordinary men. Insanity
is, by those holding this belief, regarded as one of
those palpable and unmistakeable facts, which are
continually coming under the observance and ad-
judication of the multitude, and there is no more
danger of a wrong judgment being formed on itS
actuality or its nullity, than upon any other every
day matter of observance, as the present state of
the weather, the bad condition of the streets, the
muddiness of the Bay water, or the bad quality of
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baker's bread and a hundred other tbings, which
that rernarkably wise and erudite biped -every
reachoo well understands. It is not beyond theseach of probability that a person who has onceseen a fully developed case of small-pox, may havea0 closely and sharply observed it, that he will, ata glance, recognize the next case he may chancet see in the same stage ; though if he has neverbeen vaccinated, or if having been vaccinated, hei doubtful of the completeness of the process, heWill neither have spent much time in observing hisfirst case, nor will be advertently come into pro-
P'lquity with a second. Does any of you, gentle-en, believe that such a man would be a compet-ent and reliable diagnosticator of the disease in

tverY stage and form ? What would he make of it'n the incubative period ? What in the initiatory
itever? What, in those anomalous forms in which
t simfulates other exanthemata ? What in thosecases il, which it appears neither true to itself, norSlsijar to its cutaneous relatives ? Is insanity a

less protean malady than small-pox? Have our
awyers, judges, and jurors, noted it more closely

re otractedly ? I venture not to ask these
Who ns i allusion to another class of men,ose knowledge, not only of insanity and small-
the , but of everything else in the heavens above,
the earth beneath, and the waters under or overthe earth is, in their own belief, ,so vast, profound,

. omniparient, as to qualify them for render-ing infallible judgment on every obscure or perplex.
8ng question which may be involved in human or

inhuman affairs. 1
In an interview with one of those encyclo-pedic savants, they differed in opinion in regard

Snsanity and idiocy, the newspaper writer
d summng himself to be quite as competent tocotinguish between the two forms of mentalconditions as he (Dr. Workman) was. By-and-bye the gentlemen expressed a wish to visit theWards of the asylum, and did so, at the close ofWich he remarked that he believed he hadtaken the nurses for the patients, and vice versa.And such proved the fact. In regard to Mc-Connell and Ward, every person who hadlargely studied the records of insane crime well
inew that its almost distinguishing character-stc was its atrocity, its extravagant ferocity.At the same time there had been cases of fero-cus crimes committed by men of sound mind;but those cases w'ere few and did not affect thegnero rule. Yet, woe be to the practitionerwho emight, in a court of justice or elsewhere,nveexpression to any such idea, for the indig-theiPr and ponderosity of the Bar, the Bench,upo Press, the Pulpit, and the people would fallUpon h im as a moral avalanche, on the groundthat he was an apologist of crime, and had

two- anthe subject until his wits had gone
WOengathering and he could not distinguishn editor and a fool.

" Not long ago," says the London Record,
" a lady, by a series of the most extraordinary
misrepresentations and cleverly carried out im-
postures, raised large sums of money on no
security whatever, and spent them as recklessly;
imposed on jewellers, so that they trusted her
with goods worth hundreds of pounds; furnish-
ed grand houses at the expense of trusting
upholsterers; introduced herself, by sheer im-
pudence, to one great nobleman after another,
and then introduced her dupes, who, on the faitb
of their distinguished social connexions, at once
disgorged more money. To one person she
was a great literary character ; to another of
royal descent; to another she had immense ex-
pectations ; to another she was a stern re-
ligionist.

She was finally brought to book. She very
well knew right from wrong, and transacted her
business with great ability and skill. Not one
of all those she duped and cheated-intelligent,
prudent and clear-headed Scotchmen as they
were-ever questioned her mental soundness.

' At last this lying, cheating, and scheming
imposture developed into marked insanity and
brain disease, of which she soon died, and it
was seen that all these people had been the
dupes of a lunatic, whose boldness, cunning and
mendacity had been the direct result of her in-
sanity.

Had a physician ventured to express the
opinion that she was insane when she com-
mitted the offences charged against her, the
judge would have frowned, the prosecuting
counsel sneered, the jury would have been as-
tounded, and the press would have applauded
their verdict of guilty.

The case of John Howison, a Scotchman,
"was one of a sanguinary group," given by Dr.
Pritchard. " He had," says the reporter of the
case, " false perceptions; he used to sit brush-
ing away flies for hours together, with his hand,
where there were no flies, and his landlady told
him so; he had struggles in the night with
witches; and was, in general, miserably super-
stitious. The case was however atrocious, and
the intractable savageness of the man was ren-
dered more disgusting by being associated with
brutal voracity in regard to food." He was
found guilty of murder, and of the atrocious
crime of bulimia, and as it would have cost too
much to feed him, he was hanged.

His was a case of unequivocal and incurable
insanity, and one which must soon come to a
fatal issue, without the services of the hangman.

Not long ago a man in a south-western
county murdered his wife. He was regarded
by various persons as trying the "insanity
dodge." Dr. -Dickson was summoned to ex-
amine the prisoner and give expert evidence.
He very soon decided that the prisoner was
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insane, and the form of his malady Paresis, In the McConnell case the writer was asked
formerly called General Paralysis of the Insane. by prosecuting counsel what a " Lucid Interval"

Dr. Dickson was the first and only witness was. The idea of a lucid interval in any case
examined, and although the prosecuting coun- is to admit the existence of insanity before and
sel ridiculed the doctor's assertion, the Judge after it, which must have been entirely foreign
instructed the jury to render a verdict, finding to the mind of the prosecuting attorney, He
the prisoner insane. If Howison had been tried replied that he did not know what it was as
by such a Judge, he would not have been defined in law, and that he regarded the legal
hanged. definitions as pure fiction created by those whc

But a great change has of late begun to take had neyer seen one. The writer then quoted
place in the mode of instructing juries, in cases the opinions of Lords Thurlow and Brougham,
of alleged insanitv, and notably in Scotland. and also M. D'Aguesseau's delineation of a
Lord Justice Clerk, of Glasgow, made the fol- lucid interval, and concluded by saying that the
lowing remarks in charging the jury in a murder best proofof a lucid interval in insanity. in his
case. The prisoner had murdered his mother. opinion, would be the subsequent full recovery
The crime was atrocious. of the patient. Not only the non-recovery of a

"At one time lawyers were apt to avoid ail patient, but his death within a short time, is
difficulty by inquiring whether a prisoner knew surely a very damaging witness in establish-
right from wrong; and as, in point of fact, ment of the lucid interval theory of the 'aw,
except in cases of acute mania or idiocy. there and it is only of that fiction I would here be
were few lunatics who did not know right from understood as treating. Talk indeed, about the
wrong, in the sense of being capable of forming uncertainty of medical science, and the absurd-
and even acting on, the distinction ; much un- ity of some of its present theories If
reasoning humanity (inhumanity ?) had been medicine is mutable, it is at all events progres-
the result of their unscientific maxims." Here, sive, and is ever, not merely ready to bow to
at a bound, Lord Justice Clerk has overleaped experience, but beyond ail other departments of
the barrier which has hemmed in the legal juris- life, it is the most severely critical upon itself.
prudence of insanity for centuries, and has ex- Lt acknowledgesno authority but scrutinized and
cluded sound science from the blood-stained clearly established facts. It repudiates all
arena of justice. creeds and Shibboleths of concreted ignorance

No mcdical witnesses, in a case of alleged or superstition, and is neyer ashamed to confess
insanity, or indeed in any other case, need its own fallibility.
expect to escape the fangs of a self-insfired cross- It had frequent y occurred to hia that serlous
examiner, without undergoing the infliction of misconception prevailed in te public mid and
numerous questions constructed for the purpose iii courts of justice regarding moral insanity. A
of confusing or annoying him. Lt is well, on host of eminent writers on insanity lad not
such occasions, to be very careful to reoain merely admitted that form of disease but had
undisturbed by impertinence, which sprpngs contended for distinct existence. He bad neyer
from ignorance. It is related of Dr. Bank- sueen a case which comne up to the description of
head, physician to the celebrated Lord Castmer- its advocates. Nearly al the cases cited passed
reagh, that being once under examination by ultimately into unmistakeable intellectuar over-
Mr., afterwards Lord Brougham, the latter, ii trsow, and many of them into profound demen-
putting some important question to the dctor, tia. Hu e thouglit it was ciearly established that
shook bis finger at him, whereupon the doctor ail insanity, ecept in the fow cases which resuIt-
shook his fist at Mr. Brougham. The latter ed frin a sudden mental shock, commenced as a
demanded an instant explanation of such out- moral perversion. Fialy, lie said, the reports
rages conduct in court. The Dr. coolly replied of new murders whic were presented to thei
that it was his habit to show bis fist to every aleost daily in the sewspapers showed that thei
man who shook is finger at him. epidemic of crime was no myth. e prayed that

When we are asked for our definition of in, it miglt be only an epidemic, but he had strong
sanity, as I am aware is frequently the case, fears tat it miglit be a rooted endemiy. .e
sham we promptly compl with the demand, or did not discard the cvi influences lie had dwelt
decline the invitation ? Sha we, to oblige the upon in the provocative or fostering relations to
builder up ofra hypothetic case, offer a definition higli crimes, but it would be rash or unjust to
of the indefinable ? Let us not forget that we ascrbe the present moral morbidity exclsivelyr
are talking to a man whose knowledge of insan- or even chieflc to these. The question was a
ity may ail have been hunted up by him within great puzzle. The Province of Ontario was one
th last few days, or even the last few hours, in of the wealthiest and best educated un the Domin-
books of law, the writers of which were just ion; they enjoyed as ful constitutiona liberty 0
as competent to treat of insanity as of neuralgia any country in the worldh; froi the suprerne
or unavoidable uterine hemorrhage. Legisiature down to their townshp and village
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ne regarceu it as one wnere the lower portion of
the rectum was completely absent. By keeping the
incision in the direction of the bowel, he believed
that he had effected an entrance into the intestinal
canal at its lowest portion-viz., the upper part of
the rectum. Considering the distended condition
o e ,l n tqee would be anyMr. Harrison, of the Liverpool Royal Infirmary, difficulty in maintaining the patency of the openingtPerated on a child for imperforate anus, under that had been made. That the child should have

thefollowing unusual circumstances suffered so little inconvenience from this prolongedThe patient was a well-nourished female child, imperforation was a very remarkable feature in theaged thirty-three days, and was born with an im- case, and rendered, so far as he was aware, theperforate anus. For this, shortly after birth a case unique. The child's condition on leaving thePuncture had been made by the patient's medical Infirmary was such as to make the prognosis favour-attendant in the position of the anus, but without able.-London Lancet.-Naszville Med. urnal.any effect. The child had been fed upon the
breast, and, with the exception of vomiting occa-
sofally, appeared to suffer no inconvenience.
* 1thin the last few days the vomiting has been TREATMENT OF SUNSTROKE WITH HYPODERMIc"cessant, and of a foecal character. INJECTIONS OF QUININE.-All cases of insolationThe child, when placed upon the operating table, treated with subcutaneous administration willpresented a remarkable appearance, the abdomen doubtless receive the best chances of recovery.being enormously distended, and covered with Old army surgeons in British India, where the
eis. In miniature, it presented the appearance best opportunity for observing this malady isof a Woman suffering from a large ovarian tumor. oifered, say the effect of quinine thus appliedThe genital organs were naturally developed. " may be described as mnagical." Heat is, at first,anuse was a complete absence of anything like an a vaso-motor stimulant-too long continued in,anus; nor was there any indication to guide to the this stimulation becomes exhaustion, and then theposition Of the bowel. peculiar condition of the system following is deno-

i. Harrison operated in the following manner: minated sunstroke. The vaso-motor control over
An Irecision was made through the skin at a point the vessels is lost, the cutaneous vessels are turgid

tious pondg to the anus, and the knife was cau- with blood, and the sweat glands have apparentlyrecusy pushed upwards in the direction of the lost their power. Theoretically, quinine stimulatesrectum for an inch and a half. The incision was the vaso-motors and thus produces cepillary contrac-wade free enouigh to admit the little finger, which tion ; and the peculiar train of morbid circulatorywas theintroduced to the bottom of the wound, symptoms is broken up, and convalescence setswhen the Pressure of the bowel was indistinctly in. However, whatever the theory may be, theielt. The lrgest trocar of the aspirator was then practize of puttng three to five grains of quinine
Into the , en agush of fæcal matter took place. under the skin is productive of speedy recovery inpair of dpuncture made by the trocar an ordinary nearly all cases. - Practitioner. - Chicago Med.dressing forceps was Passed, by means of Yourna.
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Parlalnriaents, their system of Government was which the opening in the bowel was considerablyttre short Of human perfection ; the Bench was enlarged. A large escape of fæces now took place;Pufre, the Pulpit filled by 3,000 earnest preachers no pressure was exercised on the abdomen, as itof religion with a number of active laymen and was thought better to let the distended intestinesa isfinite number of earnest and pious women empty themselves gradually. A piece of oiled lintto assist them; every town had its Y. M. C. A., was introduced through the wound into the bowel.everY village an excellent library, their common During the remainder of the day the child passedSchool were the admiration of strangers and a a quantity of fæcal matter.pride to themselves; the city of Toronto now had On the following day (February 9 th) the childProe educatioal advantages than the whole appeared i no way to suffer from the operation.Provice forty years ago, they excelled all the It had slept and taken the breast naturally. Thererest Of the Dominion in the extent and the abilitY had been 0ee

woul hecoud ad • 11 hadbee novomiting. Several motions had been'1h111d he could add in the veracity and patriot- passd. February ioth, the imrovement continues.thee ir press (laughter) ;and yet with all Bowels acting naturally. i i th, there does not ap-would superior and augmenting advantages they pear to be anything wrong with the child : motionsnould seem to be retrograding most alarmingly are passed at short intèrvals, the abdomen is al-
driin t ra condition. Whither were they most the natural size, and the child is thriving.ftig ? He asked gentlemen from a distance Mother and child returned home.to tell them what ailed them and how to shakeoff the present killing epidemic. In alluding to this case, Mr. Harrison said that

IMPERFORATE ANUS-OPERATION.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE ANNUAL
ADDRESS, BY DR. SIMS, BEFORE

THE AMERICAN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

CODE OF ETHics.-We boast of a Code of Ethics,
the best ever given for the government of medical
men ; and we urge it as a model to be adopted by
the profession in other countries. I would not
shock the moral sense of this august body by
speaking of it in irreverent terms ; for I know that
there are many, indeed a large majority of this as-
sociation who believe it to be as perfect as the De-
calogue, and as incapable of improvement.

It is looked upon by some of its High Priests as
the Holy of Holies, and not to be desecrated by
the touch of vulgar hands. It is only by observing
the practical operation of laws that we can judge
of their fitness and usefulness. Let us measure
our Code by the universal standard.

Twenty years ago it was considered disreputable
for a physican to put on his door, or in his window
a plate giving his uffice hours. Now, every one
does it, greatly to the convenience of both physi-
cian and public. A few years ago a physician in
a neighboring city was expelled from a society for
inserting his name in the general directory, with
the announcement of his specialty and his office
hours. In France they do things differently.
There a doctor cannot put his name on the door
of his apartment, but can advertise himself in the
Directory as broadly as he pleases. Usage makes
what is wright in one country, wrong in the other
A gentleman high in the ranks of the profession, hold-
ing a distinguished position among us, wishing to
change his place of residence, writes me to know
how he can notify the world of his intention with-
out violating the Code of Ethics ; and he and a
friend of his, a well known stickler for the inviola-
bility of the Code, hold grave consultations over
the easiest way of getting round its provisions
without a flagrant violation of them. These are
honest and honorable men, and would not wilfully
do anything wrong. But they feel that they are
hampered by rules that are unjust and oppressive.

Pardon me if I ask you. " Is the Code of Ethics
up to the requirements of the times, when it coin-
pels honorable men to do dishonorable things to
promote an honest action ?"

Under our Code, all consultations are secret and
confidential, and the friends of the patient are
never to know.that there was a differerce of op-
inion between the consultants. But was there ever
a difference of opinion on such occasions that it
did not leak out, sooner or later ?

Is it derogatory to professional character for a
phytician to take out a patent for a surgical instru-
ment or any other invention? A distinguished
physician invents a galvanic cautery. He has

spent much time and a large amount of money in
perfecting his apparatus. According to our Code,
he cannot, he dare not, take out a patent for it as
any other honest man could do, simply because he
is a practising physician. But why should not the
physician reap the reward due to talent and in-
ventive genius as well as any other man ? Does
the profession at large, or does the public derive
any benefit by this robbery of the inventor ? None
whatever. We simply compel him to give his in-
vention, his time and labor, to enrich the in-
strument-maker. A few brave men, daring to as-
sert their inalienable rights, would establish a pre-
cedent that would soon become a law, rendering
this clause of the Code, as in other instances, a
dead letter.

Who among us is ignorant of the value of Dieu-
lafoy's Aspirator? A young man not over thirty,
he had the courage to patent his invention. The
profession in France at first turned the cold shoulder
to him, and said it was a pity that such a talented
young man should have made such a mistake as to
patent his invention ! But now he is called in con-
sultation with leading men in the profession , and
the younger members of this association will live to
see him a member of the Academy of Medicine in
spite of his patent

A gentleman in a neighboring State invents a
pessary of great value. He has spent fifteen years
in working it out. He has spent a large amount
of money in perfecting it. He is poor and in bad
health frorn a dissecting wound received five years
ago. He writes me to ask what he is to do, to
reap some reward for his time and labor. We say
by our Code, that he must make a gift of his in-
vention to the profession. But he can only give it
to the instrument maker, and not to the profession.
His only course is to quit the ranks of a liberal pro-
fession, and enter those of honest manufacturers,
and then supply us with his instruments from his
own factory. Out of the profession, he is out of
its jurisdiction.

The Code of Ethics is violated every day either
wilfully or ignorantly, not only by the rank and file,
but by .en high in the profession, me>n who are
considered leaders, advanced thinkers, and workers.

How many of you prescribe Chlorodyne, which
is almost a specific in choleroid affections ? and
yet it is a secret remedy, Who among you
never prescribed McMunn's Elixir of Opium ? It
too, is a secret remedy. Even Henry,s Calcined
Magnesia is made by a secret process. The Tolu
Anodyne is daily prescribed in New York and New
England by hundreds of leading physicians, and it
is but another name for a preparation of Cannabis
Indica.
The prescription of all such remedies is a flagrant

violation of our Code of Ethics. But we seen
to condone the act, because usage and interest
justify it.
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ohere is not a iman within the sound of my voicewho sannot eao to mind some violation of theletter or spirit of the Code of Ethics, that has oc-durred under his own immediate observation. In-deed, when we speak of violating the spirit of theCode) We may ail as one man cry out, H ht1
Without sm among you, let him first cast a st '

Several d a stone-Several medical gentlemen, notably in New'ork P l dephia, Baltimore, and elsewhere, havefsoely rendered the greatest service to the pro-fession and to humanity by furnishing us with ani-mral vaccine virus. As they are engaged in a coim-toercial speculation m the virus, and as they resortto Onspicuous advertisements of it, they are plainlyactirit if opposition to both the letter and thespiit of our Code of Ethics. But where is the manaiong us who is such an idiot, so dead to all senseaf honor and right, as to charge these noble phil-anthropists with base purposes ? Thus we seethat the Code is of necessity a dead letter theMoment it comes in collision with the duty and in-terestS of the profession at large. The introduction.of bovine virus brings about a revolution in vacci-nation that affects not only the usefulness of themdical profession, but the safety of every man,Wonan and child living, and the welfare of futureuneraons. How absurd then would it be, if itsliversal beneficence could be cramped by the sillyegislaion of a generation and a time, when humanVirus, with all its defects, and all its dangers, wasthe onîy known means of vaccination ! Herealomrnon sense and common interests have, silently,
averst imperceptibly,, established a higher law thatBverrides the Code, and leaves it inert.
viewut there is another stand-point from which to
that thur Code. Did it ever occur to any of youtorturels is capable of being used as an engine oftorture and oppression ?-that men jealously, mali-OslYintent upon persecuting a fellow member,
mal inort the meaning of the Code to suit theirnalig purposes, thus entering into a regular con-spracy to blacken character, and that under the

Illutraothe Code's provisions ?Illustrations of this are not wanting, and I couldgve YOU some astounding details. But in mercythe ne in- pity for the Poor poltroons, who, inthe vaioe virtue, could so prostitute themselves
said, perha cts, I spare you the recital. I have
enoug p ts, too much on this theme; certainly
timeh tat put you to thinking. This is the first
Ct thas e validity, the constitutionality of thethi meen openly called in question, but everysining nian here, with a particle of self-respect
test againstitsee, has at times felt an inward pro-you to appoit unequal operation. I do not askstand s i ppit a committee On the Code. Let ittection D Hish onorable men do not need its pro.edcts.. mionst men are not influenced by itseulcts. in ust educate the profession up to therecognitiOn of a bigber law, the unwritten Code reg-

Massachusetts..............
Louisiana..................
California..................
Virgnia. . ..................
Minnesota.... ..............
M ichigan .....................
Maryland..................
Georgia....... ...........
Alabama...................

1869
1870
1870

1872
1873
1873
1874
1875
1875

Of all these only four belong to the original thir-
teen States.

How strange to see the young sister California
taking the lead of the great States of New York
and Pennsylvania ! Massachusetts has often led
New York and Pennsylvania in political matters.
and she leads them now in the more important
matter of the formation of a State Board of Health.

Let us hope that the wise counsels of the Ame-
rican Medical Association may soon universally
prevail in the several States, and that we shall, at
no distant day, see them all fallîng into line with
State Boards of Health, ready for mutual co-opera-
tion in the great work before them. When this is
done, I shall expect to see one of the most terrible
scourges of the human race, now wholly ignored by
Boards of Health, brought at once under control,
and eventually stamped out from among us.

Boards of Health should take cognizance of, and
have control of any and every focus of infectious
disease, call it by what name you may. Has it a
habitat ? Can it be broken up ? Has it the power of
transmission from one to another? Can its transmis-
sibility be arrested ? Then it is the bounden duty
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ulating intercourse among gentle men. This is the
Code that governs in England and France. The
man that violates it is by comm on consent dropped
out, ignored and allowed to vegetate in isolation.

The time will corne, (but not yet,) when your or-
ganic laws like the constitution of our country will
require modifications and amendments to suit a
higher intelligence, a broader education and a
greater destiny. Remember that when our Code
was adopted, we had no telegraph, no ocean steam
navigation, but few railroads ; the profession was
not educated up to its present level, and the press
was not the organized power in the land that it is to-
day. Modem thought and modern progress keep-
ing pace with the physical developement of the age,
will never be content with the slow movement of
olden times.

STATE MEDICINE-The address in State Medi-
cine and Public Hygiene by the distinguished Henry
I. Bowditch at our last annual meeting, has awake-
ened a new interest in the subject, and we recog-
nize in it the beginning of a great movement for
the establishment of a Sanitary Bureau, or Council
of Health at the seat of government.

Already nine States have organized State Boards
of Health
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ofState Medicine, with its organized Health Boards, we take steps to arrest its progress at once. If
to search out its abode, to take charge of and heal small-pox infests our borders, we circumvent and
those already diseased, to prevent the spread of the
infection to the well, and thus eradicate the poison
of contamination. The Board of Health that fails'
in this, fails in the great object of its organization.
And this brings me to a subject that I wish to press!
upon your consideration.

SYPHILIs.-Prof. Gross delivered the Address in
Surgery at the Detroit meeting in 1874, and took
Syphilis as his subject. This address, like every-
thing that emanates from his prolific brain, was
complete and exhaustive. Viewing the subject
from every possible standpoint, he had the courage
to recommend legislation to restrain the spread of
syphilis.

A committee was appointed, with Dr. Gross as
chairman, to report on the subject at the next
meeting. This committee reported at Louisville
(1875), and recommended partial legislation on
the subject. The whole subject was referred back
to the committee for a further report, to be made
at this meeting.

I would not infringe upon the duties of this
committee, but I hold views on this subject that I
wish to state broadly before the association. No
grander theme could possibly engage the attention
of the profession at large. Whatever good is to
be accomplished in this matter must emanate from
us, and be carried forward by us. It is wholly
unnecessary for me to use any argument to prove
to you the importance of the subject. This has
been already done by Prof. Gross.

The subject of syphilis is rarely mentioned in
polite circles, even by medical men, and then only
in whispers. It is our duty to enlighten the public
upon all questions of public health, and particu-
larly upon this one. Indulge me then for a short
time, while I say a few words on this subject-
words addressed nominally to you, but really in-
tended for those behind and around you, who live
in darkness and utter ignorance of the dangers
that threaten them.

So far as the well being of the human race is
concerned, I look upon the subject of syphilis as
the great question of the day. It was formerly a
question of treatment, of mercury or no mercury.
But that time has passed, and now it is a question
of prevention, of eradication, of the protection of
the well against the contamination of the sick. In
other words, it is no longer a question for the
Therapeutist, but one for the Sanitarian, the Phil-
anthropist, the Legislator, the Statesman. It is
one, of public hygiene and public health, and, as
such, we are bound to meet it. The time has
come when we can no longer shut our eyes to its
evil influences, and we must deal with it precisely
as wA deal with other great evils that affect the
general health of the people.

If yellow fever threatens to invade our precincts,

extinguish it. But a greater scourge than yellow
fever and cholera and small-pox combined, is
quietly installed in our midst, sapping the founda-
tions of society, poisoning the sources of life,
rendering existence miserable, and deteriorating
the whole human family.

Does any one for a moment think I exaggerate
the evil consequences of this dread disease ? To
the medical profession the truth, as I state it, is
well known ; but, as I said before, the public at
large are ignorant on this subject, and it is our
duty to enlighten them, to point out the danger, to
show the means of protection, and to lead the way
of escape. Let us hear what a few of the most
eminent medical men now living say on the subject.

Sir Thomas Watson says : " It counts its victims
not only in the ranks of the vicious and self-indul-
gent, but among virtuous women and innocent
children, by hundreds and thousands."

Sir William Jenner says : " I cannot too strongly
express my conviction of the gravity of syphilis at
the present time. It is one of the most fatal dis-
eases we have in this country. I think it a disease
entirely preventable. Children and others suffer
largely from it without any act of their own, and I
think it ought to be prevented.'

Mr. Prescott Hewett also testifies to its ravages
among innocent children, and says he knows of no
disease more terrible, and that it should be pre-
vented by legislative action.

Mr. Simon (Medical Officer of the Privy Coun-
cil) said that the infections of the brothel were
oftentimes carried into simultaneous or subsequent
wedlock, in some cases fixing their obscene brand
even on the offspring of such marriages.

Sir James Paget says: " It would be difficult to
overstate the amount of damage that syphilis does
to the population," and that " a number of chil-
dren are born, subject to diseases which render
them quite unfit for the work of life." He further
said: " We now know that certain diseases of the
lungs, the liver, and the spleen, are all of syphilitic
origin, and that the mortality from syphilis, in its
later forms, is every year found to be larger and
larger." Sir James Paget further said that he had
seen five surgeons die, and fifty others suffer more
or less from the infection received from patients.

The facility with which syphilis is communicated
is marvelous. It is often given in a kiss. French
medical literature teems with examples of this sort.
Prof. Gross has seen many cases. He saw a young
lady who had a hard chancre on the lip contracted
by kissing, In a few weeks her blood was con-
pletely poisoned; subsequently she married, and
in due time she gave birth to a child that died in
eight weeks, covered with syphilitic sores on the
vulva and nates.

Prof. Gross tells us that an " epidemic of syph-
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-lis occurred in Brives, a little town in France, inf 1873, fifteen Women, nine children and ten menand hxing been affected in rapid succession. Greatilow exctement for a time prevailed, wife accusing hus-dis wand, and husband wife, of conjugal infidelity,nda- When it was at length ascertained that the cause oflife, up the trouble was a midwife, who had a chancre
fting hpon one of her fingers, contracted in the exercise
frate oiher profession, and who had thus carried the

Poion frorn house to house."To A short time ago a healthy looking young mant of ined a situation in a glass factory in the north
c at Of France A few weeks afterwards a dozen orour fore of the glass blowers had syphilis in someyr, to forn Or other, and were unable to tell how theyway got it. But the attending physician soon traced
eost the disease to the new-comer, who was found to

:tims have syphilitic ulcer in his mouth, and the others
dul- diere inoculated by using the same blower that heiu did.

ýcent I have known two medical men infected with
this disease by patients, while in the discharge ofisgly their professional duties. Each had a slight scratch

Lis at <r abrasion of the skin on the fingers, and by thisdis- channel the poison was carried into the blood.
uer "" fo of them died most horribly in a mad-house

.nd I by thdsease of the meninges of the brain inducedstill es accidental syphilization ; while the other israes eking out a miserable existence, his whole sys-
>f no ae beig pervaded by the deadly poison. Nurses

pre- one of quntly infected by children born of parents,
ilis whon (always the father) has had the syph-

oun- suc and diseased nurses often infect innocent
were I haveg babes, born of perfectly healthy parents.
were contr known a drunken vagabond husband to
uent Caeitract syphilis in a low brothel, and communi-

four it to his wife, who unwittingly gave it to her
Lft to Washb dren, simply by using the same towels anddoeso mannerl • The nature of the disease, and thedoes 'ranner of its propagation, were not recognized tillch- aruptions, and putrid sores, and ulcerated throats,rtder agonizing pains, and blindness in two of the chil-rther dren indicated too plainly the unmistakable char-

f the acter Of the disease.
it e lloome years ago, a handsome dashing young

ated the heart of a beautiful and ac-
had Merchant d girl, the daughter of one of our wealthy>riabs. The sensible father opposed the mar-more nage, but the foolish young girl would have herits. Own Way and they were married. While on their

:ated not sev tour, this innocent girl and confiding wife,-ench band een years old, was Syphilized by her hus-
sort. tam and her blood was sOon poisoned. In dueoug she became a mother. One of her childrencted sand typhilitic eruptions, one lost the bones of the

com' ose, and two others were variously affected with,and their blood a loathsome disease that circulates inad n disease and which will lay the foundation of1 the a ier offspring, if they should live to have

syph-

The blood of the loving wife is often poisoned
by the seminal fluid of the husband, infected before
marriage. I have seen an innocent young wife with
the vagina full of venereal warts, only a few weeks
after marriage with a man who supposed he had
been cured six months before. Many years ago, I
knew a rich widow who married a man socially be-
neath her station in life. It was a great grief to her
family, but a greater was in store for them. The
husband who seemed vigorous and healthy, had had
syphilis a few months before marriage, but thought
that he was cured. Six months after marriage his
wife had syphilitic iritis and other symptoms of
constitutional infection, and she soon became
perfectly blind, and in the course of a year she died
in the greatest agony from disease of the mem-
branes of the brain, accompanied by nodes and
other symptoms of constitutional syphilis ; and
yet the husband, who by his kisses and his seminal
fluid poisoned his wife's blood and thus murdered
her, had only a slight scaly eruption on the scalp
and in the palms of the hands.

I have seen a cook and a chamber-maid with
syphilitic ulcers on the fingers. Think for a mo-
ment of the danger to innocent people from such a
disgusting thing!

Primary syphilitic ulcers are not generally pain-
ful. Hence the subjects of them thirk they are
little accidentai sores, or abrasions that will soon
get well. These sores often remain stationary for a
while and then heal up. Again, they degenerate
into a sloughing state, attended with great suffering.
But it is when the disease becomes constitutional,
invading every part of the system, producing ulcers
in the throat, warty vegetations on the vulva and
about the verge of the anus, or eruptions on the
skin, or thickening of the periosteum, nodes on the
long bones or on the os frontis, or disease of the
liver, spleen and other digestive organs, or ulcera-
tion or loss of bones in the nose, or blindness and
disease of the meninges of the brain, or often soft-
ening of the brain ; in short, when its ravages are
traced in every part of the human frame, then can
we realize the nature of this terrible scourge, which
begins with lamblike mildness, and ends with iron-
like rage that ruthlessly destroys everything in its
way. Skin, mucous membrane, the blood, viscera,
bones, brain-all are saturated with a poison which
is ineradicable ; and death comes at last, a merciful
messenger of relief from such a disgusting and
wretched existence. I need not add another word
to show the loatlisomeness of the disease, nor to
prove that we are at every turn met with the danger
of infection.

Give me a moment to inquire into the relative
frequency of this disease in localities where registra-
tion brings out reliable statistics.

In the out-patient department of Guy's Hospital
25,8oo cases of venereal disease are annually register-
ed in that one institution, being 43 per cent. of the
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total number of out-patients registered ; in the
Hospital for Diseases of the Skin, 1o per cent. ; in
the Throat Hospital, 15 Y2 per cent. ; in Mooresfield
Hospital for Diseases of the Eye, 20 per cent. ; in
the Workhouse Infirmary, 10 per cent. Among
the poor in London applying for relief at the
hospitals, there are upwards of 100,000 annually
affected with syphilis in some of its forms. If such
a large percentage of British blood is thus poisoned
with this loathsome disease, how is it with English-
speaking Americans ? Our sanitarians will tell you
that New York and Philadelphia, Boston and Buffalo,
Chicago and St. Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville,
New Orleans and Mobile, Savannah and Charleston
Norfolk and Richmond, Baltimore and Washington,
are all relatively as rotten as London, Glasgow,
Dublin, Liverpool, or any city on the Continent.

And from recent developments it appears that
San Francisco is worse off than we are. In an able
speech delivered by Senator Sargent, in the United
States Senate, on the first of May, on the existing
treaty between China and this country, he brings
forward testimony to show, that of the hundred and
fifty thousand Chinese on the Pacific Slope, there
are not a hundred families, and that ninety nine
hundredths of the Chinese women imported into
California are sold and held as slaves, slaves to be
used wholly and solely for the purpose of prostitu-
tion, and that their presence necessarily breeds
moral and physical pestilence.

According to the evidence of Dr. Toland, even
boys eight and ten years old have been syphilized
by these degraded wretches, who are allowed to
openly solicit in the streets, tempting old and young
alike.

Shall it be said that we, the representatives of the
medical profession of a great nation, the custodians
of the health of 40,000,000 of people, cognizant of
all these facts, will longer let the people remain in
ignorance of the dangers that surround them ? No,
my friends ! We must be up and doing. We must
follow in the footsteps of our illustrious leader,
Prof. Gross. We must sound the alarm. We must
no longer whisper, but we must boldly proclaim the
truth, and scatter it broadcast over the length and
breadth of the land. We must call to our aid the
press, the pulpit, yea, the women of the country.
To do all this, we must show the world that we are
in earnest. We must here issue our orders, and call
upon our State and County Medical Societies to
co-operate with us. We must keep the subject not
only before the profession, but we must keep it be-
fore the people, and we must appeal to legislation
to give us the power to blot out this blight from
among us.

I have not time to speak of what has been done
in France and England, for the prevention of the
spread of syphilis. Suffice it to say that the plan
adopted there is not the one for us. We want no
legislation that looks to licensing prostitution as in

France, and we want no partial legislation as we
find in the " Contagious Diseases Acts" of England.
We would not outrage religious sentiment by adopt-
ing a system of fostering vice ; nor would we sub-
ject the hardy soldier, even for his own good, to
invidious restrictions not imposed upon others in
the community. Besides, how absurd would the
English system work with us, when we have but a
nominal army, and that scattered over the frontier,
away from the pale of civilization and its worst
vices ! Class legislation in any shape, and for any
purpose, is distasteful to the people of any country
and especially of ours.

We know that cholera has a home where it is
perpetually generated ; that transplanted, it
flourishes for a while, then dies out, and seldom
reappears, except by fresh importations from its
original source of supply. But syphilis, unlike
cholera, originating when and where it may, always
fixes itself in great populous centres, taking up its
abode in the haunts of ignorance, poverty, squalor,
filth and vice. From these low conditions of life,
it mounts gradually higher and higher, and some-
times to the highest, so that in the end whole com-
munities, so to speak, may become contaminated.

To protect the public against its ravages, we
must strike at the root of the evil. We must seek
it out in its hot-beds, and circumvent it with such
regulations as to prevent its transmission. We
must ask for such laws as will confer upon us the
power of dealing with this disease as we already
possess with regard to cholera and small-pox.

The carriers of trade between nations, and be-
tween great commercial centres in the same nation,
are the carriers of syphilis. Syphilis is carried
from city to city by men, and women scatter it far
and wide in communities. One man may inoculate
a half dozen women during the few days his ship
lies in port, and these half dozen degraded women
may transmit the disease not only to scores of men,
but hundreds and thousands may trace their ruined
health, directly or indirectly, back to the half dozen
women who were infected by one man. We must,
then, manage to get the control of the men who
are likely to import the poison, and we must get
equal control over the women who will assuredly
disseminate it through the community. How is
this to be done ? is a question that has been asked
over and over again, but never answered to the
satisfaction of both religionists and philanthropists.

There can be no difference of opinion among us
regarding the two following propositions :

ist. We want a system of sanitary inspection and
control that will enable us to prevent the importa-
tion of syphilis from abroad.

2nd. We want a system of sanitary inspection
and control that will enable us to take charge of
the subjects of syphilis at home, and prevent thernl
frorm spreading it through the community.

Every well-organized city government has its

L
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is we Board Of Health. This Board has or ought to have ticable there, it will certainly be more so in otherland. the Power to protect the public health against all places.dopt- Cotagious or infectious diseases. It already has The passage of the Metropolitan Health Lawsub- the Power of quarantining vessels having on board accomplished after years of agitation, not unlike
d, to cases of choiera, small pox, or yellow fever. When- that which occurred in England preceding the

rs i ever smal-pox is found in a city, the Health Board enactment of the sanitary laws which now give toSthe has the power of dealing with it in the most sum- that country pre-eminence in the care of the public
but a Mary manner, of isolating it, and preventing its health. The Metropolitan law, though modeledntier, spread ; other words, of extinguishing it. |after the English, is much more perfect in its de-worst sow what I propose in regard to syphilis, is tails. It invests authorities with arbitrary powersr any "Piy to give to the already existing Boards of to meet every emergency when the public health isuntry ,eath in the various cities, the same power over in peril, and yet it fully protects the public from

•yphiis that they now possess over cholera, small- any abuse of those powers.
it is feX and yellow fever. They now have the power of For example, the Health Board may declare anyit ferreting out small-pox and of sending it to hospitals matter or thing a nuisance, detrimental to health

ldom or treatinent ; and they should have the same and dangerous to life, but the person proceededn its of ser of searching out the abodes of syphilis, and against may demand a hearing before a referee,and
nlike O nding its victims to hospitals for treatment. bring evidence to prove that the matter complainedlways Oen all steamers or sailing vessels, whether foreign of is not a nuisance. Then the case receives care-ip its astwise entering port, the surgeon of the vessel ful consideration by experts, and the final action of
ialor, Sh be required to make affidavit that he had the Board is governed by the decision of the referee.

Slife, eenied personally every seaman, and every male The Metropolitan law was passed in 1866, andorne- aeerage Passenger, on the day preceding their immediately after the organization of the Board,
com- sail n port, and that there was no case of cholera, cholera made its appearance in New York.ated. nfepOxc yellow fever, syphilis, scarlatina, or other In all former epidemics, this pestilence ravaged
, we phectious disease aboard. If there should be sy- the city without "let or hindrance." Now it was
seek chas, then the subjects of it should be taken in met at the very outset with organized resistance,such arge by the Board of Health, and sent to Hos- and never attained the proportion of eve-i the miild-We Pral for treatment, to be retained there till cured, est epidemic.

is the wr to be returned to the vessel from which they The plan adopted to control it was perfect in all
ready toere taken whenever said vessel should be ready its details. Acting upon the belief that cholera isosail from port again. If said vessel had no sur- a communicable disease from the sick to the well,
d be- qurn aboard, then it should devolve upon the by a contagium, the rule in every case was to isolate
ition, quarantine ofhcer to examine every sailor and every the patient, and destroy the excreta immediately.
trried age passenger before landing, and to send any A well organized corps of men, trained to handle
it far î ent.very case of syphilis to hospital for treat- the sick and use disinfectants, was in waiting
:ulate quarantOn all vessels, foreign and coastwise, the night and day to attend at once upon every case

ship Personti1e officer should possess the same power of reported.
Dmen Fos inspection and detention. The cases were reported by telegraph, andmen, thiOr stamTping out the disease in towns and cities, frequently patients seized with cholera were in
ained of an oards of Health must have plenary powers charge of these sanitary officials within an hour
lozen howev esolute character over syphilis, not more so, after the attack, and every precaution taken to pre-
must, Ther, than they now possess over small-pox. vent the spread of the disease. So effectually was
who Tis you see that I would sirnply include syphi- this work done, that scarcely a second case occur-

t get he great family of contagious or communi- red in the same family.redly lae diseases, and make it subject to the same In the same manner, the Board, acting upon thewy is telr d regulations that we already possess for same principle, stamped out relapsing fever and)s cthe management. Do this, and we cannot be small-pox ; the sound sanitary principle underlyingisked accused of licSthe intercour icensing vice, or of fostering adulterous its action being, that contagious diseases can becon-pists• smal-pox anIn cholera, and yellow fever, and in trolled by isolation of the sick, and the destruction ofng us disa and syphilis, we recognize cruel and fatal contagia.humaes, easily communicable, each attacking the So much for the efficiency of a Board of Health
n and we fapiiy n its own pecular deadly way; and that knows its duty, and having the legal power,pose to deal with them all in the same dares to do it.orta, flanner taking the surest, safest, and quickest But how are we to bring syphilis under such easycettod 0f protecting the communlity against their subjection as we have cholera and small-pox ? It is
ge of among th eence, and of preventing their spread the simplest thing m the world. I have told you that
thean i t 's the Metropolitan Board of Health possesses arbi-

all W let tme show you how easy it will be to do i trary powers over all these, and all we have to do
as its In the great city of New York; and if prac- is to get the Legislature to amend the "Act creat-
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ing a Metropolitan Board of Health," so as to give
it the same arbitrary power over the subjects of
syphilis that it has over other contagious diseases.

The thing is so simple, so self-evident, that I
only wonder it was not done long ago. It requires
no complex legislation, no cumbrous machinery, no
irksome detail. In the Metropolitan Health Board,
we find everything already prepared for engrafting
this amendment upon its organic laws. Let us
here pledge ourselves never to relax our efforts
until we accomplish this great and good work.

AcUTE BRIGHT's DISEASE-SIALAGOGUE EFFECT
OF JABORANDI.-(Bellevue Hospital practice.)
The case presented certain peculiarities which
made it worthy of note. When admitted only 7 /
to i 1 ounces of urine were passed in twenty-four
hours, and it contained albumen, epithelial and
granular casts. The patient was dry-cupped over
the kidneys ; received a cathartic, composed of
croton oil, podophyllin, and elaterium, and dram
doses of the fluid extract of jaborandi. The latter
was administered for the purpose of producing dia-
phoresis, and soon after the second dose was given
the patient broke out in exceeding profuse perspir-
ation, and in addition, the remedy acted as a siala-
gogue to such a degree that 3xxii. of saliva were
collected in four hours. At the time of our visit
the patient was passing ,lx. of urine in twenty-four
hours, acid, had a sp. gr. of 1023,and contained no
albumen. After the operation of the cathartic, the
infusion of digitalis with acetate of potash was ad-
ministered.-X. Y. Med. Record.

A READY METHOD OF PREPARING SECTIONS OF
DISEASED TISSUES FOR THE MICROSCOPE.-Dr.
Stevenson (Edinburgh Med. Your., January 1876,)
obtains excellent results from the following method:
Two drachms of glycerine mixed on a slab or plate
with one and a half drachms of gum tragacanth.
The tissue to be sliced is placed in a pill box, and
the mixture poured on until the box is full. It is
now allowed to stand in a cool place for from eight
to twelve hours, when it will be ready for slicing.
In cutting it will be found best to moisten the sur-
face by dipping in spirits, and also by moistening
the upper surface of the knife, so that the section
may float as it is cut. If sections are not made at
once the cake should be placed in alcohol. If the
tissue has been previously in spirit it must be steep-
ed a few hours in cold water before embedding.

REMOVAL oF FOREIGN BODIES FROM THE
EAR.-Dr. John Cleland suggests that, in remov-
ing foreign bodies from the ear, the point of the
probe or needle used for extracton should be
placed below the object to be dislodged. By so
doing it is placed between two inclined planes, and
is readily and easily expelled.-Phil. Med. Times.

SUBCUTANEOUs DIvISION OF THE FEMUR.-OI1
May 16, 1876, Mr. Richard Davy divided the
femur subcutaneously (after Langenbeck's method
on the tibia) for bony anchylosis of the ileo-femoral
joint in a boy aged fourteen. The right femur was
flexed on the abdomen at an angle of ninety
degrees, the angle being measured at the anterior
superior spine of the ilium ; the femur was also ad-
ducted, so that the legs crossed ; the genitals were
partially eclipsed, and the right inguinal fold deep-
ened. A smali cut was made down to the anterior
plane of the femur, immediately below the trochan-
ters. The commencing shaft was drilled through,
and through this opening a key-hole saw almost
effected division of the femur by right and left
movements. Complete division was caused by
periosteal fracture. The limb was at once abducted,
straightened, and placed symmetrically ; correct
position was maintained by splint and sand-bags,
The young fellow progressed without an unfavor-
able symptom, and bony union in the reformed
attitude! is being accomplished by nature.-Britis
Medical Yournal.

ESMARCH'S BANDAGE FOR CHRONIC ULCERS.-
Dr. Turney, of Ohio, has employed this bandage
in seven cases of ulcers of the leg, one a typical
indolent ulcer, with indurated edges, over the
internal malleolus of a woman over eighty-five
years of age. In six cases the cure was rapid and
permanent ; in one a portion of the cicatrix gave
way, but it was again progressing favorably whenl
the patient disappeared. The bandage was applied
firmly from the foot to the knee, once a day, and
allowed to remain as long as it could be borne,

1 about ten or fifteen minutes. No other treatment
was employed. With each application oxygenated
blood takes the place of a fluid unfit for nutrition;
the strong pressure effectually overcomes the pas-
sive congestion and œdematous infiltration, and
the distended vessels, completely relieved of their
load of vitiated blood, have an opportunity tO
recover their lost tonicity.-Med. Record.

SULPHUROUs AciD IN ENTERIc FEvER.-Thirty
cases were treated with sulphurous acid, in doses
ranging from three to fifteen drops, in lemonade,
every four hours. Only one patient of this nurn-
ber died ; this one patient " was a fragile girl,
whose life was gradually wasting away with con-
sumption, but she recovered, then relapsed and
died." The writer thinks the acid acts as a specific
upon the fever poison, arresting at once its further
development and thus exterminates the fever.
Amelioration ensues at once, and in a very feW
days the patients, under the influence of this agent,
are convalescent. Within twenty-four hours the
tongue becomes moist and commences to cleanI
the diarrhœa is speedily arrested, the tympaniteS
subsides, the pulse slows and grows stronger, the
digestive faculty speedily asserts itself and the
patient is soon out of danger.-Chicago Med. Youf•
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" THE BALHAM MYSTERY."

fy the English mail of August 9 th, we received
further particulars of the inquest investigating for
ten consecutive days the means by which the late
Mr. Bravo came to his death. The case will add
another chapter to the already large volume of
caues celebres. Suspicion points to tartrate of an-
timnony and potassa as the mineral poison em-
Ployed. On acconnt of its rapid emetic effect, Mor-
gagni and other early writers on medical jurispru-
dence questioned whether this salt could be
cOnsidered as a poison capable of producing death.
Ioffman, Orfila, Fodere, Cloquet, and other more

lodern physicians have however by a number ofcases unmistakably established the deleterious effects
ansing from the continued administration of anti-

TfOny, and that in large doses, it must undoubtedly.be deerned a poison. The general symptoms,however, on such occasions, and the post mortemsPpearances, do not exactly accord with those de-Th at the inquest in the late Mr. Bravo's case.
he ordary signs may be reduced to the follow-in a rough m etallic taste, copious vomiting, fre-qUent hiccough, burning heat in the epigastric re-gon, abdominal colic, inflation, copious stools,

syncope, snall contracted and accelerated pulse,km cod, sometimes intensely hot, breathing difl

pac f ertigo, loss of sense, convulsive movements,Pinr camps in the legs, prostration, death. The
by ary Post mortem appearances we will illustrateby a case reported in the Loncion, Lancet severalYears ago, contrasting it with Di. Payne's evidencebefore thi coroner, respecting the condition ofparts in this mysterious case, and leave our readersto) judge whetîer antimony alone lad to do with

the cause of death. "Two children, a boy and a
girl, the former aged four and the latter three, each
swallowed a powder containing ten grains of tartar
emetic mixed with a little sugar. It was stated
that in twenty minutes after taking the powder,
they were seized with violent vomiting and purging
and great prostration, followed by convulsions and
tetanic spasms ; there was also great thirst. The
boy died in eight hours, and the girl in twelve or
thirteen hours after swallowing the dose. The
bodies were inspected between four and five days
after death. In the body of the boy there was
effusion of serum in the right pleura ; the lower
lobe of the right lung, posteriorly, was redder than
natural, and the peritoneum was injected from re-
cent inflammation. The mucous membrane of the
duodenum was inflamed, and covered with a whit-
ish yellow vis cid secretion ; this was observed
throughout the intestines although the color was of
a deeper yellow in the large ; there was no ulcera-
tion. The peritoneal coat of the ston'ach was in-
flamed. The mucous membrane of this organ was
also much inflaned, especially about the larger cur-
vature and at the cardiac orifice ; there was no
ulceration. The contents (about two ounces and a
half of dark bloody fluid with a slight acid reaction)
were adherent to it ; and in one case there was a

patch of lymph. The tests used did not indicate
the presence of antimony. With regard to other

appearance s, the tongue was covered with a white
fur and appeared soddened, the throat was not in-
flamed, the windpipe and gullet had a natural ap-
pearance. On opening the head the dura mater
was found congested; the longitudinal sinus con-
tained a coagulum of lymph and but little blood.
The vessels of the surface of the brain were much
injected with dark blood, the whole surface having
a deep purple color. Every portion of the brain,
when cut, presented many bloody points. The cere-

bellum and medulla oblongata were also con-
gested; there was no effusion in the ventricles, or

at the base of the brain. In the body of the girl
the morbid appearances were similar." The fol-
lowing is the report of the autopsy of the late Mr.

Bravo, by Dr. Payne, F.R.C.P., London :-"The

body was well made, muscular and perfectly well

nourished. No external wound, bruise, nor other

injury. The lungs were healthy, except that they
contained a large quantity of liquid blood, and the

air passages contained blood-stained fluid, owing to

MTE nCANMADTýA L AN T(V
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transmutation after death. The heart was of moder-
ate size, the substance soft, the valves natural,
both sides contained dark coloured blood, chiefly
liquid. The stomach contained liquid matter and
gas. Its walls were natural, except that the mucous
membrane was softened, pale, and of a yellowish
colour. There was no appearance of inflammation,
congestion or ulceration. It contained about 8 oz.
of thick gruel-like matter of a yellowish colour;
this containing small solid lumps, and had the odour
of alcoholic fermentation. The æsophagus was na-
tural, and contained some of the like matter which
the stomach contained. The first portion of the
bowels was very soft, being torn in tying it ; but
on subsequent examination it showed no perfora-
tion, nor ulceration. The surface was pale and
yellowish, like that of the stomach. The whole of
the small intestines was like this, except the lower
part, where there were some red spots. This part
of the bowels contained yellowish "pasty matter"-
without any admixture of blood. The large intes-
tine at the commencement, was of a deep red color,
and contained clots of blood. Subsequent examin-
ation shewed in the cocum several small ulcers
from which the bleeding had evidently arisen, but
there was no perforation. The remainder of the
large intestine was very deeply blood-stained, but
without ulceration. The contents of the large in-
testine were of a red material, composed of fæcal
matter mixed with blood. The liver and spleen
were natural, as were also the pancreas, kidneys
and other abdominal organs. No appearance of
hernia. On opening the head, the skull and mem-
branes of the brain were found quite natural, con-
taining only the usual quantity of blood. The
brain substance was also natural and contained no
excessive amount of blood or of watery fluid. The
mouth and lips were natural, exeept that the papillæ
at the back of the tongue were something more
prominent than usual. There was no appearance
of any natural disease that could have caused
death." Dr. Payne assumed that as much as thirty
grains of antimony had been taken in this case.
He further stated that in a post mortem
of death from antimony he would expect to flnd
traces of antimony ; first going from the mouth
down :-2nd. Inflammation of the stomach-speak-
ing of stomach as distinguished from the lower
bowel-but that he found no inflammation in the
stomach of Mr Bravo-the inflammation being

confined to the lower bowel. [Ie considered that
the absence of evidence of inflammation of the
stomach was the consequence of its having been
taken in a highly dilute form. In answer to the
question whether the antimony might not possiblY
have been injected, Dr. Payne said, that there was
certainly inflammation of the lower bowels, but
there was no inflammation of the parts which
would have been inflamed if the chloride of anti-
mony had been injected. Moreover that before
the injection of the brandy and water made by Dr.
Moore, Mr. Bell, and Dr. Johnson, the vomit was
made by the deceased, that there was a vomit on
the leads of the priory, half of which contained
five grains of antimony." We may here ask by
what tests were the five grains determined upon?
In the General Ketchum case, Mr. Wharton was
charged with having administered antimony as a
poison, twenty grains having been reported as the
result of one analysis of the contents of the
stomach. On scrutiny of the chemical evidence it
was reduced to four-tenths of a grain. If the evi-
dence in the Bravo case revealed a probable insen-
sibility of the nervous system as in that state of
coma which follows the ingestion of narcotic vege-
table substances, or from drunkenness, we could
understand that vomiting would not be excited
until a considerable time after .the poison had been
taken, but on that supposition the evidences of
mischief would certainly be much more apparent
in the stomach and small intestines than in the
large. In the case of the children above noticed,
the ascertained quantity was ten grains. Contrast
the different appearances of mucous membrane of
the stomach, duodenum and large intestines, as
also the different condition of the brain with those
recorded by Dr. Payne, in the Bravo case. The
morbid symptoms are not to be relied upon perhaps
more than the general symptoms during life. In
no judicial trials is it so requisite to concentrate
the weight of the proof on the medical evidence as
in those which refer to supposed cases of poison-
ing. In these, general evidence is of little avail;
it is by the medical evidence that the decision as
to the innocence or criminality of the suspected
can be determined. The evidence to be derived
from chemical analysis is undoubtedly the most
decisive of all the branches of proof. It is the
perfection however to which the processes necess-
ary for this purpose have been brought, that must
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as appeared in the editorial columns oftase Canadian Pliarmaceutical yourial. The bad
faste and evil spirit of this attack are all the worse,

f or the reason that the Yournal has gone out of its
way to have a fling at the medical body.e n an article in the August number, the Pizar-

reported -yournal comments upon an incident
t i the city papers-that of a man named

f eu McKay going into Dr. Richardson & Co.'s
store and asking for a dose of salts. The

o f thatn in attendance told him they were out
distilled drug, but stated that he could give him
Pose. salts, which would answer the same pur-
carrd McKay bought an ounce of the latter, andThrsed it around in his pocket u.ntil the following
at WorkaY. About ten o'clock that morning, whilehe feit slightly ill, and took a dose of the
anttak Ashort time afterwards he was seized withan attack of vomiting, which continued for aboutthree bours.

ignOW it is upon an incident like this-of anignorab assistant in a drug stole making a grosserror by giving oxalic acid for epsom salts-thatthe Pia,.aeïle
anceodacecal fournal sneers at the "ignor-ance of doctors who attempt to dispense medicine,"

next time the amendments to the Pharmacy Act
come before the Legislature, public feeling will be
found stronger than the efforts of the little clique
of medical M.P.'s, who strive to oppose all attempts
at improvement or progress in pharmaceutical
legislation."

Already the College of Pharmacy is a close cor,
poration, and naturally enough the retail druggists
of Ontario, being banded together, are demanding
higher rates of profit, and are setting themselves
more against the interests of the public and of
the medical profession. It is not likely, we pre-
sume, that as this object cornes to be understood,
the druggists will carry public feeling along with
them.

Furthermore, we are satisfied that druggists as a
body are far more dependent upon the good-will of
medical men than are medical men upon the good-
will of druggists. In a certain town of Ontario
the druggists a few years since enjoyed a fair
amount of what is admittedly the most lucrative

part of the business, the putting up of prescriptions;
but this profitable business was speedily in great part
lost to them by the medical practitioners being
driven to dispense their own medicines, and to buy
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Constitute the validity of the testimony. With re- and asserts "that it is fully time that doctors shouldgard to the death-bed evidence in this case deposed be prevented from attempting that which they doto by Sir William Gull, who had fully informed his not understand." It would have been a legitimatepatient f his dying condition, we have the declar- commentary, we think, and one fairly within theation that he had used nothing but a little lauda- province of the Pharmaceuticai Yourna, both infln to the gums for the relief of neuralgia. With the interests of the druggist profession and for thethe View of immediate death before him it is not protection of the public, to have dwelt on the dan-likely that he would have concealed any suicidal ger of employing unqualified assistants in dispen-attempt, had such been made. Until further links sing medicine. It might have insisted that theare added to the present chain of evidence it would Pharmacy Act should be respected, by requiringbe Premature to express an opinion. One thing assistants and dispensers to be certified under thehowever is certain, that whatever may be the result, Act. Instead of which, it remarks, with an anirnusthe suspicion following the Scotch verdict of " Not against the medical profession which stands outiroven will ever attach to the prominent actors offensively, " We have a Pharmacy Act which hasthis tragedy. been of incalculable advantage, but which is still

defective in several particulars, notably in that ofTUE " PHARMACEUTICAL JOURNAL'S, exempting doctors from the operation of the Act."
ATTACK ON THE MEDICAL PROFES- The Pliarmaceutical Yournal is a trade organ ;

SION. its circulation in Ontario is confined exclusively to
members of the Ontario College of Pharmacy; andWe deprecate entirely the rousing of any antag- it is evidently striving after a special object, the

Ons between the two professions so closely allied alteration of the law by doing away with the ex-ut yet so decidedly distinct, as those of medicine emption of the medical men from the o,)eration ofand Pharmacy. We are therefore compelled to the Pharmacy Act. That this is the case is evi-whotice a covert attack on the medical profession, dent from the expression of its final hope that "thewbh A- ISapae nteeioilclmso
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their drugs in the wholesale market; the whole CHLORAL AS AN ANTISEPTIc.-The joint pro-

growing out of a disposition to tamper with pre- gress of Chemistry and Therapeutics has enriched

scriptions and patients which is so dishonorable in the list of antiseptics, and we have now at corn-

the pharmaceutical dispenser. rand agents of remarkable power-notably car-

We do not encourage young medical men to bouc acid, boracic acid, glycerine and hydrate of

enter into the drug trade, we would rather have chloral. The latter agent is a powerful preserva-

them cling to the traditions of the profession, to tive of animal and vegetable tissues. Microsco

eschew trade, and devote themselves entirely to the pists have began to employ it as a preservative

cultivation of medicine, exercising patience while fiuid. For this use it has an advantage over cam-

waiting for practice ; but we do not see that those phor, in that aqueous solutions of it can be made

medical men who conceive they have more special of any required strength. As an antiseptic, it iS

aptitude for the drug business than for medical likely to have its uses in pharmacy and medicine.

practice should be debarred the right of entering A solution of hydrate of chlorai is self-preservative.

on such a course when they prefer it. It is not and it is not therefore necessary to make it Up in

necessary to assert the qualifications conferred by the form of syrup in order te preserve it. A sohi-

a medical education. Lt is to be wished that the tion of eighty grains in an ounce of water is a

education and training of young druggists were convenient strength for administration. A tea-

only as complete. spoonfl contains ten grains ; two teaspoonfulS
represent the ordinary hypnotic dose, and a third

teaspoonful (aggregating thirty grains) may be

HYPOSULPHITE 0F SODA IN DIPHTHERIA.-Dr. given in the course of an hour, in order to ensure

Chenery, in the Boston Médicaland Surgical 7our- sleep. Twenty grains will preserve a bottled pint

nal, June 8, speaks highly of the hyposulphite of of infusion of ergot for a long time, a suggestion

soda in diphtheria. Hie also uses the compound which is worthy the attention of those practitionerS

tincture of myrrh, made by digesting an ounce each who prefer to use the infusion of this parturient

of capsicum, powdered myrrh and guaicum in a but who may be deterred therefrom by the trouble

pint of alcohol. He writes:-"The dose of the and loss of time in having to make it at the mo

hyposulphite is from five to fifteen grains or more ment that it is wanted. As chlorai is itself a-

in syrup, every two to four hours, according to age strengthener of parturient pains, there would obvi-

and circumstances. Lt can do no harm, but if too ously be no incompatibility in adding it to infusion

muct is given it will physic. As much as the of ergot in larger quantity than that whicli is sinY

patient can bear without physicing is a good rule ply necessary to preserve it; it may be combined

in the severer cases. The tinctures can be used in active and appreciable quantities.

in doses of five drops to half a drachm in milk.

The amount for therough stimulation is greater USE 0F SALT IN SEA-WATR.-Professor Chapma
than can be taken in water. usually give it in of University Colege, Toronto, says that the object

such doses as can be easily taken in milk, using of the satness of sea-water is to regulate evapora

the milk as food for small children. One fact, tien. If any temporary cause raises the amount f

however, needs to be borne in mi, namely, the saline matter in the sea to more than its normal

hyposulphite prevents the digestion of milk, and value, evaporation goes on more and more Slowly

should not be given in less than an hour after it. If the value be depreciated by the addition of fresi

They may be used alternately, however, without water in undue exeess, the evaporating power i the

interference, in sufficiently frequent doses. Judg- more and more increased. me gives the resuts cf

ing in this disease as I judge in others, I am fully various experients in reference to evaporation on

persuaded that the treatment I have so long used, weighed quanitie of ordinaty rain-water and wat

and which has fot failed me yet, will save nearly holding in solution 2-6 per cent. of sait. The Qe

every case of diphitheria if seasonably and vigor- cess of loss of the rain-water compared with the sait

ouly appledg; and there is no reason why it should solution has, for the first twenty-four heurs, o.

not do as well in the hands of others as in my own. percent., at the close f forty-eight hours, .46Jpn

in none of my cases have I usd any alcohol." cent., and s on iof increasing ratio.

whc i oth h atnio f hs pattinr
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PNA HARMACEUTICAL CHEMICALS AT THF CENTEN-
NIALThere are said to be upwards of 500 ex-hibito of chemical products at Philadelphia.
Among the most prominent of these we noticed thenames of Billings, Clapp & Co., Boston, and W.
R. Warner & Co., Philadelphia. The firm ofBillings, Clapp & Co., has an elegant stand over 20
feet in height. The name of the house is formedin large letters, each made of crystals of bromide of
potassium, on a groundwork of black velvet. One
large glass case, octagonal in shape, contains large
crYstals of nitrate of ammonia, weighing over 150Pounds. Three large bottles of propylamine are
exhibited, the value of which is over $2,ooo ; alsoa jar of carbolic acid of perfect whiteness of the
capacity of 25 pounds, the largest specimen to beSeen in the exhibition. We also noticed some fine
Specimens of citrate of iron, bismuth &c., sulphite ofSodium, salts of lead, mercury &c.,

Messrs. Warner & Co., make a very fine exhibit
of sugar coated pills ; in fact the best of any house
In the trade. The Pharmaceutical Chemists of the
Jnited States have really made a very fine display

Of their products, and compare favourably with thoseof any other country.

ccaona3VI y e eni o teen rops o
THIE SURGICAL USES OF COTTON WADDING.- diluted phosphoric acid with each dose.

por tany years past cotton wadding has been em- 
-Plyed as a dressing for burns and irritable excori- AMEURIsM CURED BY ESMARCH'5 BANDAGE.-

ao ns. Lately it has come into employment as a Tbe London Lancet of August 5th contains a repor
consid antiseptic filter, being used in a dressing of by Dr. Reid, Plymouth, of a case of popliteal
aniderable thickness as an application to wounds ameurism cured in fifty minutes by the appli
adl -amputations. Later still, at the Paris hos- cation of Esmarch's bandage. The patient died of in

Pfals, it is used instead of sponges for the purpose tercurrent disease about a month afterwards. A post
tf cleanig wounds. In order to get over the mortem examination showed that the sac was filledt 'iousnes that would arise fron the slow imbibi- with laminæ of fibrine and the remains of coagula-

rtial ofWater by this substance, it is previously ted blood. The cure was believed to have beenetil y soaked and kept moist. M. Guyon, who effected by rapid coagulation of the blood conse-
eiPloys cotton wadding, gives the following spe- quent upon its complete stagnation in the sac, pro-
asic directions :-" Cut up the wadding into pieces duced by the bandage.
as large as the r-and, and Plunge them in a basin SOLVENT FOR QUININE.-To get a solution ofaf Crboic wateroone in iftYating care to turn sulphate of quinine free from turbidity, the spiritusand press the n as to facilitate iibibition. When etheris dulcis is all that can be desired. Onethorough y impregnated (whicl ltey will be in five ounce will dissolve two drachms of qumme, givmgor six minutes) press the water out of thein, roll a transparent solution.
wide-.necked and place then in a well-stoppered
have nlyto bottle. When reqired for use they Dr. Gilbert, Sherbrooke, Que., passed the necessaryhg., be re-soaked at the moment of dress- examination and was admitted a member of the

College of Surgeons, England, on the 28th of July.

Lmmmm~

CRAYONS OF TANNIN FOR INTRA-UTERINE MEDI-
CATION.-In the Annales de Gynecologie for May,
we find the following formula for the preparation
of crayons of tannin:-To fifteen grains and a half
of tannin add a drop and a half of glycerine, and
make a crayon nearly four inches in length. Cray-
ons thus made will keep their form for months ;
they may be lengthened or shortened as required,
after simply warming therm in the fingers, and yet
are sufficiently firm to be passed into the uterine
cavity without breaking them. In consequence of
their ductility, they may be lengthened so as to
make them into astringent bougies, and then intro-
duced into the urethra, will be an efficient substi-
tute for tannin injections.

DAMIANA.-Dr. Murray of New York (Med.
Record) has been experimenting with this new
remedy. He records five cases in which he used it
with advantage in impotency. It also relieved con-
stipation of the bowels in the cases in which it was
used, the action being somewhat similar to that of
extract of belladonna when administered in chronic
constipation. He prescribes the fluid extract of
damiana, in two to four drachm doses three times a
day, in equal parts of glycerine and syrup of tolu.
O i l h, uses fromv" - It fif d f
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ToUGHENED GLAS.-The manufacture of the
Bastie toughened glass has been recently commenced
in the United States. A factory has been estab-
lished in Ohio, and another in Pennsylvania. The
principal articles now being manufactured are lamp
chimneys. The '- toughing " is effected by placing
the glass in a hot bath, consisting of three parts of
linseed oil to one of tallow ; the bath being at an
average temperature of 360° F. After removal from
this bath, it is immersed in a second bath of a
temperature of 2000 F. It is then plunged into a
cold water bath, and lastly into one of benzine for
the purpose of removing the oil ; the glass is then
dried in bran and is ready for shipment. A chim-
ney can be blown and completed in about thirty
minutes.

PERSONAL.-Drs.' Freeman, Fulton and Sive-
wright, graduates of Trinity College Medical School,
Toronto, have been improving their medical know-
ledge, during the past spring and summer, by
attending the hospitals and other medical institu-
tions of New York,-such as Bellevue Hospital,
the Eye and Ear Infirmary, Orthopædic, etc., etc.,
previous to entering upon the labors of their pro-
fession. Dr. Walmsley, of Elmira, has also been
making an extended professional tour of the hos-
pitals and dispensaries of New York and Philadel-
phia.

ENLARGEMENT.-The Lancet has been consider-
.ably enlarged this month, in order to ir.ake room
for the increased amount of original matter with
which we have been favored. This we purpose
doing from time to time whenever the pressure on
our columns is such as to require it, and hope very
soon to make it permanent. There will not, how-
ever, be any advance in the subscription.

LIQUOR BISMUTHI IN INTERNAL HEMORRHOIDS.

-The -injection of half an ounce of Liq. Bismuthi
night and morning has been found very efficacious
in the treatment of this troublesome affection.
Those who have tried it speak very highly of the
benefit derived from its use.

Alexander Dougall Blackader, M.D., McGill
College, Montreal, passed the necessary exami-
nations for the Diploma, and was admitted a mem-
be? of the Royal College of Surgeons, England,
on the 28th of July.

APPOINTMENTS.-A. H. Walker, M.D., of Dun-
das, Associate Coroner for the County of Went-
worth. P. W. McLay, M.D., of Aylmer, Associate
Coroner for the County of Elgin. John B. Mills,
M.D., of Springfield, Associate Coroner for the
County of Elgin. J. B. Campbell, M.D., of Bel-
mont, Associate Coroner for the County of Middle-
sex. J. J. Robinson, M.D., of Fort Francis, to be
Commissionerper dedimus potestatem for the District
of Thunder Bay.

HuXLE.-Prof. Huxley has arrived in Ne'w
York. He was received by Prof. Youmans and
Mr. Appleton. He will deliver three lectures o
the direct evidence of evolution.

FORMULA FOR DIPHTHERIA.-

R-Potas. chlor., gj.
Tinct. capsicum, f. 3iij.
Liq. ferri perchlor, f. 3j.
Dilute alcohol,
Pure water, a

SIG.-A teaspoonful in a wine-glassful of water
to be used as a gargle each time. After gargling
a teaspoonful in a tablespoonful of water, more of
less, to be slowly swallowed, and repeated evel
three to six hours.

INCONTINENCE OF URINE.-Mr. Brenchley writes
to the Practitioner that he has seldom seen much
good done in the above disease by belladonna,
iron, or bromide of potassium, but has met with
much success with the following combination of
ergot and iron:

1-Tinct. ergotæ, mx.
Tinct. ferri perchloridi, rnv.
Spts. chloroformi. mv.
Infus. quassiæ, ad. 3j. ter die sui

ANTI-RHEUMATIC MIXTURE. - In use at the
Philadelphia Hospital:

I-Potassii nitratis, 3j.
Vini colchici radicis, f. 3j.
Spiritus ætheris nitrosi, f. gj.
Syrup guaiaci, f. gij.
Olei gaultheriæ, gtt. vi.
Aquæ, q. s. ad. f. vj.-M.

SIG.-A tablespoonful every two hours.-DLr
Circular.

MIXTURE FOR WHoOPING COUGH.-

R. Chlorail hydrat 3 iij.
Potass, bromid 3 ss.
Tinct. opii. camp i.
Pulv. acaciae 3 ij.
Syr. Pruni Virg 3 iv.
Aquæ puræ ad 3 viii.
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Mills, CASE I.-RUPTURE OF THE BLADDER.-Under
:r the the care of Dr. Temple-J. K. Stewart on a steam[f Bel- ship was admitted into the Toronto General Hospi
[iddle- ta on 27th April, 1875, complaining of inability)istrict bopass water. The patient stated that about twc

rOus previous to his admission, while straining tcPass his water, he felt something give wa imme.NewV Î diately followed by intense agony in the lower pari
is and Of his abdomen. Finding he could pass no water
res 0 and that the pain was intense, he managed to gel

to a Doctors residence close at hand, who afterexanining him advised him to go to the Hospital,
Which he did, walking the whole distance, over a
Mije. On admission one of the resident pupils

. ldeavoured to pass a catheter, but failed onaccount of a very slight stricture which was of
sorne ten years standing. He was ordered a hot

water, bath, which was repeated in a short time. On therglingo 28th at i p. M., Dr. Temple saw him ; his condition
ore 01 then Was as follows :-Much exhausted; pulse quick

and feeble; skin cold and clammy; abdomen notvery tender on pressure except at the lower part;
writes no water had been passed for 13 hours. After
much somne dili

donn' dce diculty a No. i Catheter was fairly intro_
t with uced into the bladder, but only a few drops of
ion of tlha thowed, and the conclusion then arrived at was

atthe case was one of rupture of the bladder.
ank dy and opium were ordered, but he graduallyAnk and died the same evening at 1i o'clocke uo t mOrtem examination was made 13 hours

ie su1 after
togedeath. The penis and bladder were removed
ogtter. On laying open the urethra an old

ding stricture of almost cartilaginous hardness
divided situated just in front of the bulb andOf considerable length ; the prostate gland contain-ed a large abscess in its left half, which gave rise

vj. life to considerable pain in Passing the fingervj. into the rectum and which was the probable causeto a great extent of the recent retention of urine.

On the prosterior wall of the bladder close to thefundus was a rounded opening penetrating all thecoats of the bladder, except the peritoneal coat,having clean punctured edges like a perforating
gastric ulcer. The peritoneum in the vicinity ofthe bladder was gangrenous, cauised by the urinebaving been effused beneath it; the muu
brane vas corrugated and thickened presenting
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the usual appearances seen in cases of old standing
stricture. The foregoing case presents several
interesting features apart from the fact that instances
of rupture of the bladder are not very common,
but still rarer are those due, not to some act of
violence, but to idiopathic causes. First the fact
that after rupture he was able to walk the distance
he did is unusual though not unique, as this has
been noticed in one or two cases of a similar kind.
Secondly it is remarkable that he did not suffer
more pain on pressure being made on the abdo-
men, considering the amoun t of peritonitis pressure
and lastly the rapidity of his death, only 30 hours'
from the time of the rupture, which seems very
short compared with the reports of similar cases, 3
to 15 days being the limits.

CASE II.-HYPODERMIC INJECTION OF ERGO-
TINE IN THE TREATMENT OF FIBROID TUMOR OF
THE UTERUS.-M. McA., æt.. 28 ; unmarried; a
native of Scotland ; admitted into the Toronto
General Hospital May 13th, 1876, under the care
of Dr. Temple, suffering from an intermural fibroid
tumor of the uterus. She menstruated when four-
teen years of age, and since then at intervals of
every three or four weeks, lasting each time about
three days. The quantity passed being usually in
excess of the average normal amount. About nine
months ago she became considerably weaker, owing
to the flooding which took place at each menstrua-
tion, and consequently was soon confined to bed.
This state of matters continued until she entered
the hospital, and even for some time after, until
she was completely blanched by the amount of
blood lost. Her appetite was poor, and either a
constipated condition of her bowels or diarrhoa
prevailed. The venous hum frequently heard in the
neck in cases of anemia was quite distinct,
together with the anæmic murmur over the heart.
The long axis of the uterus was increased, from 5j
to 6 inches. About the beginning of July, fourteen
minims of the preparation of ergotine given below
was injected hypodermically into the arm each
day. This was continued for a week, a marked
improvement in ber appearance ensuing ; then dis-
continued for a few days, a retrograde change tak-

ing place. Again renewed, and continued to the
present date, with an exceedingly beneficial effect.
The long axis of the uterus is now only one inch
and a half greater than the normal, her appetite is
much increased, and there is very little of that
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anemic condition remaining, as the hemorrhage
no longer appears. She has now quite a ruddy
complexion, and her general strength has been
largely invigorated.

The following is the mode of preparing the ergo-
tine :-Dissolve 200 grs. of Squib's solid extract of
ergot (the liquid ergotine in same quantity was
used) in 250 minims of water by stirring ; filter the
solution through paper and make up to 300 minims
by washing the residue in the paper with a little
water. Of this solution, ten to twenty minims are
injected every day or every second day.

CASE III.-FRACTURE OF THIGH-OLD-STAND-
ING HYDROCELE-Care of Dr. De La Haye. R.
H., æet. 65 ; fell from a building on 13th July, '76,
fracturing the thigh bone in the neighbourhood of
the great trochanter.

The patient was admiited to the hospital on the
14th of August. On examination there was found
considerable deformity, the leg and thigh being
adducted and rotated inwards to such an extent,
that the internal surface of the inner condyle of the
femur rested upon the bed. There was also about
three inches of shortening. Bed sores were found,
one on the back, and the other on the inner side
of the knee. The treatment here adopted was the
straightening of the limb and its retention in this
position, by means of the weight and pully and a
long splint. It was impossible to alter the position
of the fragments, on account of the large -quantity
of callus thrown out. The bed sores were dressed
with carbolic acid lotion, and the patient is now
progressing favourably. On examination an old-
standing hydrocele was found to exist. The pa.
tient had fallen on the edge of a plank about 15
years ago and injured one of his testicles, since
which time there had been more or less swelling of
the scrotum. It gave him little or no trouble and
he had never consulted any person about it. The
scrotum was about the size of a child's head, con-
siderably thickened, pyriform in shape, smooth and
semi-elastic. Fluctuation was not very distinct and
there was no translucency. A trocar was intro-
duced and a pint and a-hall of thick dark colored
fluid drawn off, after which the scrotum was strap-
ped with adhesive plaster. The canula was left in
a short time to allow the fluid to drain off.

GASE IV.-NECROSIS OF THE BONES OF THE
FOOT.-CARE OF DR. FULTON.-R. M., zt. 55,

labourer, received a severe injury to his foot si%
months ago by a stick of square timber falling o
it. Some of the bones were crushed and the ankle
joint very badly sprained. Inflammation took
place, followed by suppuration. It was lanced and
some fragments of bone came away from time tO
time. On his admission to the Hospital in the
beginning of August, the foot was very much
swollen and indurated about the heel and ankle
the joint was almost completely anchylosed, and
two sinuses, one on each side of the os calcis,
existed. On examining them with a probe, dead
bone could be distinctly feit. The patient was
put under the influence of chloroform, and Dr.
Fulton cut down and removed several portions Of
necrosed bone from the os calcis and astragalust
making an opening through and through betweeO
these two bones. After the removal of all dead
portions and washing out the opening, the inc-
sion on one side was closed up, and that on the
opposite side stuffed with lint soaked in carboliç
acid in order to secure proper drainage. Granul-
lations are forming in the bottom of the wound and
the case is doing well.

MUMMIES AND MOSLEMS, by Chas. D. Warnefrý
author of " My Summer in a Garden," "Black-'
Log Studies," &c. Toronto : Belford Bros.
This work contains a description of Egypt, i1

Pyramids, mummies, morgues, tombs, rivers, th<
Khedive, the harem, &c., &c. It is a very inter
esting and readable book, and will be found a
most agreeable recreation after the labors of th
day. The firm of Belford Bros. have published $
number of books within the past year, the most
interesting of which is the one now before us.

REPORT OF THE MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALT f
of the city of Montreal, for the year ending 3 10
December, 1875, by Drs. Dugdale and Larocqu&

BRAITHWAITE'S RETROSPECT OF MEDICINE A14-
SURGERY for July, '76, New York: N. s
Townsend; Toronto: Willing & Williamson. c

REMARKS ON URETHRAL STRUCTURE, before the'
British Medical Association, by Fessenden ti
Otis, M.D., New York. p

n
At Hamilton, on the 9th ult., George Ryall,

D., aged 79 years.
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PJRE COD-LIVER OIL,
tkaUfactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

%Ia versal demand for Cod-Liver void of color odor, and flavor-having a
an .e depended upon as strictly bland, flsh-like, and, to most persons, notc etificallyprepared, having unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure

wgelt b the Medical Profession that it cau be retained by the stomach
ýýtr at dcdt netk t au when other kinds fail, and patients soonZ8l e ttb uped to undertako its manu-beoefnoft

h ro Fishing Stations, where the beoe ind f 
.e Live t ad every ew boursThe secret of making good Cod-Liver

ontio a consequently are in great Oil lies in the proper application of the
% O .roper degree of heat; too much or too

%o '5 manufacture,l b s o - ittle will seriously injure the quality.
I, s ththe greatest care, fron Great attention to cleanliness is abso-

,Lvers of teod lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-e''httthe a
1 iero the Cdonly, ltl

le ald of any chemicals by th'Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in the
ceh id s and lowest temperature market is the make ofmanufacturers who

e tOil.an be separated froe are careless about these matters.
Prof e Livers. It is nearly de-
?rof. arker. of New York, says: "I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference.

er ays, state Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, say: "It is the best for foreign or domestic use."
IYer iOYear Of expr metig the Medical Profession of Euron and Ainerica, who bave studied the effeets of different Cod-

, have unaPrim1 nti.de'id the light straw-colored Codiver O to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.

he Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopæia: IRONPHOSPHOUSALISAYA.
t %b-WL, HA ZARD & Co. also eall the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonies,

Se elegant and palatable Ferro»Phosphorated Elixir fCasa o Bar g fe a combination of the Pyrophosphatewithu aiaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness ofthe Iron and astringency ofthe Calisaya are over-
Ir et any injury to their active tonie principles, and blended into a beautifu Am her-colored Cordlal, delicious to the tast

Or e ï f!omthe ROYAL CALIISAVA BARK, not1 lD AL the ost delicate stomach. This preparation me of Calisaya and ron," which are ium ly an

p ninea r as ben a true Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Iron. Each des-
le ins seven and a half grains Royal alisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophof

u 0hosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Strychnia.-This reparatiof.contans One grain of Strychnia added
D'ut o Our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensi ying its tome effec

-D o@phorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bgismnth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bi.emuth in eaeh

f the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark. . (3gNIST8 ÂND DauGisTe, 14ew York.
CAsWEILL, BKAZARD

T. MOIRSON & SON,
124 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.

ORKS: HORNSEY RUAD, N., & SUMMERFIELD WORKS, HOMERTON E., LONDON,

MANUFACTURERS OF

re Chemicals and all New Medicines.

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

SPECIALTIES.
PEPSINE PREPARATIONS. (The Original English Manufacturers.)
PEPSINE PORCI, Pure.
PEPSINE POWDER, or POUDRE NUTRITIVE.
PEPSINE WINE.
PEPSINE LOZENGES.
PEPSINE GLOBULES.
PANCREATINE POWDER.
PANCREATIC EMULSION.
PANCREATIZED COI) LIVER OIL.
SACCHARATED WHEAT PHOSPHATES.
CREOSOTE, from WOOD TAR. (The only English Makers.)
N.B.-Test of Purity-Insoluble in Price's Glycerine.
GELATINE. (The most economical substitute for Isinglass.)
CHLORODYNE.
EFFERVESCING CITRATE OF MAGNESIA.
ARTIFICIAL ESSENCES for Flavoring.
MORPHIA SALTS.
CHLOROFORM, Pure and Meth.
SP. ETHER NIT. P.
SP. AMMON. AR. P.B.
GINGERINE and ALOINE.

WhOlesale and Retail by al Clemists and Druggists throughout the World.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS 0F 1876-77.

T HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter SeSS
and a Summer Session.
THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-77 will commence on Wednesday, September 13, I

and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures to
special subjects, and daily clinical lectures, will be given, as heretofore, by the entire Faculty. Students designi14 er
attend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the
is not required. During the Preliminary Tern, clinical ani didactic lectures will be given in precisely the same nutnbre
order as in the Regular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 27, 1876, and end about the ist Of
1877.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College'
JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARKER. M.D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System and Clinical
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Dislocations, and Clinical Surgery.
ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery.
WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.
EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Gynecology.
WILLIAM M. POLK, M.D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M.D., Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.
ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D., Prof. of Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology. ei'
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Pathological Anatony and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous Systemand Clinical

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
HENRY D. NOYES, M.D., Professor of Ophthalnmology and Otology.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
EDWARD L. KEYES M.D., Professor of Derniatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery, etc.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of Practical Anatoniy. (Demonstrator of Anatomy.)
LEROY MILTON YALE, M. D., Lecturer Adjunct upon Orthopedic Surgery.
A. A. SMITH, M.D., Lecturer Adjunct upon Clinical Medicine.

A distinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didactic teachi:actC
the lectures are given within the Hospital grounds. During the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four u1

lectures on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are daily allotted to clinical instruction.
The Spring Session will consist chiefly of Recitations from Text-books. This term continues from the i o

March to the first of June. During this Session there will be daily recitations in all the Departments, held by a co
examiners appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics are also given in the Hospital and College Building.

Fees for the Regular Session.
$140 ou

Fees for Tickets to aIl the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Terni, including Clinical Lectures........ 50Matriculation Fee...................... ...... ................................................. 10 00
Demonstrator's Ticket (including niaterial for dissection)........ ........................................ 30 00
Graduation Fee ................. ...... ..............................................

Fees for the Spring Session.

Matriculation (Ticket good for the following Winter) .................................................... 35
Recitations, Clinics, and Lectures.......... ........................................................................... 10 0
Dissecting (Ticket good for the following Winter)........ .... ....................... .............. rs

Stndents who have attended two fid/Z Winter courses of lectures may be examined at the enl oj their second r t
Materia ledica, Physiology, A natony, and Chemistry, and, if successflù, they will be examined at the end f
ourse utpon Practice of Medicine, Surgery, and Obstetrics only.

Fer the Aunual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graluation and other information, address

PROF. AUSTIN FLIN'l,
Secretary Bellevue Hospital Medical
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OLLEGE F PHYSICIANS SURGEONS,
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE,

CORNER 23d ST. and 4th AVE., NEW YORK CITV.

SEVENTIETH SESSION, 1876-'77.

FPAmCT- oF M:EInICIJSTE-

Preidnt ALONZO CLARK, M.D.,and Professor of Pathology and Practical Medicine.
WILLARD PARKER, M.D.,
Professor of Clinical Surgery.
JOHN C. DALTON, M. D.,

Professor of Physiology and Hygiene.
SAMUEL ST. JOHN, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Medical Jurisprudence.
THOMAS M. MARKOE, M. D.,

Professor of Surgery.
ro f T. GAILLARD THOMAS, M. D.,

r of Obstetries and the Diseases of Women and Children.
JOHN T. METCALFE, M.D.

Emeritus Professor of Clinical Medicine.
HENRY B. SANDS, M.D.,

Professor of Anatomy.
JAMES W. McLANE, M.D.,

45!nct Professor of Obstetrics and the Diseases of Women and
Children.

THOMAS T. SABINE, M. D.,
Adjunct Professor of Anatomy.

CHARLES F. CHANDLER, Ph. D.,njcllct Professor of Chemistry and Medical Jurisprudence.
rofe EDWARD CURTIS, M.D.,

0or Of Materia Medica and Therapeutics ; Secretary of the
Faculty.

FACULTY OF TH

FRANCIS DELAFIELD, M.D.,
Adjunct Professor of Pathology and Practical Medicine.

JOHN G. CURTIS, M. D.,
Adjunct Professor of Physiology and Hygiene.

WILLIAM DETMOLD, M. D.,
Emeritus Professor of Clinical and Military Surgery.

WILLIAM H. DRAPER, M.D.,
Clinical Professor of Diseases of the Skin.

CORNELIUS R. AGNEW, M.D.,
Clinical Professor of Diseases of the Eye and Ear.

ABRAHAM JACOBI, M.D.,
Clinical Professor of Diseases of Children.

FESSENDEN N. OTIS, M.D.,
Clinical Professor of Venereal Diseases.

EDWARD C. SEGUIN, M.D.,
Clinical professor of Diseases of the Mind and Nervous

System.
GEORGE M. LEFFERTS, M.D.,

Clinical Professor of Laryngoscopy and Diseases of the
Throat.

CHARLES McBURNEY, M.D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

CHARLES KELSEY, M.D.,

Assistant Demonstrator of Anatom3.

E SPRING SESSION.
JAMES L. LITTLE, MD., ROBERT F. WEIR, M.D.,

ecturer ou Operative Surgery and Surgical Dressings. Lecturer on Diseases of the Genito-Urinary Organs.

GEORGE G. WHEELOCK, M.D. r MATTHEW D. MANN, M.D.,
LEctRGE Gn Phsical Diagosis Lecturer on the Microscope as anl Aid to Diagnosis;.
Lecturer on Phy'sical Diagnosis. H. KNAPP, M.D.,A. BRAYTON BALL, M.D., Lecturer on Diseases of the Eye and Ear.Lecturer on Diseases of the Kidneys. LtUE Dae t d

ColleI: O MI EC gnattenac at telatter only being required for the
e giate Year embraces a special Spring and a regular Winter Sesion, June. Thd Regular Winter Session for 1876-Course. The Spring Session for 1876 begins March 11, and continues tilt f ue cofThd oeg rees Wi edionul at the

foliday, October 2, and continues till March. The College Commencement for the conferring of degrees is held annually at the
Winter Session.

si 11s by the following methods :-I. DIDACTIC LECTURES WITH DEMO ST TIONS. During the W Anter Session, from"YI' give aiy bi teFctyoth oeentleeven cenerl branches Of medical Science. Attendance obliga-s ectures are given daily by the Faculty of the College, on the seven ri t pring Session, two lectures on special2 for the course on eacli branch, or $140. for the entire curriculum. During the entir cr es on scLd 41~'endaily by the faculty of the Spring Session. Fees $5. for the course on branch,linics, for th e urrl and speci-

''Ik.NG This important element of tuition receives the fullest attention. Te ildin g t The atend andecia
Ytienedicine and Surgery, are held weekly throughout the entire year in thc Coltege Building isif. The attedance is about

el e daiYrly In addition, the Faculty, being strongly represented on the Staffs of ail tre oarger Hopitals Cud D Tspensaries of Newres0 0 Y Systematic clinical lectnres in one or more of these institutions as a regular feature of the E rI clm . Te ganat
aye Eces of Bellevue, Charity and Roosevelt Hospitals, the Demiet DispensarY, te ance at Cliies is optional and without extra& ar Hospital, are thus made of avail for the instruction of the Student. Attenduceout th is btoalC s of xaminers.

>t "'U.L RECITATIONS upon the topics of the regular lectures are held daily roughout otI Sessions by a C sf E IN.
Ptfnnal. Fees: Winter Session $40 Spring Session, $30. ollegi tuYear, $60. IV. PER ONAL t STRUION.

~b~e 4  
2ny iOaug i inte isetngro ro Ocoe$oMyadeey 15. Cases of Obstetrics arc furnished to advancedwith uPrctialChemistry is taught in the Laboratory ite Spring. Fuee y PhysiCal Diagnosis, Ophtha.1mology,

e0g, andou charge. Personal instruction lu Operative Surgery, Minor Siidertmets fovr moderate fees. Attendanceyn C is also given by Instructors, eminent lu these severa

t tcaYcol EXPENSES.Zof tWIi neiffEaP NS S Collegiate Year), and the fees for the diadactic lecturesollegiate expenses are the yearly matriculation fee ($5., good fora Colue). adthe a G r t e ofs$30. s
t~b hessI.($20 for the Course on each branch, or $140. for the entire curriculuo lcu adition, a Grdut ing Fee of $30. se prihe radatimg course requires three years study, and attendance upon two cour of leges of the sanincheof '-

icutum. Lecture fees are remumitted graduates of the College, to graduates Of other Colteges Of three years standing t This eologi
-'ti bis wh to Students who have already attended to fuît courses of lectu.es, the latter of which, att east, has been at this College. To

Zhad ft Who have attended two full courses elsewhere, a full course ticket is granted for $70, Ail fees are payable luadva.ce. BOAD
or frth from $6. to $9. a week, and the Clerk of the College will aid students in obtsîîîtg the sanie.

er Information, and for the Annual Catalogue and Announceinent, address,

EDWARD CURTIS, M.D.,
Secretary of the Faculty,

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
CORNER 23D STREET & FoUtTiH AvENUE, NEW YORS.
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anglie

to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, a
regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of tbha
marvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIs BRoWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gave
the name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy aeer
discovered.

CHLQRODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable rernd1
ever discovered. 4t

CHLORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, FeOer,

Croup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrha, and is the only specifie in Cholera and Dysenter-
CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and spas%
CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, TootbS0

Meningitis, &c.
Extract from indian Economist.

'<We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed soine years since by ourselves, and corroborated b! o
subsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superio
Quinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyni 1
properly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were de
men but tp make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of t«
thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amazing." so" Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her MajestY' 0
at Manilla, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was C0
DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine. 0,'a

"I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine 5s 
0

0cious as an Anti-Spasmodic and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrha, and other diseases, s
most perfectly satisfied with the resulta."

From Dr. THOMAS SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
"I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I @ver u0 ed (f

ing relief in violent attacks of Spasme within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who bas suifere 9

years with periodical attacks of Spasme of a most painful nature, and unable to ob' ain relief from other remedies
4pium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Morncastle.
"We have made pretty extensive use of Chlerodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellent p

Sedative and Anti-Spasmodie. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever as
induces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great ad"
over all other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford. t
"It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS. øs
CAUTION.-The extraordinary medical reporta on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importanc tpublie should obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."
Vice-Chancellor WooD stated that Dr. J. COLLIs BRowNE was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE. t""

whole story of the Defepdant, FREEMAN, was deliberately untrue. tres i0t >1
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepres

of the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood. t
Chemists throughout the lani confirm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLOROP :Dr. J. i
Sold in Bottles at 18 lid., 12s 9d., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the words ca

COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Goveriment Stamp. Overwhelming
Testimony accompanies each boule. 1 1
SOLE MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMsBIL'r-
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PUT UP IN 1 lb., 5 lb., and 10 lb., CANS.

Go
(PETROLÈQ YH-tTtJM VALJDISSJMA.)

h Th momt epicacions v(rtfi ÍöitIt the use of chemicals. It has an
di lient and healing pr, tåtroteam highly portMd and. tance, applicable to the most sensitive con-

t vn n-fnity for oxygen or ' Nbrfect bliad, soothing, olestit . d dense as toexclude atmospheric action and other
to the eye, without the slig test irritàtion, and yet s0 homogeneos

Ubnce. IT IS A PERFECT APPLICATIN. the subseqnt applications may be made upon the
USID As A SURGICAL DRFSINo, and the bandages adhere to the woun fropening tho wound.

e'1 wond the 5isqel apliaton tay bage mad UJ>lthOf the lait fold, which it will penetrate at once, thus avoidng iately, and thoroughly protects the

s imation the ound heals rapidly. even in severe cases,
L N AN D SCA'LD4 it iS INVALLABL. It a1lay q the acute inf%0 art from the action of the atmosphere. If used promptly and ALO t u eal

ýpr4n 81 suysirfaces, ail kindset o! Inlainma ton, poisoning,
ny sloughing, and usually without leaving any scars For cuts, acerated a ienttiono

othe uterus and uretbra,* by injection, udrd or sesîn
ft DISEFASES GENERALLY. For Piles and diseases of the rectun of decompositon. fe mentation, or becoming

fuggested to the physician who knows its positive virtue. It is i
a sore, in any climate or tem perature. r Iodine, Bromine, etc., with Camphor, Gums,

combines readily with W hite Wax for Ointients, Ceratest iphe Coming from the sane primitive source as
It doen combine wtbt proof spirits, Ammnia or Ca i erior vehicle for it: on account of its simple and

-nel aid, it bas a peculiar afinity for that valuable remedy, and forns a Pother e'terni applications. As an emolient it is
aracter it is vastlysu perior to Olive Oil, Lard, etc., as a menstruum for moisture ren ers it a perfect proaction against

lycerine, especally the Rose perfumed. Is non-affinity for oxygen o
n pplied to surgical instruments. cal P o by

Prepared expressly for Medical PurPO b

e X~~ir . :Ex <> Q U k 21 Sout Fron Street Phlaepha Pa.
Sfront all Retail Drujgyists. Samples and Circulars furniehed 215 South Front Street Philadeiphia. Pa.

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co. HORATIO G. KERN,
MANUFACTURER OF

LA CTO-PHOSPBA TES.

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
FORMULÀ OF DR. DUSARi', OF PARIS. INSTRUMENTS, &c.

%:tiSTBLiPhosphates and IED 1837.
Hi f spbscriber would again remind the Medical and

Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonie. 'THE enal rofession that he still continues te manufac-

Dur hi eerd Instruments, in all the various branches

ture is atetion to the details of the business, which
gant preparation combines with a sound Sherry Assiduous atteyears as aforded, has enabled

and Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor- an experience of thirtyovemears in

. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate him to make nany improvement8 in bis

Shg of Alkaloid of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini- Unriva Extacting Forceps,
/onIne, and fifteen dropa offree Phosphoric Acid to d e q i a i h u

tdsh 
asrearsthirq

iescin mi fevers, in ail condi- for which they are intended, a desideratum which will be

î a of des conval esig from adyna i e ver, in al l coni- for i chd by a l w ishlng to purchase Instrum ents, that
%n pad, nurto rmidgsinad a-sii prcae y long and well established reputation.

>t ou d, In nervous prostration from mental and physical are reliable and i

e 1n eipation or bad habits, in chlorotic or anæmic ASPIRATORS.
Is a n the strumous diathesis in adults and children, (A new"Instrument.)
%' b ination of great reliability and efficacy, and it

eataken for a protracted period without becoming gix Tubulated Needles, assorted......$25.00
the patient. Aspirator, No. 1i Tb ufai ...... 18.00

Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the Aspirator No. ...... 12.00

to aPoe.a may be added, each fluid drachm making the Aspirator, No. Improvements and Noveltie.

"'tgrain to a half fluid ounce of the Eliir,-a valuable Al the Latest

4 tonn in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches. All orders entruste
ofed nd la prepared with great care, and will be main- .icstandard purity and strength. Prepared by Catalogues frnished on ap lication.

",» HORATIO G. KERN,
4 y T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C. No. 21 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

AL L DR U G G IS TS. Oct., 1873.

. lE
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.

We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot, M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jewell, M.D.

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. McGraw, M.D.
Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D.

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

EW YORK CITy- p.
Prof. W. A. Hammond,
Prof. Lewis A. Sayre,
Poof. James R. Woo

PHILADELPHIA. ,
Prof. Robert E. Rogers , p.Prof. B. Howard Rand,

CANADA. Col
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., $tý

tharines. t'1
Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., i"$,Dr. John R. Dickson, J

Kingston. ebO'Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D•,
rold. ,.uP,Drs. Orton & Alexander,
Fergus.br. A. Wolverton, M.D•,
ilton.

Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., TOo09'

Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing CompalY
167 EAST 34th STRE E T, NEW YORK.

FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO. Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their

F.G.OTTO& SONS,
(Successors to OTTO & REYNDERS.)

MANUFACTURERS & IMPORTERS OF

Surgical Instruments and Orthodical Appliances.
.Fig.12.

~EEE
4 B F.C.0T0-SONS.

THE RESERVOIR THERMI1OMETER.--The advantages this Thermometer possesses overal
consist i the Reservoir B, in which the registering part of the mercury is collected, forming a body of oblong ;The surface of this body being large in comparison to the contracted bore, makes it impossible to unite the register
the mercury in the bulb A.

These Thermometers are well seasoned before graduating, and, consequently, are as correct as they &n be

P: ]El. I C
Four inch in flfths,

" " " fourths,

Five " " flfths, ...
"I"l fourt -

u 4,:

F. G. Otto & Son's Patent Truss Pad.

In iard Rubber or Boxwood Case, and will be forwarded on receipt ofPt

F. G. OTTO & SONS' PATENT TRTJ5
Has been described in several medical journals. and has since proved to

far the best of any yet put before the profession.

SKELETONS, ANATOMICAL PREPARATIONS

64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK•
BEND FOR PRICE LISTS.
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UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY

(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.)

MEDICAL DEPAIRTALENT.-WINTER SESSION 1876-'77.

FACULLY:

.D. F.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S., Lond.; Dean of the FacUlty, and Consulting

pierl tal and the Burnside Lying-in-Hlospital.-5 Que-t et

Surgeon Toronto

Prof. of Obstetrics, and Diseî

THUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.; M.R.C.S., Eng.;t ,Edin. ;F.O.S., Lond.; Physician to To-
18 eral Hospital, and Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.

Prof. of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.

* GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P.,
P.O.S., Lond. ; Physician Toronto Gen. Hos-

3 Fleming's Terrace, Elm-st.
. of Principles and Practice of Medicine.

'e.%D. ; M.R.C.S., E ng. ; L.R.C.P., Lond.-4»rchst. Physician to the Toronto General Hospi-0 pital for Incurables, and Hospital for Sick Chil-

Of Physiology and Institutes of Medicines.

ANTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.
of. of Pathology and Medical Diagnosis.
BOVELL, M.D., L.R.C.P., Lond.
"ritus Prof. of Pathology.

rON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S.
; Physician to Toronto General Hospital, and
ing Physician Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.-ocoe-st.

edicai Jurisprudence and Assistant Lecturer on
Obstetries, &c.

ases of Women and Unilen.
d 68 J ns

J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M e; and T e p u c

Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutie.

W. H. ELLIS, M.A., M.B.; L.R.C.P., Lond. Instructor

in Chemiet'y, College of Technology.

Prof. of Lractical Chemistry and Toxicology.

THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Lecturer on Chemistry,
BotaTy, &o., Normal School.

Prof. of General Chemistry and Botany.

H. ROBERTSON, M.B. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.-24 Shuter-st,

Prof. of Anatomy-Descriptive and Surgical.

J. FRASER, M.D.; L.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P., Lond.

Demonstrator of Anatomy.

A. J. JOHNSTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S., Lond-

pathologist to the Toronto General Hospital.
Microscopy.

FRED. L M. GRASSET, M.B., L.R.C.S., Edin; M.R.C.S.,

En. hscian to, the Burnuide Lying -in- Hospital, and
Eng.; -Physicp sponsary.-159 King St., West.
the Toronto Dipfsr. 5 igS. et

Practical Surgery.

NIVEN AGNEW, M.D.-Cor. Richmond and Bay Streets.

Sanitary Science.

~ti 1~ ~Sio Wiî cmmece n MNDA, th 2n ofOctber 186, nd ontnue or ix 510lt15. uo auu.'t

h1, ea8 Will commence on MONDAY, the 2nd of October, 1876, and contitau, Fullx informtn rhespectinge
Oe delY red in the new College building, close to the Toronto General HosPital Ful& information respecting

*8ee, Gold and Silver Medals, Scholarships, Certificates of Honor, Graduation, &o., will be given in the

uneerent.

.Dean. 
W. B. GEIKIE, Secretary.

COLLEGE.

~DER, M

â6h,
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University of the City of New Yor,
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

410 East Twenty-sixth St., opposite Bellevue Hospital, New York C

TI-IlRtTT-SrXTI-I SESSIOeN, 1876-77.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.
REV. HOWABD CROSBY, D.D., LLD.,

Chancellor of the University.
MARTIN PAINE, M.D., LL.D.,

Emeritus Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
ALFRED C. POST, M.D., LL.D.,

Emeritus Prof. of Clinical Surgery ; President of the Faculty.
CHARLES A. BUDD, M.D.,

Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics, Diseases of W&man & Children.
JOHN C. DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.,

Prof. of Chemistry.
ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D.,

Prof. of Pathology and Practice of Medicine.
WILLIAM DARLING, A.M., M.D., F.R.C.S.,

Prof. of Anatomy.

WILLIAM H. THOMSOM, M.D.,
Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

J. W. S. ARNOLD, M.D.,
Prof. of Physiology.

JOHN T. DÂRBY, M.D.,
Prof. of Surgery.

CHARLES INSLEE PARDEE, M.D.,
Prof. of Diseases of the Ear; Dean of the FacultY.

FANEVIL D. WEISSE, M.D.,
Prof. of Practical & Surgical Anatomy.

R. A. WITTHAUS, JR., M.D.,
Associate Prof. of Chemistry & Physiology.

J. WILLISTON WRIGHT, M.D.,
Lecturer on Obstetrics, Diseases of Women & Ch

JOSEPH W. WINTER, M.D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

POST GRADUATE FACULTY.
D. B. ST. JOHN ROOSA, M.D.,
Prof. of Opholmology and Otology.

WM. A. HAMMOND, M.D.,
Prof. of Diseases of the Mind and Nervous System.

STEPHEN SMITH, M.D.,
Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery and Surgical Jurisprudence.

J. W. S. GOULEY, M.D.,
Prof. of Diseases of the Genito-Urinary Systein.

MONTROSE A. PALLEN, M.D.,
Prof. of Gynaecology.

HENRY G. PIFFARD, M.D.,
Clinical Professor of DermatologY.

THE COLLEGIATE YEAR is divided into two Sessions-a regular Winter Session, and a Spring Session. The latter is auxiliarl
former, and tie design of the Faculty is to furnish instruction to medical students throughout the year. A ttendance onthere 
Session is aul that is demanded of the candidates for graduation. Those who attend the other session receive a CERTIFICATÀ F 0 0havin ursued voluntarily a fuller course than usual.

TEE SPRING SESSION is principally of a practical and clinical character, and affords particular facilities to student *1 1% Walready taken one course in schools where such practical advantages exist to a less extent. The course consists also partly of lecexaminations on the subjects necessary for graduating in medicine, conducted by the Professors of the regular Faculty and their
These examinations will be addressed to both first and second course students. For the purpose of makng the visits to the wsrdoHospitals as available as possible, the class is divided into sections. One division at a time is instructed in Practice, Diagnosis Pand Treatmient of Patients. The course begins early in March, and continues till the middle of May, when the SUMMER COMME5is held. During the Summer the College Clinics are kept open.THE PRELMINARY WINTER SESSION commences September 13th, 1876, and continues till the opening of the regular
is conducted on. he sie plan as the Regular Winter Session. the l

THE REGtJLAR WINTER SESSION occupies four and a half months-commencing on September 27th, and continuing tiiof February. The system of instruction embraces a thorough Didactic and Clinical Course, the lectures being illustrated by twd cgday. One of these daily clinics will be held either in Bellevue or the Charity Hospital. The location of the College buildinggreatest facilities for Hospital Clinies. It is opposite the gate of Bellevue Hospital, on Twenty-sixth street, and in close proxiifhtyOto Charity Hospital on Blackwell's Island, while the Department of out-door Medical Chàrity, and the Hospital Post-mortem Rooms 4m
the street. The students of the University Medical College will be furnished with admission tickets to these establishments free
The Professors of the practical chairs are connected with one or both of these Hospitals. Besides the Hospital clinics, there are eigh
each week in the College building. e

THE POST GRADUATE COURSE is to consist of lectures delivered by the Professors of the several departments in the COlt4e* Ing during the regular Winter Session, illustrated by clinies held in Hospitals and at the College. Af ter an attendance of one edl'ijo
these lectures, any candidate who is already a graduate of a recognised Medical College can obtain a Diplonia Certificate, countersignrsu( 9Chancellor of the University and the Dean of the Faculty of the Medical Departnent, and by four or more Professors of the Post<,eICourse, to the effect.that the candidate has passed an examination by them in their respective branches of special medical instructi4
fee for the Diploma Certificate is $30. This course will begin September 27th. fre

The Faculty d'esires to call attention particularly to the opportunities for dissection. Subjects are abundant, and are ferde7diFge, and the Professor of Anatomy spends several hours each day in demonstration iii the dissecting-room.
FEES FOR T HE WI TER COURSE.

For course of Lectures...... .......................................................... $140 00
Matriculation............ ................. ...................................... 5 00
Demonstrator's fee including material for dissection ........................................... 10 00
Graduation Fee....,..................................................... 30 00

FEES FOR THE S PRI G COURSE. ourse
Students who have attended tne M inter Course will be admitted free of charge. Those who have not attended the Winter Cours

required to pay the Matriculation Fee and $30 ; and, should they decide to become pupils for the winter, the $30 thus paid wl
from the price of the winter tickets.A For further particulars and circulars, address the Dean.

Prof. OHAS. INSLEE PARDE, M.D., Cd
UniveraityMedical College, 410 East 26th St. New
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CUTLER'S
- TIEMANN & 00., POCKET INHATER

4SOBLMANN. ESTABLISHED 1826. ED. PFARRE

67 CRATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPoRTERS oF

aURGIOCAL INSTIRUMENTS,
'kMIat"a for Fractures, Dislocatiolns and Deformities,

Instruments for Local AnSesthesia, and for Applica-
ns to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

rue Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,
OPhthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Sy-

anges, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical
Instruments of all kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

'1?WO SILVER MEDALS AWARDED

BY THE

]IS EXPOSITION OF 1867,

I

O ýeCarbolateofldineIhalants

MEDY for al NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-

A "eEse, afording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and is weil adapted to the treatment of all those diseases of

the air passages reqUiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed

by many leading practitioners, and commends itseif to al

desiriflg an apparatus.
Dr. George Hadly, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy

in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report
upon its menites concludes in these words :

uon the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its

prposes by novel, yet by the most simple and effectuai

means,; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried

out in the execution.
Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besides

being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the

adept. Made of liard Rubber, it may be carried about the

person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of

time or pa atented in the United States, England and
Canada. Over 50,000 now in use in this country.

Frics $2, including Inhalant for two months' use. Neatly
ut up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra

uottle of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.

Kept by anl druggists. Send your address and receive our

descriptive circular, post-paid.
W. H. SMITH A CO.,

402 and 406 Michigan St., Juffalo, N. Y.

N THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO Samples to physiclans iree by ma on p

rRO Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments. TO MEDICAL MEN.

a good Practice, comfortable house, stables,

Dr Garratt's Electric Disk. etc., er with a small Drug store in a eatifuy
s ituated villag e s toi a suitale paierso

for local Weakness and chronic Pains-if worn by avatageonte to a suitable person.

night ~ an orr i day,-i asr ay flxil 
ad v llage wtilam l falmeo alvy n vr

finepad sef-aplis acontan Apply to the Editor of the LANCEr.
night or day, as a flexible pad, self-applies a constant
fine Electric ifuene, of great power to cure weak DR. R EEVE
Nerves, Joints, Muscles or Organs, as weak Lungs

Throat, Stonach or Back, Sluggish Liver, Rheunatic CARD TO
Ileart, Asthma, Congestion in Neck, Head Pains, CAN BE CONSULTED IN RE T

Weak Kidneys and Pelvic Organs. s F THE EYE AND EARY
4t Disk, 5 by 8 inches, 24 poles, $2.50. Childrens, 2 by 5, $1. IISEASE FEY

, 50cts. Greatly improved in durability. Each Disk isT h ,iltian,3 1 At thie Tecumiseh House, London,

"Garratt's Disk is the only thing for thiwpurpose
b- egist 1n Ion the First Saturday of every mnonth.
bruggists and Surgical Instrument Dealers.

a"l on receipt of Price, by A. C. GARRATT, MD., (Electri- Resdence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.

RI2ST PEINE FOR ARTIFW L LI BS
SU R GI C A L rPP Li A N CE S.

t ecion m rade toorder, for Paralysis, Hip-
jyrvAltALU f ever deslu *5t v

e ee Club Feet, c.
joint Disease, JAMES AUTHORS,

C .no 16 King Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.

1artonnr t have uchleae inbeing able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, and

S orkmanship shown in r. Authors' surgical appliances. M ier o ront S nan
a ny Part of the world. JAE .RCADOMD. University of Toronto, M.R.C.S. England.

à6h.-
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JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE
PHILADELPHIA.

u t Fifty-Second Session of the Jefferson Medical Colleg wlld fei om Monday, th Sept r,beI876, and will corunüIto Mrh 87 PRELIMINARY LCUE ilbe held from Monday, 4th September'adwI ~"'
PROFESSOIRS.

JOSEPH PANCOAST. M.D., General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy (Emeritus.)SAMUEL D. GROSS, M.D., LL.D., D.C.L. Oxon., Institutes and Practice of Surgery.ELLERSLIE WALLACE, M. D., Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children.
B. HOWARD RAND, M.D., Chemistry.
JOHN B. BIDDLE, M.D., Materia Medica and General Therapeutics.J. AITKEN MEIGS, M.D., Institutes of Medicine and Medical jurisprudence.J.M. DACOSTA, M.D., Practice of Medicine.
WILLIAM H. PANCOAST, M.D., General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.

.Special >ourses are also given on the following subjects:
TOxICOLOGY, by Professor RAND.
DISEASES OF THE CRANIAL NERVES, by Professor MEIGS.
DERMATOLOGY and SYPHILITIc DISEAsEs, by Dr. F F. MAURY, one of the Surgeons to the Philadelphia HoSPitl.PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY, by Dr. MORRIS LONGSTRETH, Pathologist to the Pennsylvania Hospital.OPERATIVE SURGERY, with Operations on the Cadaver, by Dr. JOHN H. BRINTON, one of the Surgeons to thephia Hospital. 

WILOPHTHALMOLOGY and OTOLOGY are treated both clinically and didactically during the entire course, by Dr.THOMSON, one of the Surgeons to the Wills Ophthalmic Hospital.
LARYNGOSCOPY, with DISEASES OF THE THROAT, by Dr. J. SOLIS-COHEN.
The DEMONSTRATO of Surgery, Dr. J. EvING MEARS, delivers a distinct course of Demonstrations of surgeryillustrations on the Cadaver, during the entire session.
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY with Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis, the Examination of Normal and Abnormal fPI#and Manipulation by the Student himself, is taught by the DEMONSTRATOR of Chemistry, Dr. W. H. GREPRACTICAL ANATOMY and MORBID ANATOMY. For the study of Practical Anatomy, a full supply of materia 5Y0nishedfree ofcharge. The Anatomical Rooms are spacious and provided with every convenience, and "0are subjects for dissection to be had without expense, but there are no incidental or extra charges of aufDemonstrator of Anatomy, T. H. ANDREWS, M.D.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION is given daily at the College. The SURGICAL CLINIC is held on Wednesdays and Sdays, by Professors GROSS, JOSEPH PANCOAST and W. H. PANCOAST. The MEDICAL CLINIC, on Mondays anddays, by Professors DACOSTA, BIDDLE and MEIGs. The CLINIC of Diseases of Women and Children on Tuesday-jbProfessor WALLACE. The CLINIC of Diseases of the Eye and Ear, on Fridays, by Dr. THOMsoN. The PENNSYL 5<HOSPITAL is near the College, and the corps of lecturers includes Professors DACOSTA and MEIGS. Professor PA1c0A
and Drs. MAURY and BRINTON are connected with the staff of the PHILAI)ELPHIA HOSPITAL.THE NEw HOSPITAL OF THE JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE was begun in November, 1875, and will be corP1hiby the close of the present summer ; and it is confidently anticipated that it will be in full operation early iu the ,isession. It is situated in a spacious lot immediately west of the College, bounded on three sides by streets and t #Ispace on the fourth side, and will afford accommodation for at least one hundred beds. It is constructed accordingitmost approved principles of hospital architecture, and will be furnished with every necessary appliance for heatinglation, etc. A spacious amphitheatre, seating more than 500 students, is provided for Clinical Lectures, which, Withvisits te the wards, will form part of the regular services of the College.

For a Full Course, .. $140
Matriculation Fee (paid once only,) 5....$40
Graduation Fee, ... ••.•.•.•.30

STWDENTS WHO HAVE ATTENDED TWO FULL COURSES OF LECTURES ON ANATOMY, CHEMISTRY, MATSRIA Sot
AND THE INSTITUTES OF MEDICINE, MAY BE EXAMINED ON THOSE SUBJECTS AT THE END OF THE SECOND CO1%ofAND, IF APPROVED, WILL, AT THE END OF THEIR THIRD COURSE, BE EXAMINED ONLY ON THEORY AND FRACMEDICINE, SURGERY AND OBSTETRICS.

A SUMMER COURSE of Supplementary Lectures is given, beginning 26th March, 1877, and extending throu t'%onths of April, May and June. There is no additional charge for this Course to Matriculants of the Collegeeregistration fee of five dollars.
The Annual Announcement will be sent on application to

J. B. BIDDLE, M.D.,
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]WERRY Je ]tanin
AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

1e ut u atig Prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intendlng purchasers, subject to

e lc ons, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups a Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottes, a87 the prce
£th g e. £r Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Gorrected Sept. lt,

1ý(l» $ c.
C .arboli . 8 c. 00c Rad. Rhei. ib. 2 00
ilph. A........ .... z. 0 07 lodine, resub..............oz. 1 75 Santonine pu..............oz. 0 90
ydr .......... 8 oz. bot. 0 20 Jalapin............. .. ode Bicarb................ lo 0 14t . Carb 1 ... ..... .1 " 0 23 Lii. Saponis.. .......... 8 oz. bot. 0 24 " Pac ar..........." 0 32

(CNt..........b 02 017 «.Potass. Tart ............... 0 32
t lb. 0 25 Liq. Ammon.. .............. o 20 Spir. Camphor..........8 oz. bot. 0 28
ulph..........8 oz. bot. 0 22 Arsenic ............... 0. O 40 Ammon. Go ........... ". 0 250 33 Bismuth ............... 0 28 Syr. Aurant.. .............. O 20

Tart 0 28 Donovau 1 30 Codeia ................. " .0 90
Nit fus............0. O O " OpiiSed....... .......... 0 17 " Ferri Id...............".040
pt 1aib... .. ....... ". 1.30 Potasse O.. .. .. .. .. . .... 0 0

1,it a ..... '....8 oz. bot. 0 63 Mist. Ferri Co.. ........ 8 Oz. bot. 20 Strych. Phos. Co. ...... 0 65
oz. 0 30 Morph. Sul. ............... oz. 4 00 4Poph.o............." .045

< Ydr.te 0 30 " Mur.................. 0 20 " pSeneg C................ 038
Yfne . 0 13 01. Crotonis.. .. .. ......... 25 Scill .............. 0 2............. " ( 15 Jecoris Asselli.. . 0 30 Tinct. Aconit 0 24
,u ...-......... lb. 1 40 Olivie Opt.............030 " Arna.... ......

oz. 0 50 Opium.... .. .............. 60 Calumb................".. 20
0 15 Powd.............. o 0 Camph. .......... 0 20

l. 125 P1i Aloes 002
lb. 1 2 Pi...................... ' 0830 " Cardam. Co 0 24
oz. 0 20 " et Ferri.. 0 38 Catechu .... 0 20S. . " 0 12 " Myr.... .. 3..... Cinchon Co ........... " 0 24

Yscia .. '.......... 0 05 Assafotid.. .. .......... .0 45 Colch. Sem .. 0 20
A . 0 20 Cath. Co., U. S.. .. .. 5... 1 Digital...... .... 0 ...... " 020

y Ag...... 0 30 " yrrMs.... b. 1 0 " Ergot......... " 0 30
S75 Subchlor. Co. grs, 0 35 Ferri Perchlor........ 0 18··..... " 007 " Rhei. Go......... - ... .. 040 Gentian Co.. 0 20

O..'''''........... " 0 50 Podophyllin, Co ......... 0 25 " Hyosciam ... 0 20
o *. • -. . 0 30 Plumbi Acet.... 0 60 " Iodine ................. " .0 45S C...*.. 0 90 Potase. Acet.... ...... .. 035 " Nucis Vom.. 0 24

file ia%. puly... . 1 10 Bicarb . . . 9l 0 50
Pur.......... 060 romid......... 20 Rei 0 30
C ... 0 30 " Iodid.................. 075 Valer................" 0 20

. . . 012 Pul. Greta o........ ...... 1 00 " Verat Vir ............ OZ. 0 24
0hos.. 0 65 " C Opio 260 UIF. Hyd. Nit .............. b. 0 60

. 18 "Ipecac................".2 25 4 Zinci.. ................ O 40
Chor. 015 C o.. .. .......... 50 Vin. Ipecac... .. ....... oz. bot. 030
G Gre O 10 " Jalapa................ 2 " Antim................. " 0 20

0 07 Quinn Sul........... oz 2 A ..

assoArrngemntshave been made for a constan
rtnIent of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Ârrangemn a

iabl, Vaccine-Scabs, $2 ; Half-Scabs, $1. Enemas from 75c.

ROYAL COLLEGE

ý81GA%8AND SURGEONst
IN AFFILIATION WITH

's University, Kingston.
aic t :

M D, M.R.C.P. Lond. ; M.R.C.S. Eng.; F.R.C.S
hkrSidUent and Prof. of Clinical Surgery.

,. Edin. Registrar and Prof. of Materia

kle ull M. D. Principles and Practice of Medicine, and

Ie rs il LVELL, M.D. Obstetries and Diseases of Women and

S LIVAN, M.D. Surgery and Surgical Anatomy
M& PI . D Dcri Botany.*

#, ý f DYUIS, M. D. Descriptive and Regilonal Anatomy.
« S i MD Medical Jurisprudence.

J UPUIS, M.A. Chemistry and Practical Chemistry.
si LIVER, M.D. Institutes of Medicine and Sanitary

FENWICK, M.A., M.D. M.R.C.S. England. Practical

k<.b 1 SJuj ter Session be ns on the 1st Wednesday of October,
e L¡ ttending this College may obtain either the degree of

411 by ehce Of the College. Certificates of attendance are
y twhiche London and Edinburgh Colleges The Collegeal a being newly fitted up, is commodious and conven-

tý d 4n ed facihties are presented for the study of Practicalgogerai eat advantages are afforded for Clinical instruction at
O'Pplic Oital and Hotel Dieu. Further information ean be

Ctio0 to the Registrar.
t. P IFE FOWLER, M.D., L.R.C.S. Edin.

ecture. ig the Botan ical class can also without additiona
r n Zoologv.

JOSEPI DAVIDS & CO.
CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DR UGS, CHEMiCALS, TRUSSES,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR oF DAVIDS' MOTH-PROOF LINENq
BAGS.

QUEEN'S OWN BOUQUET.

171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.

TNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.

Departmnent of Medicine and Surgery.

The 27th annual course of lectures will commence on Oct.

2, 1876.
Course separate but equal for women.

Matriculation Fee-Residents of Michigan, $1o; non-

esidents, $25.
Annual Dues-Residents of Michigan, $15; non-residents,

$20.

Graduation Fee-For all alike, $5.

Send for Circular and Catalogue.

A. B. PALMER, M.D., DEAN, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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SPINAL PROP
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Improved Centripetal

SPINAL LEVe

Unrivalled fo the tregtment of
Angular Curvature, gives no pain,
restrains no motion, and makes no
show through the dress.
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Banning Truss & Brace Co's.
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MECHANICAL SUPPORT
Has the unqualified endorsement of over fivethousand of the leading medical men of this
ountry and Europe, and has been adopted by

them ln their practice.

PRACTITION ERS
Report to the Medical Journals and to us thM
c8105 of

For lateral curvature of the s1p
The general action is to reverse
body's weight, and so deP:
gravity of its depressing force.

Fig. No. 7.

SPINAL DEFORMITIES
The above cut repres

ane above cut represents BAN. RIlovED ABDOMINNING's NoN-FarcTrxo SELF-ADJUsT- remo vfi sceral ebfziN BRAoE TaUss, applied for the which have gone through the whole catalogue of re attace , trunn ,retention of inguinal, femoral other Spinal Props, Corsets, Abdominal Sup. Bts BttcmnD UIN2<and umbilical hernia. Acta upon porters and Pessaries, insuporting the Uthe principle of removing visceral en pe vain, theswveight fromn herinial openings. Is YI E LD RE A DILY te agisd, etus, thight, cool and self-adiustable, and the Tvoaia rerngabsolutely a Non-FrOiction Truss. p . ing it] to ig nroetaletso

BANNING TRUSS AND BRACE CO., 704 Broadway, above 4th St,
No other office or Address. Send for Descriptive ParslP

N. B.-The numbers of the above Figures refer to Pamphlet Nos., NOT to Descriptive List r"
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